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1. What is RTEI?
The Right to Education Index (RTEI) is a global accountability initiative that aims to ensure that all people,
no matter where they live, enjoy their right to a quality education. RTEI is a global index built out of the
international right to education framework to monitor national progress towards its fulfillment. It reveals
key areas in need of improvement, offers country-to-country comparisons, and tracks progress over time.
Ultimately, RTEI seeks to:
Strengthen the expertise and capacity of civil society and education advocates.
Increase public and political support for realizing the right to education.
Hold governments and institutions accountable for their commitments to the right to education.
And finally, uphold the right to education for every child and adult everywhere.
RTEI partners with civil society organizations, research institutions, and governments to collect data on a
wide range of indicators explicitly derived from the international right to education framework. The data is
used to form the Right to Education Index, which can be used by the public, civil society, researchers,
and governments to identify areas in need of improvement, explore issues more deeply, and place efforts
where they are most needed.
As with any index, RTEI has limitations in its interpretation and application. For complete information on
RTEI limitations, see RTEI Background and Methodology.
RTEI is…
A general measure of the right to education in a country.
Based on an important, but non-exhaustive, list of indicators explicitly derived from the
international right to education framework.
Focused on minimum core obligations that should be immediately implemented and are not
subject to resource restraints.
A first step toward further analysis and advocacy by interested parties who are able to
contextualize results using questions present in the RTEI Questionnaire and other relevant
information.
RTEI is not…
The comprehensive, definitive measure of the right to education in a country.
An exhaustive index that covers the full complexity of the right to education.
A legal document that can be used for adjudication purposes.

2. What is the RTEI Questionnaire?
The primary tool of RTEI is the RTEI Questionnaire, a comprehensive survey of close-ended questions
answered with supporting documentation. Each question has an explicit basis in one or several
international human rights instruments, namely legally binding international conventions of the United
Nations. Questionnaires are completed by select civil society organizations, subjected to a double-blind
peer review by in-country independent experts and national research organizations, and provided to
national governments for further review.
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3. How is the Questionnaire Structured?

The RTEI Questionnaire is comprised of the themes of Governance, Availability, Accessibility,
Acceptability, and Adaptability — the 4A framework developed by the first UN Special Rapporteur on the
Right to Education Katarina Tomasevski.1
RTEI
Questionnaire

Governance

Availability

Accessibility

Acceptability

Adaptability

Governance speaks to the legal structure of education in a State. This includes State ratification
of international declarations or treaties, education financing, and education standards and
regulations.
Availability speaks to the specific quantity of educational institutions available and the condition
of such institutions.
Accessibility speaks to whether available institutions are accessible to all students regardless of
their socio-economic, familial, or demographic status.
Acceptability speaks to the quality of available education. This moves beyond learning
outcomes to also capture the cultural relevance and security of the educational environment as
well as the aims and content of education.
Adaptability speaks to the ability of education to be flexible in meeting the needs of a diverse
range of students.2

3.1

Subthemes

In addition to Governance and the 4 As, the RTEI Questionnaire contains many embedded subthemes.
These subthemes are illustrated below and are captured in the RTEI Questionnaire.
Theme 1: Governance
Subtheme 1: International Framework
Subtheme 2: National Law
Subtheme 3: Plan of Action
Subtheme 4: Monitoring and Reporting
Subtheme 5: Financing
Theme 2: Availability
Subtheme 1: Classrooms
Subtheme 2: Sanitation
Subtheme 3: Teachers
Subtheme 4: Learning Materials

Tomasevksi, K. (2001). Human Rights obligations: Making education available, accessible, acceptable and adaptable. Right to
Education Primers No. 3 Available at http://www.right-to-education.org/resource/primer-no-3-human-rights-obligations-makingeducation-available-accessible-acceptable-and
2
UNESCO (2014). The Right to Education: Law and policy review guidelines. Paris: UNESCO.
1
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Theme 3: Accessibility
Subtheme 1: Free Education
Subtheme 2: Participation
Theme 4: Acceptability
Subtheme 1: Aims of Education
Subtheme 2: Learning Environment
Subtheme 3: Learning Outcomes
Theme 5: Adaptability
Subtheme 1: Children with Disabilities
Subtheme 2: Children of Minorities and Indigenous Peoples
Subtheme 3: Girls
Subtheme 4: Child Labor
Subtheme 5: Migrants, Refugees, Internally Displaced Children, and Children Deprived of Liberty
Subtheme 6: Armed Conflict
Subtheme 7: COVID-19

3.2

Structural, Process, and Outcome Indicators

To assess the various levels in which the right to education manifests itself, each of the five themes in the
RTEI Questionnaire includes a mix of structural, process, and outcome indicators. Indicator type is
marked next to each question in the RTEI Questionnaire:

S

denotes a structural indicator. Structural indicators capture the national legal environment,
addressing whether laws exist on the books that comply with the international right to education
framework.

P

denotes a process indicator. Process indicators capture the efforts of the State, addressing
whether mechanisms have been put in place to aid in the realization of the right to education.

O

denotes an outcome indicator. Outcome indicators measure the results of structural and
process indicators in practice, addressing whether citizens are actually enjoying the right to
education.3

3.3

Minimum Core and Progressively Realized Obligations

The RTEI Questionnaire contains questions pertaining to both minimum core obligations as well as
progressively realized aspects of the right to education.
Minimum core obligations have been identified by the Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural
Rights in General Comment 13. Using the five obligations outlined in General Comment 13, UNESCO’s
law and policy review guidelines for the right to education recognizes the minimum core as the “heart of
the right to education”.4 To improve measurability, minimum core obligations are defined in the RTEI as
those that are included in General Comment 13 (listed below) that are to be immediately implemented by
the State and are not subject to resource restrictions. Minimum core obligations include:
de Beco, G. (2008). Human Rights Indicators for assessing State Compliance with International Human Rights, supra note 138, p.
44
4
UNESCO (2014). The Right to Education: Law and Policy Review Guidelines, p. 12
3
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Ensure the right to education on a non-discriminatory basis.
Provide free and compulsory, quality primary education.
Ensure that education conforms to the objectives set out in the international right to education
framework.
Adopt and implement a national education strategy.
Ensure free choice of education without interference, subject to conformity with minimum
educational standards.
Progressively realized aspects of the right to education are subject to the maximum available resources
of a country. Questions related to progressively realizable indicators are weighted differently in Index
calculation to capture their progressively realized nature and are denoted with a

3.4

W

in the Questionnaire.

Cross-cutting Themes

While Governance and the 4 As and their respective subthemes are the predominant framework, the
RTEI Questionnaire can address cross-cutting themes arising out of RTEI results. These include:
Girls’ Education
Children with Disabilities
Regional Disparities
Indigenous and Minority Populations
Private Education
Teachers
Income Inequality
Content of Education
Monitoring and Accountability
National Normative Framework
Opportunity and Indirect Costs
Alignment of Education Aims
SDG 4
Combined with their respective structural-process-outcome characteristics, these cross-cutting themes
allow for more in-depth analysis of RTEI results.
For details on all cross-cutting themes and further information on how they are used once the RTEI
Questionnaire is complete, see the RTEI Methodology Technical Note.

4. How is the Questionnaire Completed?
The RTEI Questionnaire is completed by civil society respondents over a two-month period. There is one
primary civil society respondent per country. The Questionnaire is to be completed using primarily
national government data, while some questions may be best answered by non-governmental reports or
international data. The Questionnaire is to be completed using existing available data and information; it
is not meant to necessitate field research. Each question of the Questionnaire is to be supported by
verifiable documentation. Questionnaires completed by civil society respondents are then submitted to
RESULTS Educational Fund. After confirmation of satisfactory completion, RESULTS Educational Fund
will submit the completed Questionnaire separately to two national research organizations to complete a
double-blind peer review. The completed Questionnaire will also be made available to national
government counterparts for review and comment. Anonymity of all respondents and reviewers will be
preserved throughout the process. Reconciliation of discrepancies will be led by RESULTS Educational
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Fund, and data from the final completed Questionnaires will be used to create the global RTEI report. For
more on the RTEI Questionnaire completion process, see RTEI Background and Methodology.

4.1

Data Collection

Data from the most recent year should be included in all questions. Respondents should provide the year
in which the data was collected in the comment box. General guidelines for data preferences include:
National data is preferred over international data.
Most recent data preferred.
National ministry of education data preferred over other ministries, followed by the national
statistical office.
Finally, Academic and Research organization reports, NGO reports, and media reports.
Respondents are free to use any of the above sources that they believe is the most accurate but should
signify in the notes why the less preferred or alternative data source was selected.

Guidelines for Decentralized Countries
For countries with decentralized governance related to the right to education, completing the RTEI
Questionnaire can be challenging. Whether states, territories, provinces, or some other regional
governance structure protects, respects, or fulfils the right to education should be accurately reflected in
RTEI. Thus, when reviewing regional governance structures, if even one regional entity has not fulfilled
the indicator, the response should indicate that the right to education is not protected, respected, or
fulfilled for that particular indicator nationwide.
For some questions, RTEI provides options for decentralized countries, such as 1.2.2:

Question 1.2.2
Do national laws protect the liberty of individuals and bodies, including
minorities, to establish private schools?
a. Yes.
b. More than half of regional laws protect minorities’ right to establish
their own schools.
c. Less than half of regional laws protect minorities’ right to establish
their own schools.
d. No.

Researchers completing RTEI who have questions about decentralized structures should contact
rtei@wvi.org with any comments or concerns.

4.2

RTEI Questionnaire Format

The RTEI Questionnaire consists of two question styles. The first question style addresses the ratification
of international or regional conventions or treaties (Q 1.1.1- Q 1.1.5). For these questions respondents
should simply mark “yes” if their country is party to the document or “no” if it is not. Respondents may
mark “yes but with reservations” if their country has filed formal reservations in regards to the convention
or treaty.
RTEI 2021 Questionnaire
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The remainder of the questions are either close-ended with multiple-choice answers (a, b, c, d, e) or
simple open-ended questions where respondents provide a specific rate, ratio, or percentage. Each
question is accompanied by:
Its basis in the right to education framework.
An explanation of the question.
Necessary definitions of any technical terms in the question.
Examples of the type of information that could answer the question.
Suggestions of the type of appropriate supporting documentation that may be provided to
justify and accompany the response.
Potential data sources where such information may be found. Most questions can be addressed
with four sources: (1) National Constitution or Education Act, (2) National Education Plan, (3)
National Education Budget, and (4) Ministry/Department of Education Data on Inputs, Outputs,
and Outcomes.
Additional guidance for responses to clarify what each response option means.
Following each question is:
A place for the respondent to enter the response.
A place for the respondent to provide the supporting document and citation, attaching or
hyperlinking the source document justifying the response and citing the exact paragraph or page
number where the information can be found.
A place for civil society researcher comment if there is any further explanation or clarification
that can be made on the interpretation of the supporting document or how the question is
answered.
A place for peer review 1 comment for the first national research institution review of the
answers submitted by the civil society respondent.
A place for peer review 2 comment for the second national research institution review of the
answers submitted by the civil society respondent.
A place for government comment for the national government review of the answers submitted
by the civil society respondent.
A place for RESULTS Educational Fund comment for any final clarification/evaluation of
discrepancies in responses.
Below is a template illustrating the format of most questions found in the RTEI Questionnaire:
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QUESTION TEMPLATE

Theme
Subtheme: Specific Subsection Title
Question Number: Specific Question
Basis
“Direct quotes that provide the rationale and justification for the inclusion of the question in the RTEI Questionnaire”
— Human Rights convention or treaty from which the direct quote is cited
See also: Additional conventions and treaties that provide direct or indirect support, justifying the inclusion of the
question.
Guidance
Explanation: Explains what the question seeks to address.
Necessary Definitions: Helps clarify the question by providing definitions for key terms included in the question.
Definitions are adapted from those provided by the United Nations when available.
Examples: Provides potential examples of what positive responses to the question may look like (for example, for the
question “Are reasonable accommodation measures available for children with disabilities in schools?” examples may
include textbooks in Braille and schools that are handicapped accessible).
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Provides specific supporting documents required to validate the question
response. These should be cited by the respondent and will be used by reviewers to ensure comparable data quality.
Potential Data Sources: Includes suggested data sources that may be available for respondents.
Additional Guidance for Responses: Provides information necessary to clarify response categories. Respondents
should pay attention to this section before choosing from the response options.
Calculation: Provides reference of how the responses are scored during Index calculation. Respondents do not need
to refer to this section in their response.
Benchmark: Some indicators could not be measured on a 0 to 1 scale (0 to 100%). In those cases the benchmarks
are provided for respondents information.
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Question Number

Response

Specific Question

[RESPOND HERE]

a.

Possible Answers are Provided in a Multiple Choice Format

b.

If Multiple Choice Format is not Provided, please Answer Questions
Directly Using the Appropriate Percentage, Age, or Text.

[LETTERS IN THIS
BOX INDICATE
MULTIPLE
RESPONSES ARE
REQUIRED]

Supporting document/citation:
[PLACE DIRECT QUOTES AND CITATION FOR YOUR SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS HERE]

Researcher comment:
[PROVIDE ANY COMMENTS, CLARIFICATION, OR FEEDBACK IN REGARDS TO THE SPECIFIC QUESTION
HERE]

Peer review 1 comment:
[ANONYMOUS PEER REVIEWER #1 WILL PROVIDE COMMENTS ON THE GIVEN RESPONSE HERE]

Peer review 2 comment:
[ANONYMOUS PEER REVIEWER #2 WILL PROVIDE COMMENTS ON THE GIVEN RESPONSE HERE]

Government comment:
[GOVERMNENT OFFICIALS WILL BE INVITED TO MAKE COMMENTS ON THE GIVEN RESPONSE HERE]

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
[RESULTS STAFF REVIEWS RESEARCHER, PEER REVIEWERS, AND GOVERNMENT RESPONSES AND
FINALIZES RESPONSE]
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5. RTEI Questionnaire Overview
GOVERNANCE

International
Framework

1.1.1 Is the State party to the following United Nations treaties?
1.1.2 Is the State party to the following UNESCO treaty?
1.1.3 Is the State party to the following ILO conventions?
1.1.4 Is the State party to the following Geneva conventions?
1.1.5 Is the State party to the following regional treaties?

National Law

1.2.1 Do national laws protect the right to education?
1.2.2 Do national laws protect the liberty of individuals and bodies, including minorities, to establish
private schools
1.2.3 Do national laws expressly recognize the liberty of parents to choose the religious and moral
education of their children in conformity with their own convictions?

Monitoring and
Reporting

Plan of Action

1.2.4 Do national laws forbid discrimination in education on the following grounds?
1.3.1 Is there a national education plan that aims to achieve free and compulsory primary education?
1.3.2 Is there a national education plan that aims to achieve free secondary, higher, and fundamental
education?
1.3.3 Does the national education plan include measures to encourage regular attendance at schools and
reduce drop-out rates?
1.4.1 Are there minimum educational standards applicable to all schools, including private schools?
1.4.2 Is there a State body responsible for monitoring the education system?
1.4.3 How often is data on primary school net enrollment rate collected nationally?
1.4.4 Is the data on primary school net enrollment rate publicly available?
1.5.1 What is the percent of the national budget allocated to education?

Financing

1.5.2 What is the percentage of the total national education budget allocated to each level of education?
1.5.3 What is the percentage of the total national education budget allocated to the following
components?
1.5.4 What is the government expenditure on education as reported as the percentage of GDP allocated
to education?
1.5.5 What percent of the national education budget comes from foreign aid sources (bilateral and
multilateral)?
1.5.6 What is the percentage of GNI PPP allocated to foreign aid in relation to education in the public
sector? [donor countries]
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1.5.7 What percentage of the approved budget for education was actually executed?
1.5.8 What is the current public expenditure per pupil in relation to average income?

Sanitation

Classrooms

AVAILABILITY
2.1.1 Is there a minimum standard in place setting the numbers of pupils per classroom?
2.1.2 What is the pupil-classroom ratio?
2.2.1 Is there a minimum standard in place setting the number of pupils per toilet?
2.2.2 What is the pupil-toilet ratio?
2.2.3 What is the percentage of schools with potable water?

Teachers

2.3.1 What is the percentage of teachers that are appropriately trained?
2.3.2 Is there a national minimum standard in place setting the number of pupils per trained teacher?
2.3.3 What is the pupil-trained teacher ratio?

Learning
Materials

2.3.4 What is the mean teacher salary relative to the national mean salary?
2.4.1 Is there a minimum standard in place setting the number of pupils per available textbook?
2.4.2 What is the pupil-textbook ratio?
2.4.3 What percent of schools have a library, computer facilities, and information technology?
ACCESSIBILITY
3.1.1 Do national laws provide for free and compulsory primary education?

Free Education

3.1.2: Do national laws provide for free secondary and higher education?
3.1.3: Do national laws provide for free pre-primary education?
3.1.4 Is primary education free in practice?
3.1.5 What percent of household spending is spent on primary education?
3.1.6 What percent of household spending is spent on secondary education?
3.1.7 Are tuition fees charged for public university/higher education?

Participation

3.1.8 Is free basic education publicly provided for adults who have not completed primary education?
3.2.1 What is the gross enrollment rate?
3.2.2 What is the net enrollment rate?
3.2.3 What is the completion rate?
ACCEPTABILITY
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Aims of Education

4.1.1 Do national laws or policies direct education towards the following aims?
4.1.2 Does the national curriculum direct education towards the following aims?
4.1.3 Does the required training for teachers include improving the skills necessary for teaching towards
the full development of the following aims?
4.1.4 Are there established mechanisms to ensure that textbooks used in both public and private schools
are aligned with the curriculum guidelines provided by the Ministry of Education?
4.1.5 Does national curriculum include the following topics?

Learning
Environment

4.1.6 Do national laws include children in the decision-making process of school curricula, school policies,
and codes of behavior?
4.2.1 Has the national government adopted specific measures to protect children from violence and
abuse in school?
4.2.2 In practice, are children in schools free from violence and abuse?
4.2.3 Do national laws prohibit corporal punishment?

Learning
Outcomes

4.2.4 Does corporal punishment occur in practice?
4.3.1 Do national assessments or exams evaluate pupil’s understanding of the following topics?
4.3.2 What percent of students received a passing score on the national assessment/exam?
4.3.3 What is the literacy rate?
ADAPTABILITY
Children with
Disabilities

5.1.1 Do national laws recognize the right to education for children with disabilities?
5.1.2 Are reasonable accommodation measures available for children with disabilities in schools?
5.1.3 What is the percentage of teachers trained to teach children with disabilities or work in inclusive
schools?

Children of
Minorities &
Indigenous Peoples

5.1.4 What is the percentage of children with disabilities enrolled in ‘special schools’?
5.2.1 Are there mobile schools for nomadic or hard-to-reach children?
5.2.2 Do national laws provide for language of instruction to be in the child's mother tongue?
5.2.3 What percentage of students are not taught in their mother tongue?
5.2.4: Do Indigenous peoples have the right to educational autonomy?

Girls

5.3.1 Is the expulsion of girls from schools because of pregnancy or for having a baby forbidden in
legislation?
5.3.2 In practice, are girls expelled from school because of pregnancy or for having a baby?
5.3.3 Is there a law or policy enabling pregnant girls to remain in school and return without restrictions?
5.3.4 Is there mandatory pregnancy testing of girls in schools?
5.3.5 Do national laws prohibit early marriage (below the age of 18)?
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5.3.6 What percent of women are married by the age of 18?
5.3.7 Is age-appropriate comprehensive sexuality education part of the national curriculum?

Armed Conflict

Migrants, Refugees, IDPS, and
Children Deprived of Liberty

Child Labor

5.3.8 Are teachers trained to deliver age-appropriate comprehensive sexuality education?
5.4.1 Is the legal minimum age of employment 15 or above?
5.4.2 Has the government adopted specific measures to combat child labor?
5.4.3 What percent of children under the age of 15 work in the labor force?
5.3.1 Do migrant, refugee, or internally displaced children have to present documents stating their legal
status to enroll in school?
5.3.2 Is primary education available in retention centers/camps for refugee children?
5.5.3 Can refugee children access public schools?
5.5.4 What percent of refugee children are enrolled in schools?
5.5.5 Is education available in prison?
5.5.6 Do imprisoned children receive education integrated with the general education system (i.e. same
curricula)?
5.6.1 Is the legal minimum age of military recruitment 15 or above?
5.6.2 Are children under the age of 15 recruited by the military in practice?
5.6.3 Have there been attacks on education?
5.6.4 Is children’s education ensured by the occupying power?
5.7.1 What was the scope and length of school closures due to COVID-19?

COVID-19

5.7.2 Was education provided during school closures due to COVID-19?
5.7.3 Has school drop-out and its associated risks been mitigated during school closures?
5.7.4 Have public health measures been taken in schools?
5.7.5 Are teachers paid during unplanned school closures?
5.7.6 Is an education emergency response plan in place?
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Theme 1: Governance
Subtheme 1.1: International Framework
Question 1.1.1: Is the State party to the following United Nations
treaties? S
Potential Data Sources: UN Treaty Series
Questions 1.1.1 to 1.1.5 are calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• Yes with reservations = .5
• No = 0.

United Nations Treaties

a. International Covenant on Economic, Social, and
Cultural Rights (ICESCR)

YES

b. Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC)

YES

c. International Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD)

YES

d. Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities (CRPD)

YES

e. International Convention on the Protection of the
Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of
Their Families (ICRMW)

NO

f.

Protocol to the Convention relating to the Status of
Refugees

YES

g. International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR)

YES

h. Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)

YES

i.

Convention Relating to the Status of Stateless
Persons
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Question 1.1.2: Is the State party to the following UNESCO treaty? S
Potential Data Sources: Unesco treaty portal

UNESCO Treaty
a. Convention against Discrimination in Education

YES

b. Convention on Technical and Vocational
Education

NO

Question 1.1.3: Is the State party to the following ILO conventions?

S

Potential Data Sources: ILO Labour Standards

ILO Conventions

a. Minimum Age Convention

YES

b. ILO Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention

YES

c.

NO

ILO Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention

Question 1.1.4: Is the State party to the following Geneva
conventions? S
Potential Data Sources: International Committee of the Red Cross
Calculation: Note endorsement of the Safe Schools Declaration is non-scoring.

Geneva Conventions

a. Geneva Convention III relative to the Treatment
of Prisoners of War
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b. Geneva Convention IV relative to the Protection
of Civilian Persons in Time of War
c.

Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions of 12
August 1949, and relating to the Protection of
Victims of International Armed Conflicts

d. Protocol II to the Geneva Conventions of 12
August 1949, and relating to the Protection of
Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts
e. Safe Schools Declaration

YES

YES
YES
YES

Question 1.1.5 Is the State party to the following regional treaties?

S

Regional Treaties
a. In Africa: African Charter on Human and
Peoples’ Rights
b. In Africa: Protocol to the African Charter
on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the
Rights of Women in Africa

NO
NO

c. In Africa: African Charter on the Rights
and Welfare of the Child

NO

d. In Africa: African Youth Charter

NO

e. In Africa: African Union Convention for the
Protection and Assistance of Internally
Displaced Persons in Africa

NO

f.

Revised Convention on the Recognition of
Studies, Certificates, Diplomas, Degrees
and Other Academic Qualifications in
Higher Education in African States

g. In the Americas: Charter of the
Organization of American States
h. In the Americas: Additional Protocol to the
American Convention on Human Rights,
Protocol of San Salvador
i.

In the Americas: Inter-American
Democratic Charter
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j.

In the Americas: Inter-American
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms
of Discrimination against Persons with
Disabilities

k.

In the Americas: Inter-American
Convention on the Prevention, Punishment
and Eradication of Violence Against
Women (Convention of Belem do Para)

l.

In Arab states: Arab Charter on Human
Rights

m. In Asia-Pacific: Asia-Pacific Regional
Convention on the Recognition of
Qualifications in Higher Education

NO

NO

NO

NO

n. In Europe: Protocol 1 to the European
Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms

YES but with reservations to the education clause

o. In Europe: Revised European Social
Charter

YES

p. In Europe: European Charter for Regional
or Minority Languages

YES

q. In Europe: Framework Convention for the
Protection of National Minorities

YES

r.

In Europe: European Convention on the
Legal Status of Migrant Workers

NO

s.

In Europe: Convention on the Recognition
of Qualifications concerning Higher
Education in the European Region

YES

t.

In Europe: European Union Charter of
Fundamental Rights

NO

u. In Europe: Convention on Preventing
and Combating Violence against
Women and Domestic Violence
(Istanbul Convention)

NO

Subtheme 1.2: National Law
Question 1.2.1: Do national laws protect the right to education?

S

Basis
"Everyone has the right to education"
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— Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 26, Paragraph 1
See also: Article 2 (1), International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; CECSR General
Comment 9; CESCR General Comment 3; Article 4, Convention on the Rights of the Child; Articles 2 (a)
& 3, Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women; Article 2, International
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination; Article 4 (1) (a) (b), Convention on
the Rights of Persons with Disabilities; Article 2 (2), International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights;
Article 1 (2), United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic,
Religious and Linguistic Minorities; Article 3 (a) (b), UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in
Education; Article 1, African (Banjul) Charter on Human and People’s Rights; Article 1 (1), African Charter
on the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 2, Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’
Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa; Article 1, African Youth Charter; Article 3 (2), Arab Charter on
Human Rights; Article 5, ASEAN Human Rights Declaration; Part 1, European Social Charter (revised);
Article 4 (2), Council of Europe Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities; Article 4,
Council of Europe Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women and Domestic
Violence (Istanbul Convention); Article 2, Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human
Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'; Article 3 (1), InterAmerican Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Persons with Disabilities
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether the right to education is explicitly guaranteed by the
highest form of national law, whether in the constitution or primary legislation, including in all regional,
provincial, or state law, where applicable.
Necessary Definitions: "Education" includes all systematic and deliberate activities designed to meet the
learning needs of a country.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include national law such as a
national constitution or education act.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Constitute Project, Planipolis,
UNESCO International Bureau on Education
Additional Guidance for Responses: Justiciability refers to the amenability of an issue to be adjudicated
upon in judicial or quasi-judicial fora. A justiciable right to education means that when this right is violated,
the right-holder can take her claim before an independent and impartial body, and if the claim is upheld,
be granted a remedy, which can then be enforced.
See Accountability from a human rights perspective for further information and guidance on identifying
whether the right to education is justiciable and is a good starting place to determine whether the right to
education is justiciable in your country.
Question 1.2.1 is calculated as:
• Yes, and it is justiciable = 1
• Yes, but it is not justiciable = .5
• No = 0.

Question 1.2.1
Do national laws protect the right to:
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a. Pre-primary education

YES & it is justiciable

b. Primary education

YES & it is justiciable

c.

YES & it is justiciable

Secondary education

d. Technical and vocational training

YES & it is justiciable

e. Higher education/university

YES & it is justiciable

Supporting document/citation:
Human Rights Act (1998): Part II
"No person shall be denied the right to education. In the exercise of any functions
which it assumes in relation to education and to teaching, the State shall respect
the right of parents to ensure such education and teaching in conformity with their
own religious and philosophical convictions."

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree with additional information.

Note, the UK does not have a codified constitution, making answering this question
not straight forward. However, the Human Rights Act (1998) is considered a
constitutional statute in the UK.
Article 8 of the Human Rights Act (1998) provides for judicial remedies. Judgments
can also be appealed to the European Court of Human Rights.
Peer review 2 comment:
The negative wording of the right to education provision appears to narrow the full
--Please
from
the optionsasbelow-scope
of select
the right
to education
guaranteed under international law. However,
since the right guarantees that no one shall be denied access to education that is
already provided, and all levels and types specified are provided in the UK, I think
we can say that there exists a right to all levels and types of education specified.
above.
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Government comment:
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 1.2.2: Do national laws protect the liberty of individuals and
bodies, including minorities, to establish private schools? S
Basis
"No part of this article shall be construed as to interfere with the liberty of individuals and bodies to
establish and direct educational institutions, subject always to…such minimum standards as may be laid
down by the State"
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 13, Paragraph 4
See also: Article 29 (2), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 13 (5), Additional Protocol to the
American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of
San Salvador'; Article 11 (7), African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 14 (3),
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union; Article 2, Protocol to the European Convention on
Human Rights; Article 17 (1) (a), European Social Charter (revised); Article 13, Framework Convention
for the Protection of National Minorities; Article 27 (3), ILO Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether the liberty of individuals and institutions to establish
their own educational institutions (schools) is explicitly included in the national laws of a country. This
liberty is particularly important for minorities and the law in question must not exclude the liberty of
minorities to establish and their own schools.
Necessary Definitions: "Private school" is defined as any privately managed educational institution. This
may include for-profit, non-profit, religious, and NGO run schools. It also refers to all levels and types of
education, including: nurseries, primary, secondary, fundamental, and higher education.
“Minorities” refer to a group numerically inferior to the rest of the population of a State or in a nondominant position, whose members—being nationals of the State—possess ethnic, religious, or linguistic
characteristics differing from those of the rest of the majority population or the dominant group.
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Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include national law such as a
national constitution or education act.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Constitute Project, Planipolis,
UNESCO International Bureau on Education
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that the appropriate language is present
in the law. A “yes” response does not suggest the law is comprehensive or effective.
A “no” response indicates that there is no appropriate language in national or decentralized legal bodies.
For Decentralized Countries: A “More than half...” response indicates that in decentralized countries,
more than half of the regions, provinces, states, or territories include appropriate language in the law.
A “Less than half...” response indicates that in decentralized countries, less than half of the regions,
provinces, states, or territories include appropriate language in the law.
Question 1.2.2 is calculated as:
a. Yes = 1
b. More than half of decentralized laws protect the establishment of private schools. = .66
c. Less than half or decentralized laws protect the establishment of private schools. = .33
d. No. = 0

Question 1.2.2

Response

Do national laws protect the liberty of individuals to establish private
schools?
a. Yes.
b. More than half of decentralized laws protect the establishment of
private schools.
c.

Less than half or decentralized laws protect the establishment of
private schools.

SELECT
a
b
c
d

d. No.

Supporting document/citation:
Human Rights Act 1998, Part 2: The First Protocol, Article 2, Right to education "No
person shall be denied the right to education. In the exercise of any functions which it
assumes in relation to education and to teaching, the State shall respect the right of
parents to ensure such education and teaching in conformity with their own religious
and philosophical convictions."

Researcher comment:
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Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.
Part VII of the 1996 Education Act
(https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1996/56/part/VII/enacted) lays out the
requirements for establishing an independent/private school. The ability to start an
independent/private school is open to all the meet these requirements, including
parents. Some specific guidance is given for each part of the UK - see Scotland
Peer review
2 comment:
application
and
guidance at
https://www.gov.uk/independent-school-registration-scotland & England and Wales at
--Please select from the options below-https://www.gov.uk/independent-school-registration#:~:text=You%20must%20register
%20with%20the,pupils%20of%20compulsory%20school%20age

Government comment:
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 1.2.3: Do national laws expressly recognize the liberty of
parents to choose the religious and moral education of their children
in conformity with their own convictions? S
Basis
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"Respect for the liberty of parents, and when applicable, legal guardians to choose for their children
schools, other than those established by the public authorities, which conform to such minimum
standards as may be laid down or approved by the State and to ensure the religious and moral education
of their children in conformity with their own convictions."
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 13, Paragraph 3
See also: Article 18 (4) & 26, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; Article 2 (2) & 13 (3),
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Paras 28-39 & 31, CESCR General
Comment 13; Articles 2, 14 (2) & 30, Convention on the Rights of the Child; Para 10, CRC General
Comment 1; Article 7, 12 (4) & 30, International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant
Workers and Members of Their Families; Article 15 (1), United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples; Articles 3 & 5 (1) (b), UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education;
Article 27, ILO Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention; Articles 2 & 3 (2), African (Banjul) Charter on
Human and Peoples' Rights; Article 3 & 11 (4) & (7), African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the
Child; Article 3 and 30 (3), Arab Charter on Human Rights; Article 3 & 22, ASEAN Human Rights
Declaration; Article 14 (3) & 21, Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union; Article 14,
European Convention on Human Rights; Article 2, Protocol to the European Convention on Human
Rights; Article 17 (1) (a), European Social Charter (revised); Article 3 & 13 (4) & (5), Additional Protocol to
the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol
of San Salvador'; Article 12 (4) & 24, American Convention on Human Rights 'Pact of San José, Costa
Rica'; Article 50, Geneva Convention (IV) relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War;
Article 78 (2), Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the
Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol I); Article 4 (3) (a), Protocol Additional to
the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-International
Armed Conflicts (Protocol II)
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether the right of parents to choose the religious and moral
education of their children is explicitly included in the national laws of a country. This may include both
parental choice within a public school – such as allowing children to be exempted from attending schools
on important holy days for their respective religions, taking into account dietary requirements relating to
religion and allowing children to be exempted from religious or moral classes not in accordance with their
religious or moral convictions – as well as the ability of parents to choose a religious school for their
children.
Necessary Definitions: “Religious and moral education” include schools that act as a tool to transmit
knowledge and values pertaining to religious trends, in an inclusive way, so that individuals realize their
being part of the same community and learn to create their own identity in harmony with identities
different from their own.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include national law such as a
national constitution or education act.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Constitute Project, Planipolis,
UNESCO International Bureau on Education
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that the appropriate language is present
in the law. A “yes” response does not suggest the law is comprehensive or effective.
Question 1.2.4 is calculated as:
a. Yes = 1
b. No = 0
RTEI 2021 Questionnaire: Governance
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Question 1.2.3
Do national laws expressly recognize the liberty of parents to choose
the religious and moral education of their children in conformity with
their own convictions?
a. Yes
b. No

Response

SELECT
a
b

Supporting document/citation:

Human Rights Act 1998, Part 2: The First Protocol, Article 2, Right to education 'No
person shall be denied the right to education. In the exercise of any functions which it
assumes in relation to education and to teaching, the State shall respect the right of
parents to ensure such education and teaching in conformity with their own religious
and philosophical convictions.'
The
Educationcomment:
Act 1996 Article 9 - 'In exercising or performing all their respective
Researcher
powers and duties under the Education Acts, the Secretary of State, local education
authorities and the funding authorities shall have regard to the general principle that
pupils are to be educated in accordance with the wishes of their parents, so far as that
is compatible with the provision of efficient instruction and training and the avoidance
of unreasonable public expenditure.'

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.
1998 Human Rights Act available at
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1998/42/data.pdf

Peer review 2 comment:
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:
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--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 1.2.4: Do national laws forbid discrimination in education on
the following grounds? S
Basis
“States Parties shall respect and ensure the rights set forth in the present Convention to each child within
their jurisdiction without discrimination of any kind, irrespective of the child's or his or her parent's or legal
guardian's race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, property, disability, birth or other
status.”
— Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 2, Paragraph 1
See also: UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education; Articles 2 (2) & 13, International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Articles 2 & 28, Convention on the Rights of the
Child; Articles 1-3 & 10, Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women;
Articles 2 & 5 (e) (v), International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination;
Articles 4 (1) (a) - (e) 5 & 24 Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities; Article 7, International
Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families; Article
2 (1), International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; Article 3, Convention relating to the Status of
Refugees (as applied through the Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees; Article 2, International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; Article 3 (1), United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Persons
Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities; Articles 2 & 14 (2), United Nations
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People; Articles 2 & 17, African (Banjul) Charter on Human and
People’s Rights; Articles 3 & 11, African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Articles 2 & 12
(1) (a), Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa;
Articles 2 & 13, African Youth Charter; Articles 3 & 41 (2), Arab Charter on Human Rights; Articles 2 & 31,
ASEAN Human Rights Declaration; Article 14, European Convention on Human Rights; Articles 4 & 12,
Council of Europe Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities; Articles 4 & 14,
Council of Europe Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women and Domestic
Violence (Istanbul Convention); Article 21, Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union; Articles
3 & 13, Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'; Article 3 (1), Inter-American Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Discrimination against Persons with Disabilities
Guidance
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Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether national law explicitly includes language forbidding
discrimination of any kind in the education system.
Necessary Definitions: "Discrimination" refers to any distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis
of an individual’s beliefs, history, or other demographic or personal characteristics.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include national law such as a
national constitution or education act.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Constitute Project, Planipolis,
UNESCO International Bureau on Education
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that the appropriate language is present
in the law. A “yes” response does not suggest the law is comprehensive or effective.
1.2.4 is calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0

Question 1.2.4

Yes

No

Do national laws forbid discrimination in education on the following grounds?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.

Race and color (ethnicity)?
Gender (sex)?
Language?
Religion?
Political or other opinion?
National or social origin?
Property?
Birth?
Sexual orientation?
Disability?
Age?
Nationality?
Marital and family status?
Health status?
Place of residence?
Economic and social situation?
Pregnancy?

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔

Supporting document/citation:
The Equality Act 2010 S1.9
“It is unlawful for a school to discriminate against a pupil or prospective pupil by treating
them less favourably because of their: sex, race, disability, religion or belief, sexual
orientation, gender reassignment, pregnancy or maternity.”
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Researcher comment:

Although some of the above has been ticked 'no' as the Equality Act does not explicitly
state and legislate against it, it is widely accepted that discrimination on ALL of the
above grounds is illegal.

Peer review 1 comment:

I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.

'Political or other opinion' changed from no to yes as guidance on the Equality Act and
Schools
(https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachmen
t_data/file/315587/Equality_Act_Advice_Final.pdf) clearly protects again discrimination
based on belief.
Peerthat
review
2 comment:
Note
the Equality
Act (and the responses provided) apply to England, Scotland, and
Wales. The Northern Ireland Act of 1998 devolves anti-discrimination legislation to
--Please select
thegenerally
options below-Northern
Irelandfrom
which
falls behind the rest of the UK
(https://s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/assets.creode.advancehe-document-manager/do
cuments/ecu/anti-discrimination-law-in-ni_1574253875.pdf). For instance, the 2014
Education Act (Northern Ireland) explicitly mentions discrimination based on sex and
disability (https://www.legislation.gov.uk/nia/2014/12/pdfs/nia_20140012_en.pdf), while
protection is also provided broadly based on age, gender, race, religious beliefs, sexual
Government
comment:
orientation
or disability
(https://www.nidirect.gov.uk/articles/diversity-and-discrimination).
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Subtheme 1.3: Plan of Action
RTEI 2021 Questionnaire: Governance
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Question 1.3.1: Is there a national education plan that aims to achieve
free and compulsory primary education? S
Basis
“Each State Party…which…has not been able to secure…its jurisdiction compulsory education, free of
charge, undertakes within two years, to work out and adopt a detailed plan of action for the progressive
implementation, within a reasonable number of years.”
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 14
See also: CESCR General Comment 11: Plans of action for primary education
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether, in countries that have not secured free compulsory
primary education, there is a national plan that progressively lays out how the country is moving towards
free primary education. This should include specific implementation dates for each stage to ensure that
the implementation occurs in a reasonable number of years.
Necessary Definitions: “National education plan” is defined as a formal plan of education proposed and
adopted by the government of a country.
“Compulsory education” is the education legally required in a country. This often includes education to a
certain age, level, or grade. Internationally this generally includes primary and lower secondary
education.
Examples: “Free primary education was introduced with the adoption of the new Education and Training
Policy in 1994 as a major strategy towards achieving the EFA goals. This has led to rapid increase in the
net enrolment rate, which currently stands at 83% of primary school aged children. ESDP IV will be a
historic landmark in making free primary education compulsory in order to give a major boost to education
and to reach the remaining 17%, the most vulnerable children who are still out of school.” (Ethiopia ESDP
IV, p.12)
Although Belize sets out a target of 100% net enrollment rate for primary education by 2016, they do not
provide incremental steps. Specifically, although their Education Sector Strategy 2011- 2016 is designed
to identify a 2011 Baseline and Milestones in 2012 and 2014 to gauge process in reaching their 2016 goal
these cells are clearly missing (see Belize Education Sector Strategy 2011-2016, p. 87).
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include an education
sector plan or plan of action.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Constitute Project, Planipolis,
UNESCO International Bureau on Education
Additional Guidance for Responses: In decentralized systems without a national education plan a “yes”
response indicates that all regional plans include the appropriate language.
Question 1.3.1 is calculated as:
a. Yes = 1
b. No, but the country has already achieved free and compulsory primary education = 1
c. No, and the country has not achieved free and compulsory primary education = 0

RTEI 2021 Questionnaire: Governance
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Question 1.3.1

Response

Is there a national education plan that aims to achieve free and
compulsory primary education?
a. Yes.
b. No, but the country has already achieved free and compulsory
primary education.
c.

No, and the country has not achieved free and compulsory primary
education.

SELECT
a
b
c

Supporting document/citation:
England and Wales - Education Act 1996 S.1
"The statutory system of public education consists of three progressive stages:
primary education, secondary education and further education."
progressive stages: primary education, secondary education and further education."

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.

Peer review 2 comment:
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:
RTEI 2021 Questionnaire: Governance
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--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 1.3.2: Is there a national education plan that aims to achieve
free secondary, higher, and fundamental education? S
Basis
“In relation to article 13 (2) (b)-(d), a State party has an immediate obligation “to take steps” (art. 2 (1))
towards the realization of secondary, higher and fundamental education for all those within its jurisdiction.
At a minimum, the State party is required to adopt and implement a national educational strategy which
includes the provision of secondary, higher and fundamental education in accordance with the Covenant.
This strategy should include mechanisms, such as indicators and benchmarks on the right to education,
by which progress can be closely monitored.”
Guidance

— CESCR General Comment 13: The right to education, para.52

Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether, in countries that have not secured free secondary,
higher, and fundamental education, there is a national plan to ensure the provision of free secondary,
higher, and fundamental education.
Necessary Definitions: “National education plan” is defined as a formal plan of education proposed and
adopted by the government of a country.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include an education
sector plan or plan of action.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Constitute Project, Planipolis,
UNESCO International Bureau on Education
Additional Guidance for Responses: In decentralized systems without a national education plan a “yes”
response indicates that all regional plans include the appropriate language. A “yes” response only
indicates that the appropriate language is present. A “yes” response does not indicate that the suggested
dates are feasible or that the plan is adequately financed.
Question 1.3.1 is calculated as:
a. Yes = 1
RTEI 2021 Questionnaire: Governance
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b. No, but the country has already achieved free secondary, higher, and fundamental education.
=1
c. No, and national education plans to achieve free secondary, higher, and fundamental
education have not been completed. = 0

Question 1.3.2

Response

Is there targeted a national education plan that aims to achieve free
secondary, higher, and fundamental education?
a. Yes.
b. No, but the country has already achieved free secondary,
higher, and fundamental education.
c.

No, and national education plans to achieve free secondary,
higher, and fundamental education have not been completed.

SELECT
a
b
c

Supporting document/citation:

See 1.3.1

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.
Response changed from B to C. The evidence provided points to an act that lays out
the progressive stages of education in the country. It does not speak to whether the
three stages are provided for free (which would be required for a response of B). In
addition, there is no plan in plan to move toward free education at these stages.
If anything higher education in much of the UK is going away from being progressively
free with the 1998 Teaching and Higher Education Act permitting universities to
charge tuition (https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1998/30/contents) which in 2012
RTEI
Questionnaire:(https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-17069298)
Governance
19
rose2021
to £9000/year

Peer review 2 comment:

I agree with additional information.
Note higher education is free in Scotland.

Government comment:
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.
Response changed from B to C

Question 1.3.3: Does the national education plan include measures to
encourage regular attendance at schools and reduce drop-out rates?
SW

Basis
"State Parties…shall, in particular: (e) Take measures to encourage regular attendance at schools and
the reduction of drop-out rates"
— Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 28 (1) (e)
See also: Article 28 (1) (a) (e), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 10 (f), Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women; Article 13 (2), International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Article 24 (2), Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities; Article 4 (a), UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education; Article 7 (2) (c) (d),
ILO Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention; Articles 11 (3) (a) (d) (e) & 6, African Charter on the Rights
and Welfare of the Child; Articles 13 (4) (c) (h), African Youth Charter; Article 41 (2), Arab Charter on
Human Rights; Article 31 (2), ASEAN Human Rights Declaration; Article 17 (2), European Social Charter
(revised); Article 49, Charter of the Organization of American States; Article 13 (3) (a) (d), Additional
Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'
Guidance
RTEI 2021 Questionnaire: Governance
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Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether there is a national plan that includes measures to
encourage attendance and provide support to completion. In decentralized systems, all state, regional, or
provincial education plans should be evaluated to identify the national education plan. Potential measures
may include truancy laws, regular monitoring of attendance, or support for students at risk of dropping
out.
Necessary Definitions: “National Education Plan” is defined as a formal plan of education proposed and
adopted by the government of a country.
“Regular Attendance” means daily attendance at school.
“Drop-out” refers to a student that started but did not complete a school cycle and is no longer enrolled in
the school system. This is sometimes referred to as a “school-leaver”.
Examples: “Within this set of strategies, several will focus on the imperative to decrease early drop-out:
awareness-raising sessions will be organized for teachers and principals, a special module will be
included in pre-service training, school improvement plans will be guided towards addressing this issue
and the improvement of school facilities will help keeping children in school. The school feeding program,
which covers schools in six regions, will be expanded. It is envisaged to organize awareness-raising
events with communities to ensure full registration of all children in primary school and to intervene swiftly
when a child is absent for several days.” (Ethiopia ESDP IV, p. 22)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: cceptable supporting documents may include an education
sector plan or plan of action.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Constitute Project, Planipolis,
UNESCO International Bureau on Education
Additional Guidance for Responses: In decentralized systems without a national education plan a “yes”
response indicates that all regional plans include the appropriate language. A “yes” response does not
suggest that the plan is comprehensive or effective.
Question 1.3.3 is calculated as:
a. Yes = 1
b. No = 0

Question 1.3.3
Does the national education plan include measures to encourage
regular attendance at schools and reduce drop-out rates?
a. Yes

Response

SELECT
a
b

b. No

Supporting document/citation:
England and Wales - "Local councils and schools can use various legal powers if your
child is missing school without a good reason. They can give you: Parenting Order,
Education Supervision Order, School Attendance Order and fine.”
https://www.gov.uk/school-attendance-absence/legal-action-to-enforce-school-attenda
nce
RTEI 2021 Questionnaire: Governance
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Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree with additional information.

Provided information only pertains to England and Wales.
For Scotland, the 1980 Education Act describes parent responsibility for attendance
and recent government guidance 'Included, engaged and involved part 1: promoting
and managing school attendance' lays out the plan for addressing attendance and
drop out
Peer review 2 comment:
(https://www.gov.scot/publications/included-engaged-involved-part-1-positive-approac
h-promotion-management-attendance-scottish-schools/pages/11/)
--Please select from the options below-In 2016 Northern Ireland complete a public consultation that led to a strategy to
improve attendance and reduce dropouts 'Miss School = Miss Out: A Strategy for
Improving Pupil
Attendance' (https://www.education-ni.gov.uk/consultations/miss-school-miss-out-strat
egy-improving-pupil-attendance)
Government comment:
I agree with additional information.

Published guidance states that the school or local government should offer support to
the parent to improve attendance. They also have a range of legal powers if a child is
missing school without good reason, including: Parenting Order, Education
Supervision Order, School Attendance Order and fine.

RESULTS
Educational
comment:
That’s
very similar
to whatFund
is there,
but references the policy covered in the first and
second section of the guidance, which is about support to reduce absence, as well as
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.
the punitive approaches mentioned.

Subtheme 1.4: Monitoring and Reporting
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Question 1.4.1: Are there minimum educational standards applicable
to all schools, including private schools? S
Basis
"States Parties are obligated to establish 'minimum educational standards' to which all educational
institutions established in accordance with article 13"
— Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Right, General Comment 13, Paragraph 54
See also: Article 13 (3) & (4), International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Paras 2930, 48 & 54, CESCR General Comment 13; Article 29 (2), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Para. 44
CRC General Comment 5; Para. 34 CRC General Comment 16; Articles 2 (b) (c) & 5 (b), UNESCO
Convention against Discrimination in Education; Article 27 (3), ILO Indigenous and Tribal Peoples
Convention; Article 11 (7), African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 14 (3), Charter
of Fundamental Rights of the European Union; Article 2, Protocol to the European Convention on Human
Rights; Article 17 (1) (a), European Social Charter (revised); Para. 11, Recommendation on ensuring
quality education; Article 13 (5), Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the
Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer a country has established minimal educational standards
which are applied equally to all schools, both public and private. Minimum educational standards may
relate to issues such as admission, curricula, and the recognition of certificates.
Necessary Definitions: “Education standards” are defined as the formally approved standards that outline
the basic content, structural, and performance requirements of schools.
Examples: In Singapore, there standards defining a school are basically absent. From the application for
a private school we can see that issues of infrastructure, training, and activities are absent from the
definition of a school: “A ‘school’ is defined in the statute relating to education and registration of schools
as an organisation for the provision of education for 10 or more persons; or a place where 10 or more
persons are being or are habitually taught, whether in one or more classes.”
(http://www.moe.gov.sg/education/private-education/files/school-registration-notes.doc)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include national
education acts, national education policies, education sector plans, or government circulars.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Constitute Project, Planipolis,
UNESCO International Bureau on Education
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that minimum educational standards are
present at the national level and apply to all schools. A “yes” response does not suggest that standards
are comprehensive or implemented in all schools.
Question 1.4.1 is calculated as:
a. Yes = 1
b. No = 0

Question 1.4.1
RTEI 2021 Questionnaire: Governance
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Are there minimum educational standards applicable to all schools,
including private schools?
a. Yes.
b. No.

SELECT
a
b

Supporting document/citation:
England and Wales - Independent Schools - The Education (Independent School
Standards) Regulations April 2019.
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
ent_data/file/800615/Independent_School_Standards-_Guidance_070519.pdf
The Education and Training Reform Act 2006
Schedule
4 if the
Education and Training Reform Regulations 2017
Researcher
comment:

The minimum standards applicable to all schools are to ensure the following;
School governance - democratic principles, governance, not-for-profit status, probity,
philosophy.
Enrollment - student enrollment numbers, enrollment policy, register of enrollment and
attendance
register.
Peer review
1 comment:
studentinformation.
learning - curriculum framework, student learning outcome,
ICurriculum
agree withand
additional
monitoring and reporting on students performance.
Evidence is only provide relevant to England and Wales.
Student welfare - care, safety and welfare of students, student behaviour
For Scotland school standards were set in The School Premises (General
management and attendance monitoring.
Requirements and Standards) (Scotland) Regulations of 1967
(https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/1967/1199/pdfs/uksi_19671199_en.pdf). A public
Staff
- teachers requirements, compliance with the Working with Children
Peeremployment
reviewwas
2 comment:
consultation
held on these regulations in 2017 and a summary report provided
Act 2005
(https://www.gov.scot/publications/updating-school-premises-general-requirements-st
--Please select from the options below-andards-scotland-regulations-1967-analysis/documents/)
with revised regulations
School infrastructure - buildings, facilities and grounds and educational facilities
expected in 2018. However, I am unable to locate the revised document.
A series of regulation documents are present for Northern Ireland, mainly focused on
grant-aided schools. One example = Education (School Information and
Prospectuses) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2003
Government comment:
(https://www.legislation.gov.uk/nisr/2003/378/contents/made)
--Please select from the options below--
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RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 1.4.2: Is there a State body responsible for monitoring
minimum educational standards? S
Basis
"States Parties are obligated to establish 'minimum educational standards' to which all educational
institutions established in accordance with article 13 and are required to conform. They must also
maintain a transparent and effective system to monitor such standards"
— Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment 13, Paragraph 54
See also: Article 13 (3) & (4), International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Paras 2930, 48 & 54, CESCR General Comment 13; Article 29 (2), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Para. 44
CRC General Comment 5; Para. 34 CRC General Comment 16; Articles 2 (b) (c) & 5 (b), UNESCO
Convention against Discrimination in Education; Article 27 (3), ILO Indigenous and Tribal Peoples
Convention; Article 11 (7), African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 14 (3), Charter
of Fundamental Rights of the European Union; Article 2, Protocol to the European Convention on Human
Rights; Article 17 (1) (a), European Social Charter (revised); Para. 11, Recommendation on ensuring
quality education; Article 13 (5), Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the
Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether a country has established a system that clearly and
transparently monitors whether schools conform to the minimum education standards. In decentralized
systems, there may be multiple governing bodies monitoring education and schools.
Necessary Definitions: “State body” refers to a government board, committee, or commission or an
appointed board, committee, or commission that exercises the authority of the government.
“Monitoring” is defined as the tracking and verifying of pre-selected, well-defined inputs, outputs and
results on a systematic basis.
Examples: “A National Inspection Board (NIB) will be established, independent of the Ministry of
Education, to set, enforce and monitor a wide range of academic, infrastructure and education standards
for public and private schools, with routine inspection of schools” (Ghana ESP 2010-2010, Vol. 1, p. 15)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include national
education acts, education sector plans, the national constitution, or government reports.
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Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Constitute Project, Planipolis,
UNESCO International Bureau on Education
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that there a state body (as defined
above) has been designated as the party responsible for monitoring minimum educational standards. A
“yes” response does not suggest that monitoring is completed in practice or that it is comprehensive or
effective.
Question 1.4.2 is calculated as:
a. Yes = 1
b. No = 0

Question 1.4.2
Is there a State body responsible for monitoring minimum educational
standards?
a. Yes

Response

SELECT
a
b

b. No

Supporting document/citation:
England - Education quality is overseen by the Office for Standards in Education,
Children's Services and Skills (Ofsted), a non-ministerial department of the UK
government set up as a result of the Education (Schools) Act 1992. Ofsted inspects
and regulates education and training for learners of all ages and for inspecting and
regulating those services which care for children and young people.
Private
schools
are inspected by the The Independent Schools Inspectorate (ISI)
Researcher
comment:
whom inspect schools that belong to the Independent Schools Council (ISC).
All of the other devolved nations have their own form of Ofsted to monitor educational
standards.

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.
Education Scotland caries out inspections in Scotland
(https://www.mygov.scot/school-inspection-reports)
Estyn is the school inspectorate in Wales (https://www.estyn.gov.wales/)
The Education and Training Inspectorate inspects schools in Northern Ireland
(https://www.etini.gov.uk/)
Peer review 2 comment:
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--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 1.4.3: How often is data on primary school net enrollment
collected nationally? P
Basis
"Regular data collection systems should be established and/or maintained within health care and social
services, education, judicial and law enforcement sectors on protection related issues."
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 18, Para. 7(1)(38)(a)
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer if a system is in place that regularly collects, at a national
level, information on the education system, including student demographics. Primary net enrolment
serves as a proxy to determine whether relevant data is collected.
Examples: From the Digest of Education Statistics we can see that primary school net enrollment rate is
collected annually.
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1977 ...........
52.5 (0.21) 32.0
1978 ...........
51.2 (0.21) 34.2
1979 ...........
50.3 (0.21) 35.1

(0.94) 95.8 (0.38) 99.4 (0.07)
(0.95) 95.3 (0.42) 99.1 (0.09)
(0.95) 95.8 (0.40) 99.2 (0.08)

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

...........
49.7
...........
48.9
...........
48.6
...........
48.4
...........
47.9

(0.95)
(0.93)
(0.97)
(0.96)
(0.94)

1985
1986
1987
1988
Year
1989
1
1940
1990
1945
1991
1947
1992
1948
1993
1949
1994

...........
48.3 (0.22)
...........
48.2 (0.22)
Total,
................
48.63(0.22)
to 34
................
48.7
(0.24)
years
old
................
49.0 (0.23)
2

(0.21)
(0.21)
(0.22)
(0.22)
(0.22)

36.7
36.0
36.4
37.5
36.3

95.7
94.0
95.0
95.4
94.5

(0.40)
(0.46)
(0.45)
(0.43)
(0.46)

99.3
99.2
99.2
99.2
99.2

(0.08)
(0.08)
(0.09)
(0.09)
(0.09)

96.1 (0.38)
95.3 (0.41)
95.15(0.42)
and 6
96.0
(0.41)
years
old
95.2 (0.43)
4

99.2 (0.09)
99.2 (0.09)
99.57(0.07)
to 13
99.7
(0.06)
years
old
99.3 (0.08)
5

...........--(†)
..................
50.2 (0.23)
.......... --(†)
................
50.7 (0.23)
................
--(†)
.................
51.4 (0.23)
...........--(†)
................
51.8 (0.23)
................
--(†)
................
53.3 (0.23)

38.9
(0.95)
38.9
(0.95)
38.3
3(0.95)
and 4
38.2 years
(1.02)
old
39.1
(0.97)
3
--(†)
44.4
(0.99)
--(†)
40.5
(0.96)
--(†)
39.7
(0.95)
--(†)
40.4
(0.93)
--(†)
47.3 \1\ (0.94)

--96.5
--95.4
73.8
95.5
74.7
95.4
76.2
96.7

(†)
(0.37)
(†)
(0.41)
(---)
(0.41)
(---)
(0.41)
(---)
(0.34)

95.0
99.6
98.1
99.6
98.5
99.4
98.1
99.5
98.6
99.4

(---)
(0.06)
(---)
(0.06)
(---)
(0.08)
(---)
(0.07)
(---)
(0.08)

1950
1995
1951
1996
1952
1997
1953
1998
1954
1999

................
--(†)
...........
53.7 (0.21)
............
--(†)
...........
54.1 (0.22)
............
--(†)
...........
55.6 (0.22)
............
--(†)
...........
55.8 (0.22)
............
--(†)
...........
56.0 (0.22)

--(†)
48.7 \1\ (0.87)
--(†)
48.3 \1\ (0.91)
--(†)
52.6 \1\ (0.92)
--(†)
52.1 \1\ (0.92)
--(†)
54.2 \1\ (0.93)

74.4
96.0
73.6
94.0
75.2
96.5
78.6
95.6
77.3
96.0

(---)
(0.34)
(---)
(0.43)
(---)
(0.33)
(---)
(0.37)
(---)
(0.36)

98.7
98.9
99.1
97.7
98.8
99.1
99.4
98.9
99.4
98.7

(---)
(0.09)
(---)
(0.14)
(---)
(0.09)
(---)
(0.10)
(---)
(0.10)

1955
2000
1956
2001
1957
2002
1958
2003
1959
2004

............
--...........
55.9
.......... --...........
56.4
.......... --...........
56.2
............
--...........
56.2
.......... --...........
56.2

(†)
(0.22)
(†)
(0.20)
(†)
(0.20)
(†)
(0.20)
(†)
(0.20)

--(†)
52.1 \1\ (0.93)
--(†)
52.4 \1\ (0.88)
--(†)
56.3 \1\ (0.89)
--(†)
55.1 \1\ (0.85)
--(†)
54.0 \1\ (0.85)

78.1
95.6
77.6
95.3
78.6
95.5
80.4
94.5
80.0
95.4

(---)
(0.38)
(---)
(0.37)
(---)
(0.37)
(---)
(0.40)
(---)
(0.37)

99.2
98.2
99.3
98.3
99.5
98.3
99.5
98.3
99.4
98.4

(---)
(0.12)
(---)
(0.11)
(---)
(0.11)
(---)
(0.11)
(---)
(0.11)

1960
2005
1961
2006
1962
2007
1963
2008
1964
2009

.......... --...........
56.5
...........--...........
56.0
.......... --...........
56.1
............
--...........
56.2
............
--...........
56.5

(†)
(0.20)
(†)
(0.20)
(†)
(0.20)
(†)
(0.20)
(†)
(0.20)

--(†)
53.6 \1\ (0.86)
--(†)
55.7 \1\ (0.86)
--(†)
54.5 \1\ (0.86)
--(†)
52.8 \1\ (0.85)
9.5
(---)
52.4 \1\ (0.85)

80.7
95.4
81.7
94.6
82.2
94.7
82.7
93.8
83.3
94.1

(---)
(0.37)
(---)
(0.39)
(---)
(0.39)
(---)
(0.42)
(---)
(0.40)

99.5
98.6
99.3
98.3
99.3
98.4
99.3
98.7
99.0
98.2

(---)
(0.10)
(---)
(0.11)
(---)
(0.11)
(---)
(0.10)
(---)
(0.12)

1965 ...........
55.5
2010\2\ .........
56.6
1966 ...........
56.1
2011\2\ .........
56.8
1967 ...........
56.6
2012\2\ .........
56.6
1968 ...........
56.7
2013\2\ .........
55.8
1969 ...........
57.0

(---)
(0.17)
(---)
(0.19)
(---)
(0.22)
(---)
(0.18)
(---)

10.6
(---)
53.2 \1\ (0.89)
12.5
(---)
52.4 \1\ (0.90)
14.2
(---)
53.5 \1\ (1.11)
15.7
(---)
54.9 \1\ (1.00)
16.1
(---)

84.9
94.5
85.8
95.1
87.4
93.2
87.6
93.8
88.4

(---)
(0.46)
(---)
(0.43)
(---)
(0.49)
(---)
(0.45)
(---)

99.4
98.0
99.3
98.3
99.3
98.0
99.1
98.1
99.2

(---)
(0.16)
(---)
(0.14)
(---)
(0.17)
(---)
(0.16)
(---)

1970 ...........
56.4 (0.22) 20.5
(0.74) 89.5 (0.54) 99.2 (0.07)
Appropriate
Supporting
supporting
documents
may include government
1971 ...........
56.2Documentation:
(0.22) 21.2 Acceptable
(0.76) 91.6
(0.50)
99.1 (0.08)
1972
................
54.9
(0.22)
24.4
(0.81)
91.9 (0.51) 99.2
(0.08)
databases, government reports or publications,
or non-governmental
research
reports.
1973 ...........
53.5 (0.22) 24.2
1974 ...........
53.6 (0.22) 28.8

(0.80) 92.5 (0.50) 99.2 (0.08)
(0.85) 94.2 (0.44) 99.3 (0.07)

1979 ...........
50.3 (0.21) 35.1

(0.95) 95.8 (0.40) 99.2 (0.08)

Potential
Data Sources:
Ministry of education,
official public records, national statistical office, UNESCO
1975 ................
53.7 (0.22) 31.5
(0.89) 94.7 (0.42) 99.3 (0.08)
Database
on the Right
to (0.21)
Education,
Right to
Education
Where
to Find Information, Constitute
1976 ...........
53.1
31.3
(0.91)
95.5Initiative
(0.38)–99.2
(0.08)
1977 ...........
52.5 (0.21) 32.0
(0.94) 95.8 (0.38) 99.4 (0.07)
Project,
Planipolis,
UNESCO
International
Bureau
on
Education
1978 ...........
51.2 (0.21) 34.2
(0.95) 95.3 (0.42) 99.1 (0.09)
Additional
Guidance49.7
for Responses:
Supporting
documentation should be in the form of a database of
1980 ...........
(0.21) 36.7
(0.95) 95.7 (0.40) 99.3 (0.08)
1981 ...........
48.9that
(0.21)
36.0
(0.93)
94.0 collected
(0.46) 99.2
(0.08)
spreadsheet
illustrating
data on
education
has been
and the
frequency of collection. Ideally
1982 ...........
48.6 (0.22) 36.4
(0.97) 95.0 (0.45) 99.2 (0.09)
the
documentation
should
cover at37.5
least a 10-year
to adequately
address the question.
1983
...........
48.4 (0.22)
(0.96) period
95.4 (0.43)
99.2 (0.09)
1984 ...........
47.9 (0.22) 36.3

(0.94) 94.5 (0.46) 99.2 (0.09)

Question
1.4.3 is calculated
as: 38.9
1985 ...........
48.3 (0.22)
(0.95) 96.1
1986a............
48.2
(0.22) 38.9
(0.95) 95.3
Annually
=
1
1987 ................
48.6 (0.22) 38.3
(0.95) 95.1
Every other
year(0.24)
= .75 38.2
1988b.................
48.7
(1.02) 96.0
1989 ................
49.0 (0.23) 39.1
c. Once every 3 or more years = .5 (0.97) 95.2
There is no
regular
collection
= .2596.5
1990d...................
50.2
(0.23)
44.4 pattern
(0.99)
1991 ................
50.7 (0.23) 40.5
(0.96) 95.4
e.
Data
is
not
collected
=
0
1992 .................
51.4 (0.23) 39.7
(0.95) 95.5

(0.38)
(0.41)
(0.42)
(0.41)
(0.43)

99.2
99.2
99.5
99.7
99.3

(0.09)
(0.09)
(0.07)
(0.06)
(0.08)

(0.37)
(0.41)
(0.41)
1993 ................
51.8 (0.23) 40.4
(0.93) 95.4 (0.41)
1994 ................
53.3 (0.23) 47.3 \1\ (0.94) 96.7 (0.34)

99.6
99.6
99.4
99.5
99.4

(0.06)
(0.06)
(0.08)
(0.07)
(0.08)

Question
1.4.3
...........
53.7

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

...........
54.1
...........
55.6
...........
55.8
...........
56.0

(0.21)
(0.22)
(0.22)
(0.22)
(0.22)

48.7 \1\ (0.87)
48.3 \1\ (0.91)
52.6 \1\ (0.92)
52.1 \1\ (0.92)
54.2 \1\ (0.93)

96.0
94.0
96.5
95.6
96.0

(0.34)
(0.43)
(0.33)
(0.37)
(0.36)

98.9
97.7
99.1
98.9
98.7

(0.09)
(0.14)
(0.09)
(0.10)
(0.10)

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

...........
55.9
...........
56.4
...........
56.2
...........
56.2
...........
56.2

(0.22)
(0.20)
(0.20)
(0.20)
(0.20)

52.1 \1\ (0.93)
52.4 \1\ (0.88)
56.3 \1\ (0.89)
55.1 \1\ (0.85)
54.0 \1\ (0.85)

95.6
95.3
95.5
94.5
95.4

(0.38)
(0.37)
(0.37)
(0.40)
(0.37)

98.2
98.3
98.3
98.3
98.4

(0.12)
(0.11)
(0.11)
(0.11)
(0.11)

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

...........
56.5
...........
56.0
...........
56.1
...........
56.2
...........
56.5

(0.20)
(0.20)
(0.20)
(0.20)

53.6 \1\ (0.86)
55.7 \1\ (0.86)
54.5 \1\ (0.86)
52.8 \1\ (0.85)
52.4 \1\ (0.85)

95.4
94.6
94.7
93.8
94.1

(0.37)
(0.39)
(0.39)
(0.42)
(0.40)

98.6
98.3
98.4
98.7
98.2

(0.10)
(0.11)
(0.11)
(0.10)
(0.12)

94.5 (0.46) 98.0
.........
56.8 (0.19) 52.4 \1\ (0.90) 95.1 (0.43) 98.3
.........
56.6 (0.22) 53.5 \1\ (1.11) 93.2 (0.49) 98.0
.........
55.8 (0.18) 54.9 \1\ (1.00) 93.8 (0.45) 98.1

(0.16)
(0.14)
(0.17)
(0.16)

Response

How often is data on primary school net enrollment rate collected
nationally?
a. Annually

b. Every other year
(0.20)
c.

Once every 3 or more years

d. .........
There is56.6
no regular
collection pattern
(0.17) 53.2 \1\ (0.89)

2010\2\
2011\2\
2012\2\
2013\2\

RTEI 2021 Questionnaire: Governance

SELECT
a
b
c
d
e
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e. Data is not collected

Supporting document/citation:

England - School Census Dataset, ‘The school census is a statutory census that takes
place during the autumn.’
https://explore-education-statistics.service.gov.uk/find-statistics/school-pupils-and-thei
r-characteristics

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.

While net enrollment rates are not always calculated annually in each country,
enrollment numbers for each level of education are collected and provided publicly
(for Northern Ireland example see
http://www.education-ni.gov.uk/topics/statistics-and-research/school-enrolments).
UIS does provide an aggregated NER across the UK annually
Peer review 2 comment:
(http://data.uis.unesco.org/)
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

I agree with additional information.
Data is collected 3 times per year, but annual seems to be the nearest option to what
is accurate.
In Supporting document/citation: for accuracy, amended to include,
Every school in England has a statutory duty to complete the school census each term
(three terms per year).
RTEI 2021 Questionnaire: Governance
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RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 1.4.4: Is the data on primary school net enrollment rate
publicly available? S
Basis
"Regular data collection systems should be established and/or maintained within health care and social
services, education, judicial and law enforcement sectors on protection related issues."
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 18, Para. 7(1)(38)(a)
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer if a system is in place that regularly collects, at a national
level, information on the education system, including student demographics, with the data made available
to the public.
Necessary Definitions: “Publicly available” includes the direct distribution of information to the public, for
example, by making it available on a website in a usable format, and/or indirect distribution to the public
through the media or posting on a website.
Examples: From the Digest of Education Statistics we can see that primary school net enrollment rate is
made publicly every year.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
databases, government reports or publications, or non-governmental research reports.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, national statistical office, UNESCO
Database on the Right to Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Planipolis,
UNESCO International Bureau on Education
Additional Guidance for Responses: Supporting documentation should be in the form of a database of
spreadsheet illustrating that data on education has been collected and the frequency of collection. Ideally
the documentation should cover at least a 10-year period to adequately address the question.
Question 1.4.4 is calculated as:
a. Yes = 1
b. No = 0

Question 1.4.4

Response

Is the data on primary school net enrollment rate publicly available?
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a. Yes
b. No

SELECT
a
b

Supporting document/citation:
Schools, Pupils and their Characteristics
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/statistics-school-and-pupil-numbers

Researcher comment:

Not all data is publicly released due to the collection of sensitive data on children.

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree with additional information.
Provided information is only for England. See comment for 1.4.3 for more information.

Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

I agree with additional information.
Data is available at school level, local authority, region and national level (England)
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RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Subtheme 1.5: Financing
Question 1.5.1: What is the percent of the national budget allocated to
education?
Basis
"Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to take steps, individually and through
international assistance and cooperation, especially economic and technical, to the maximum of its
available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in
the present Covenant by all appropriate means, including particularly the adoption of legislative
measures.”
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 2 (1)
See also: Articles 13 (2) & 14, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Article 28
(1), Convention on the Rights of the Child; CRC General Comment 19; Article 24 (2), Convention on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities; Article 7 (2) (c), ILO Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention; Article
17 (2), European Social Charter (revised); Article 13 (3), Additional Protocol to the American Convention
on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'; Article
11 (3), African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 13 (4), African Youth Charter; Article
41 (2), Arab Charter on Human Rights; Article 4, UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in
Education
Guidance
Explanation: This indicator reflects the relative priority given to education among competing budgetary
needs. This ratio can help understand whether insufficient education resources are a product of overall
lack of resources or insufficient allocation of available resources to education. 20% of national budgets
should be allocated to education according to international benchmarks.
Necessary Definitions: “National Budget” includes the amount of money the government allocates to
education institutions, administration, and subsidies at all levels of education.
Examples: 14.4% in Argentina, 2014 (World Bank Databank)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include the national
budget, statement of accounts, financial statements, audit reports, data from a reputable regional or multinational organization such as the UN or the World Bank, government reports, or non-governmental
research reports.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of finance, official public records, national statistical office, ministry of
education, WorldBank EdStats–Education expenditures, Unesco Institute for Statistics–Education
finance, OECD–Public spending on education
RTEI 2021 Questionnaire: Governance
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Calculations: Question 1.5.1 is calculated out of 20%, the international-agreed upon benchmark for this
indicator (GPE, 2015).

Question 1.5.1
What is the percent of the national budget allocated to
education?

Response

9.6

Supporting document/citation:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
ent_data/file/901406/CCS207_CCS0620768248-001_PESA_ARA_Complete_E-Layin
g__002_.pdf

Year:

2020/2021

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.

Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--
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Government comment:
I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.
Response incorrect – should be amended to 9.61%.
Supporting document/citation – link not working – added information and link to
included
Table 5.2, 2021 PESA.
Education in 2020-21 – section 9 – (£96,054m) over the total public sector
expenditure on services (£999,742m) = 9.61%
RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
(https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
ent_data/file/1003755/CCS207_CCS0621818186-001_PESA_ARA_2021_Web_Acce
The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.
ssible.pdf)
Year – needs
to be using
amended/clarified
2020-21
– UK
Response
rectified
Government to
reviewer
response.

Question 1.5.2: What is the percentage of total national education
budget allocated to each level of education?
Basis
"Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to take steps, individually and through
international assistance and cooperation, especially economic and technical, to the maximum of its
available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in
the present Covenant by all appropriate means, including particularly the adoption of legislative
measures.”
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 2 (1)
See also: Articles 13 (2) & 14, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Article 28
(1), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 24 (2), Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities; Article 7 (2) (c), ILO Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention; Article 17 (2), European Social
Charter (revised); Article 13 (3), Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the
Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'; Article 11 (3), African Charter on
the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 13 (4), African Youth Charter; Article 41 (2), Arab Charter on
Human Rights; Article 4, UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer how a country is using their available resources by breaking
down the budget allocated to education by level of education. This indicator can identify the level of
education a country focuses their resources on.
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Necessary Definitions: “Total National Education Budget” includes the amount of money the government
allocates to education institutions, administration, and subsidies at all levels of education.
“Tertiary” education includes higher education, university, and college, but does not include technical and
vocational programs and degrees.
Examples: “About 37% of the program costs are for primary level, 11.2% for secondary education, 8.8%
for adult education and some 21.7% dedicated to higher education. The relatively limited spending on
Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) (8.0%) is, to a large extent, due to the important
share of students expected to enroll in non-government schools.” (Ethiopia ESDP IV, p. 7)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include the national
budget, statement of accounts, financial statements, audit reports, data from a reputable regional or multinational organization such as the UN or the World Bank, government reports, or non-governmental
research reports.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of finance, official public records, national statistical office, ministry of
education, WorldBank EdStats–Education expenditures, Unesco Institute for Statistics–Education
finance, OECD–Public spending on education
Calculations: Question 1.5.2 is calculated by dividing the response for each level of education by the
relevant international benchmarks.
For Vocational and Technical Training and Tertiary education, responses that exceed 1 after calculation
are subtracted from 1 to reflect risks in overspending.
Benchmarks:
1.5.2 has the following benchmarks identified in international recommendations:
• 1.5.2a No benchmark. This information is collected for research purposes only and is non-scoring
• 1.5.2b Primary has an international benchmark set at 50 percent (GCE, n.d.)
• 1.5.2c Secondary is set at a maximum of 30 percent (GPE, 2014)
• 1.5.2d Technical and Vocational Education and Training has an international benchmark set at
6% by finding the median of all internationally available data since 2000.
• 1.5.2e Tertiary has an international benchmark set at 19% by finding the median of all
internationally available data since 2014.

1.5.2

Response

What is the percentage of total national education budget allocated to
each level of education?
a. Pre-primary

a.

b. Primary

b. 28.5

c.

c.

50.03

d. Technical and Vocational Education and Training

d.

0.65

e. Tertiary

e. 5.06

Secondary

4.5

Supporting document/citation:
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See table 5.2 of the Public Expenditure Statistical Analyses 2021.
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachme
nt_data/file/1003755/CCS207_CCS0621818186-001_PESA_ARA_2021_Web_Accessi
ble.pdf

Year:

2020/2021

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.

Peer review 2 comment:
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:
I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.
Response d. Technical and Vocational Education and Training incorrect – should be
amended to 0.65%.
Supporting document/citation – link not working – added working link
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachme
nt_data/file/1003755/CCS207_CCS0621818186-001_PESA_ARA_2021_Web_Accessi
RTEI
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ble.pdf

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.
d. changed from .64 to .65

Question 1.5.3: What is the percentage of the total national education
budget allocated to the following components?
Basis
"Material conditions of teaching staff shall be continuously improved"
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 13 (2) (e)
"Every child has the right to receive an education of good quality which in turn requires a focus on the
quality of the learning environment, of teaching a nd learning processes and materials, and of learning
outputs."
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 1, Paragraph 22
"The development of a system of schools at all levels shall be actively pursued"
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 13 (2) (e)
See also: CESCR General Comment 13
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer what percentage of the overall education budget was
allocated to specific components of the education system.
Necessary Definitions: “Total National Education Budget” includes the amount of money the government
allocates to education institutions, administration, and subsidies at all levels of education.
“Teaching and Learning Materials” include all materials designed to be used for teaching and learning.
This includes technology, organizational equipment, school supplies, curriculum and curriculum support,
and teaching resources.
“Capital Development” includes the expansion and improvement of infrastructure. This may include
school building construction, enhancement, or rehabilitation.
Examples: 80.5% of education budget spend on teacher salaries in Mexico, 2011 (World Bank DataBank)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include the national
budget, statement of accounts, financial statements, audit reports, data from a reputable regional or multi-
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national organization such as the UN or the World Bank, government reports, or non-governmental
research reports.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of finance, official public records, national statistical office, ministry of
education, WorldBank EdStats–Education expenditures, Unesco Institute for Statistics–Education
finance, OECD–Public spending on education, Global Teacher Status Index
Calculations: Question 1.5.3 is calculated by dividing the response for each level of education by the
relevant international benchmarks.
Benchmarks
1.5.3a Teacher Salaries budget allocations are standardized to 80 percent (Bruns et al. 2011; UIS, 2014).
If the result is over 80%, the response is subtracted from 1, so a response of .95 would be 1-((.95/.8)-1)
=.8125.
Teaching and learning materials and capital development are both benchmarked at 33% (UIS, 2016). To
identify unique benchmarks, RTEI uses the international median from the World Bank.
1.5.3b 19% is the international median for Teaching and Learning Materials (including teacher training)
from the World Bank Databank. The RTEI benchmark is identified by taking the international median as a
proportion of 33%, and is 22%.
1.5.3c 9% is the international median for Capital Development (Infrastructure) from the World Bank
Databank. The RTEI benchmark is identified by taking the international median as a proportion of 33%,
and is 11%.

Question 1.5.3

Response

What is the percentage of total national education budget is allocated
to the following education components?
a. Teacher Salaries.

a.

53

b. Teaching and Learning Materials (including teacher training).

b.

No data

c.

c.

0.96

Capital Development (Infrastructure).

Supporting document/citation:
see page 16 - total budget is £103.5 billion and teachers salary is £1.4 billion, £570
million on school improvements and £423 million on teachers supply.
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
ent_data/file/932905/DfE_consolidated_annual_report_and_accounts_2019_to_2020
_-_print_ready_publication.pd

Year:

2018

Researcher comment:
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Peer review 1 comment:
I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.

Original figures appear partial analysis and not possible (e.g. £1.4 billion / 624,520
teachers in UK = only £2,242/teacher).
UIS 2018 Teaching staff compensation as a percentage of total expenditure in public
institutions = 65.1% (http://data.uis.unesco.org/)
UIS 2018 Capital expenditure as a percentage of total expenditure in public
institutions = 2.3%
Peer review 2 comment:
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:
I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.
A: 53%
B: no data
C: 0.96%
Supporting document/citation – link not working – supporting information for
responses below:
RESULTS
Educational Fund comment:
Part
a–
Schools’ costs: 2020 to 2021 publication (January 2021), paragraph 10:
The
response
has been
rectified based
on review
and/or
additional
information.
The original
three primary
categories
of expenditure
examined,
with
respective
proportions
of
the
total
in
2018-19
(the
latest
full
year
for
which
we
have
data),
are:
teaching
staff
(53
Response rectified using Government reviewer response.
per cent), non-teaching staff (28 per cent) and non-staff (19 per cent).
This is with respect to the cost pressures on the 5-16 schools budgets.
Link: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/schools-costs-technical-note
Part b –
Agree with the reviewer. There isn’t data that breaks this down, unless you were to
delve into the (England) schools CFR (LA maintained schools) or AAR (academies) –
links to those but would be extensive work.
https://schools-financial-benchmarking.service.gov.uk/Help/DataSources
Part2021
c – Questionnaire: Governance
RTEI
39
PESA 2021 (links above / here) table 5.4 sets out the public sector current and capital
expenditure on services by function.

Question 1.5.4 What is the government expenditure on education as
reported as the percentage of GDP allocated to education?
Basis
"Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to take steps, individually and through
international assistance and cooperation, especially economic and technical, to the maximum of its
available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in
the present Covenant by all appropriate means, including particularly the adoption of legislative
measures.”
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 2 (1)
See also: Articles 13 (2) & 14, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Article 28
(1), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 24 (2), Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities; Article 7 (2) (c), ILO Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention; Article 17 (2), European Social
Charter (revised); Article 13 (3), Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the
Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'; Article 11 (3), African Charter on
the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 13 (4), African Youth Charter; Article 41 (2), Arab Charter on
Human Rights; Article 4, UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether a country is using their available resources by
identifying what percentage of a country’s GDP was allocated to education in the most recent year. This
indicator suggests the importance a country placed on education. International averages range from 4 to
6%.
Necessary Definitions: “GDP” is the country’s Gross Domestic Product.
Examples: 4.93% in Columbia, 2013 (UNESCO Institute of Statistics)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include the national
budget, statement of accounts, financial statements, audit reports, data from a reputable regional or multinational organization such as the UN or the World Bank, government reports, or non-governmental
research reports.
Potential Data Sources: M Ministry of finance, official public records, national statistical office, ministry of
education, WorldBank EdStats–Education expenditures, Unesco Institute for Statistics–Education
finance, OECD–Public spending on education
Calculations: Question 1.5.4 is calculated by dividing the response for each level of education by the
relevant international benchmarks.
Benchmarks: 1.5.4 is set at a maximum of 6 percent (High Level Group on Education for All, 2008). The
international median is 4%.

Question 1.5.4
What is the government expenditure on education as reported as the
percentage of GDP allocated to education?
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4.4
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Supporting document/citation:

See page 3
https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/SN01078/SN01078.pdf

Year:

2020/2021

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.

Peer review 2 comment:
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:
I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.
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Response incorrect – should be amended to 4.4%.
Supporting document/citation –page number incorrect should be amended to page 5 –
supporting information to be added for responses
https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/SN01078/SN01078.pdf
When
expressed
as a proportion
of GDP, education spending peaked in 2009-10 and
RESULTS
Educational
Fund comment:
2010-11 at around 5.4%, its highest since the mid-1970s. The subsequent decline
took
it down to
below 3.9%
in 2018-19,
lowestonlevel
for almost
decades.
There
The original
response
has been
rectifieditsbased
review
and/or two
additional
information.
was a small increase in 2019-20, the first since 2010-11. Higher education spending in
Response
rectified with
usingthe
Government
response.
2020-21
combined
sharp cut inreviewer
GDP due
to the pandemic meant there was a
sharp increase in spending as a percentage of GDP in 2020-21 of almost 0.5
percentage points to 4.4%.
Years – should be amended/clarified to 2020-21, UK

Question 1.5.5: What percent of the national education budget comes
from foreign aid sources (bilateral and multilateral)?
Basis
"Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to take steps, individually and through
international assistance and cooperation, especially economic and technical, to the maximum of its
available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in
the present Covenant by all appropriate means, including particularly the adoption of legislative
measures.”
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 2 (1)
See also: Articles 13 (2) & 14, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Article 28
(1), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 24 (2), Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities; Article 7 (2) (c), ILO Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention; Article 17 (2), European Social
Charter (revised); Article 13 (3), Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the
Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'; Article 11 (3), African Charter on
the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 13 (4), African Youth Charter; Article 41 (2), Arab Charter on
Human Rights; Article 4, UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether a country is using their available resources by
identifying the percentage of expenditure on education that came from foreign aid sources. This indicator
suggests whether a country is able to independently sustain their education system.
Necessary Definitions: "Foreign aid sources" include bilateral and multilateral agreements with other
countries, multi-national organizations, international non-governmental organizations, and international
finance institutions that include a provision for financial support.
Examples: $70 (USD Constant) Million in Albania from foreign funding sources for education, 2011:
(UNESCO EFA GMR Air Tables).
2011 Total Education Budget = 40,394,457,000 Albanian Lek (Approximately 395,000,000 USD using
2011 conversion rate)
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(70,000,000/395,000,000) * 100 = 17.7% of 2011 budget for education in Albania provided through
foreign sources.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include the national
budget, statement of accounts, financial statements, audit reports, data from a reputable regional or multinational organization such as the UN or the World Bank, government reports, or non-governmental
research reports.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of finance, official public records, national statistical office, ministry of
education, WorldBank EdStats–Education expenditures, Unesco Institute for Statistics–Education
finance, OECD–Public spending on education
Calculations: Question 1.5.5 is calculated by dividing the response by the relevant international
benchmarks.
Benchmark: The International Commission on Financing Global Education Opportunity (2016) calls for
15% of donor countries’ ODA to go to education. RTEI uses 15% as a metric for the national budget from
foreign aid sources that should be allocated to education as an international benchmark.

Question 1.5.5
What percentage of the national education budget comes from foreign
aid sources (bilateral and multilateral)?

Response

Not applicable

Supporting document/citation:
https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/CBP-9224/CBP-9224.pdf
https://lordslibrary.parliament.uk/importance-of-foreign-aid-programme/

Year:

2019

Researcher comment:

In 2019, the UK funded bilateral programmes in 136 countries and territories.

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.
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Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 1.5.6: What is the percentage of GNI PPP allocated to
foreign aid to education in the public sector? [donor countries]
Basis
"Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to take steps, individually and through
international assistance and cooperation, especially economic and technical, to the maximum of its
available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in
the present Covenant by all appropriate means, including particularly the adoption of legislative
measures.”
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 2 (1)
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See also: Articles 13 (2) & 14, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Article 28
(1), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 24 (2), Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities; Article 7 (2) (c), ILO Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention; Article 17 (2), European Social
Charter (revised); Article 13 (3), Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the
Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'; Article 11 (3), African Charter on
the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 13 (4), African Youth Charter; Article 41 (2), Arab Charter on
Human Rights; Article 4, UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether a country is promoting and encouraging the right to
education internationally by allocating a percentage of their GNI to other countries as foreign aid.
Necessary Definitions: “Foreign Aid” refers to the financial, technical, and in-kind support provided from
one country to another.
Examples: For Netherlands (in 2011 Constant $): $429 Million in Total Aid to Education (from UNESCO
EFA GMR Aid Tables), $747,564,600,199.62 for GNI PPP (from World Bank DataBank).
Total Aid to Education/GNI PPP * 100 = 5.7% for Netherlands in 2011
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include the national
budget, statement of accounts, financial statements, audit reports, data from a reputable regional or multinational organization such as the UN or the World Bank, government reports, or non-governmental
research reports.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of finance, official public records, national statistical office, ministry of
education, WorldBank EdStats–Education expenditures, Unesco Institute for Statistics–Education
finance, OECD–Public spending on education
Additional Guidance for Responses: If you are not a donor country, please respond NA in the response
box and indicate that you are not a donor country in the comment box.
Calculations: Question 1.5.6 is calculated by dividing the response by the relevant international
benchmarks.
Benchmark: The OECD sets the target of ODA at 0.7% of donors' national income. Of that 0.7%, 15% of
ODA should go to the education sector from international donors. The benchmark proposed in RTEI 2016
is thus: 15%*.7% = .105%.

Question 1.5.6
What is the percentage of GNI allocated to foreign aid to education in
the public sector? [donor countries]

Response

0.05

Supporting document/citation:
The UK spent US$1.3 billion or 7% of total ODA to education in 2019, below the DAC
average of 10%. This makes the UK the fourth-largest donor to education in absolute
terms, but only the 20th -largest in relative terms.
https://donortracker.org/united-kingdom/education
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Year:

2020

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree with additional information.

Question is education aid as % of GNI, not education aid as % of total aid.
2019 $1.336 billion education aid / USD 2.862 trillion GNI = 0.05%
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GNP.MKTP.CD?locations=GB

Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:
I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.

0.05% is % of education aid as a % of GNI, as indicated/corrected by Peer Reviewer
1.

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.
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Response changed from 7% to 0.05%

Question 1.5.7: What percentage of the approved budget for
education was actually executed? P
Basis
"Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to take steps, individually and through
international assistance and cooperation, especially economic and technical, to the maximum of its
available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in
the present Covenant by all appropriate means, including particularly the adoption of legislative
measures.”
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 2 (1)
See also: Articles 13 (2) & 14, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Article 28
(1), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 24 (2), Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities; Article 7 (2) (c), ILO Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention; Article 17 (2), European Social
Charter (revised); Article 13 (3), Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the
Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'; Article 11 (3), African Charter on
the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 13 (4), African Youth Charter; Article 41 (2), Arab Charter on
Human Rights; Article 4, UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether the state actually spends the money it has allocated
towards education on education. The percentage measures the amount of the promise towards education
that was actually fulfilled. Specifically, it measures whether what percentage of the education budget was
actually executed.
Necessary Definitions: “Approved Budget” is defined as the approved financial amount allocated to
education by the appropriate executive and/or legislative governing body.
“Last Fiscal Year” to the most recent Fiscal year expenditure data.
“Executed” indicates the amount of money spent and documented as expenditure.
Examples: 76% percent of the Ministry of Education budget was executed in Iraq in 2011 (UN-Iraq Joint
Analysis Unit). Full Citation: UN-Iraq Joint Analysis Unit (2013). Iraqi Budget Execution. Available, here.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include the national
budget, statement of accounts, financial statements, audit reports, data from a reputable regional or multinational organization such as the UN or the World Bank, government reports, or non-governmental
research reports.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of finance, official public records, national statistical office, ministry of
education, WorldBank EdStats–Education expenditures, Unesco Institute for Statistics–Education
finance, OECD–Public spending on education
Calculations: Question 1.5.7 is calculated out of 100%.
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Question 1.5.7
What percentage of the approved budget for education was actually
executed?

Response

96.29

Supporting document/citation:
see page 36
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
ent_data/file/932905/DfE_consolidated_annual_report_and_accounts_2019_to_2020
_-_print_ready_publication.pdf

Year: 2019-20
Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.

Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--
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Government comment:

I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.
Response incorrect – should be amended to 96.29%.
Supporting document/citation –added link that works and supporting information for
responses
Link that works:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/department-for-education-consolidated-a
nnual-report-and-accounts-2019-to-2020
RESULTS
Educational
comment:
Think
the figure
should beFund
96.29%:
- TME
outturn
= £103,517m
The
original
response
has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.
- TME budget = £107,503m
- Outturn as
a percentage
of budget is reviewer
96.29% response.
Response
rectified
using Government

Years – need to be amended/clarified to 2019-20, England

Question 1.5.8: What is the current public expenditure per pupil as a
percentage of GNI per capita PPP? P
Basis
"Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to take steps, individually and through
international assistance and cooperation, especially economic and technical, to the maximum of its
available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in
the present Covenant by all appropriate means, including particularly the adoption of legislative
measures.”
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 2 (1)
See also: Articles 13 (2) & 14, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Article 28
(1), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 24 (2), Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities; Article 7 (2) (c), ILO Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention; Article 17 (2), European Social
Charter (revised); Article 13 (3), Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the
Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'; Article 11 (3), African Charter on
the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 13 (4), African Youth Charter; Article 41 (2), Arab Charter on
Human Rights; Article 4, UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether a country is using their available resources by
providing a relative measure of how much each country spends on education per student. Comparing per
pupil spending to national income provides for a better comparison by incorporating a measure of overall
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population. Data on per pupil spending and average national income should be provided for the most
recent year.
Necessary Definitions: “Current” in this instance speaks to the most recent Fiscal expenditure data.
“Public Expenditure per Pupil” includes the amount the government spends on education institutions,
administration, and subsidies for private entities per school age individual.
“Average income” is the country’s national average income level specifically of citizens, rather than GDP
per capita which includes incomes from international companies and organizations.
Examples: 13.8% in Argentina, 2012 (UNESCO Institute of Statistics)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include the national
budget, statement of accounts, financial statements, audit reports, data from a reputable regional or multinational organization such as the UN or the World Bank, government reports, or non-governmental
research reports.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of finance, official public records, national statistical office, ministry of
education, WorldBank EdStats–Education expenditures, Unesco Institute for Statistics–Education
finance, OECD–Public spending on education
Calculations: Question 1.5.8 could not be measured on a 0 to 100 scale but is measured against
international benchmarks identified as the median of per pupil expenditure (World Bank, 2016h; World
Bank, 2016i) as a percentage of the median national average income (ILO, 2016).
Benchmarks: For primary education, the median expenditure per pupil as a percent of national average
income from 2000-2016 is 15.4%.
For secondary education, the median expenditure per pupil as a percent of national average income from
2000-2016 is 20%.

Question 1.5.8

Response

What is the current public expenditure per pupil in constant USD?
a. Primary
b. Secondary

a.

7,658.37

b. 10,766.57

What is the current public expenditure per pupil as a percentage of GNI
per capita PPP?
Primary

c.

15.6

d. Secondary

d.

22

c.

Supporting document/citation:
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See page 11
https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/SN01078/SN01078.pdf

Year:

2019

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.
Could not find data cited by researcher.
2019 Primary enrollment = 4,919,259; Secondary = 6,138,912 (UIS); 2019 avg
exchange = 1.2772; 2019 GNI per capita PPP = $49,050
2019 Primary Ed budget = £103.5bn x 28.5% (2020 proxy) = £29.497bn = £5,996.22
= $7,658.37 / student = 15.6% GNI per capita
2019 Secondary Ed budget = £103.5bn x 50% (2020 proxy) = £51.75bn = £8,429.83 =
Peer review
2 comment:
$10,766.57
/ student
= 22% GNI per capita

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
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The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.

a. changed from £399 to 7,658.37.
b. changed from £1318 to 10,766.57.
c. changed from 24.17% to 15.6.
d. changed from 21.18% to 22.
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Theme 2: Availability
Subtheme 2.1: Classrooms
Question 2.1.1: Is there a national minimum standard in place setting
the numbers of pupils per classroom? S W
Basis
"Functioning educational institutions and programmes have to be available in sufficient quantity within the
jurisdiction of the State party."
— Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment 13, Para. 6 (a)
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether the government has established a minimum
standard or national benchmark outlining the allowed number of pupils to occupy each classroom. The
second part of the question captures what the minimum standard is.
Necessary Definitions: “Classrooms” are defined as spaces, either inside buildings or outside, in which
students are taught.
Examples:

(Republic of Rwanda ESP 2013/14-2017/18, p. 85)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include national law such as
regulations and national policies.
Potential Data Sources: UNESCO Database on the Right to Education, Right to Education Initiative –
Where to Find Information, Planipolis, UNESCO International Bureau on Education
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Additional Guidance for Responses: Please provide ratios for part b and d in the form of x:1.
Question 2.1.1a and 2.1.1c are calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0
2.1.1b and 2.2.1d are calculated by comparing with the relevant benchmarks below. For countries with a
pupil per classroom national standard that is less than the benchmark, the answer is coded as 1. For
countries where the minimum standard is greater than the benchmark, the below formula is used: global
benchmark / national benchmark
Benchmarks
Global benchmarks:
• Primary: 25 to 1
• Secondary: 20 to 1

Question 2.1.1

Response

a. Is there a national minimum standard in place setting the numbers of
pupils per classroom (primary school)?

a.

NO

b. If yes, what is the national minimum standard pupil-classroom ratio
(primary school)?

b.

Not applicable

c. Is there a national minimum standard in place setting the numbers of
pupils per classroom (secondary school)? W

c.

NO

d. If yes, what is the national minimum standard pupil-classroom ratio
(secondary school)? W

d.

Not applicable

Supporting document/citation:
There are limits to class size only in the maintained (state) sector and only in relation
to classes comprised of five-,six and seven-year-olds.'
http://www.atl.org.uk/Images/adv39-class-sizes-nov-13.pdf
School Standards and Framework Act 1998, Part 1, Chapter 1 1.—(1)

Researcher comment:
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Peer review 1 comment:
I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.

Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 2.1.2: What is the pupil-classroom ratio? P
Basis
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"Functioning educational institutions and programmes have to be available in sufficient quantity within the
jurisdiction of the State party."
— Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment 13, Para. 6 (a)
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer what the average number of pupils for each classroom is in
reality.
Examples: In China the number of pupils per classroom is 38 in primary school and 53 in lower secondary
school, 2011 (OECD, 2013). Full Citation: OECD (2013), Education at a Glance 2013, Chart D2.2,
available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/888932851687
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, or data from a reputable
regional or multi-national organization such as the UN or the World Bank.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, national office of statistics, teachers’ union website,
WorldBank EdStats, Unesco Institute for Statistics, OECD, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find
Information
Additional Guidance for Responses: Please provide ratios in the form of x:1.
Calculations: 2.1.2 is calculated by dividing the global benchmark below by the national pupil-classroom
ratio. If the national ratio is lower than the benchmark, the response is coded as 1.
Benchmarks:
Global benchmarks:
• Primary: 25 to 1
• Secondary: 20 to 1

Question 2.1.2

Response

What is the pupil-classroom ratio?
a. For primary schools

a.

26.6

b. For secondary schools W

b.

22.3

Supporting document/citation:
https://www.politics.co.uk/reference/class-sizes/
https://explore-education-statistics.service.gov.uk/find-statistics/school-pupils-and-thei
r-characteristics/2019-20

Year:

2020-2021
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Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.
This is only for England.
UK data for 2019 available in the 2021 OECD Education at a Glance, Section D.2 and
at https://www.compareyourcountry.org/education-at-a-glance-2021/en/6/all/default
Peer review
2 comment: ratio provided at primary (27) and lower secondary (25).
Public
school student-class
Private for primary is 24 and for secondary is 23.
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.
2020-2021 data is available (for state-funded schools)
https://explore-education-statistics.service.gov.uk/find-statistics/school-pupils-and-their
-characteristics
Primary: 26.6
Secondary: 22.3
RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.
Updated statistics have been provided by the DfE:
a - changed from 26 to 26.6
b - changed from 23.1 to 22.3
Date changed to 2020-2021.

Subtheme 2.2: Sanitation
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Question 2.2.1: Is there a national minimum standard in place setting
the number of pupils per toilet?S W
Basis
"The Committee urges States Parties, in line with articles 28 and 29 of the Convention to (b) provide wellfunctioning school and recreational facilities which do not pose health risks to students, including water
and sanitation"
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 4, Para. 17
See also: CESCR General Comment 13.6(a)
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether the government has established a minimum
standard or national benchmark outlining the allowed number of pupils to share each toilet. The second
part of the question captures what the minimum standard is.
Necessary Definitions: “Toilets” include flush toilets, squat toilets, pit latrines, and composting toilets.
“Schools” in this question are limited to brick-and-mortar schools.
Examples:
a) School Infrastructure
Nursery: Minimum classroom size 337 square feet, Maximum 562 square feet (15 square feet per
student). Sanitary facilities: A minimum of four toilets for every 50 students.
Primary: Minimum classroom size 180 square feet, Maximum 600 square feet (14 square feet per
student). Sanitary facilities: A minimum of four toilets for every 100 students.
Secondary: Minimum classroom size 420 square feet, Maximum 945 square feet (14 square feet per
student). Sanitary facilities: A minimum of four toilets for each 150 students. (Response of the
Government of Guyana to the OHCHR, available here.)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include national law such as
regulations and national policies.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, national office of statistics, teachers’ union website,
UNESCO Database on the Right to Education, Planipolis, UNESCO International Bureau on Education,
WorldBank EdStats, Unesco Institute for Statistics, OECD, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find
Information
Question 2.2.1a and 2.2.1c are calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0
2.1.1b and 2.2.d are calculated by comparing with the relevant benchmarks below. For countries with a
pupil-toilet ratio national standard that is less than the benchmark, the answer is coded as 1. For
countries where the minimum standard is greater than the benchmark, the below formula is used:
Benchmark / Response
Benchmarks
Global benchmarks:
• Primary: 25 to 1
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•

Secondary: 25 to 1

Question 2.2.1

Response

a. Is there a national minimum standard in place setting the number of
pupils per toilet (primary school)?

a.

NO

b. If yes, what is the national minimum standard pupil-toilet ratio
(primary school)?

b.

Not applicable

c. Is there a national minimum standard in place setting the number of
pupils per toilet (secondary school)? W

c.

NO

d. If yes, what is the national minimum standard pupil-toilet ratio
(secondary school)? W

d.

Not applicable

Supporting document/citation:
The School Premises (England) Regulations 2015 Toilet and washing facilities
4.(1) Subject to paragraph (3), suitable toilet and washing facilities must be provided
for the sole use of pupils." The regulations do not set the minimum number of fittings
to be provided in relation to the ages and numbers of pupils. Generally the needs of
younger pupils are likely to be greater than those for older ones.

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.

Peer review 2 comment:
I agree with additional information.
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In Wales: The Education (School Premises) Regulations 1999 stipulate minimum
standards for school premises. The regulations set out the number of toilets and
washbasins that should be provided according to the number of pupils in all existing
and new maintained schools.
Toilets
• Pupils over 5 years of age: 1 toilet for every 20 pupils.
•Government
Pupils under the
age of 5: 1 toilet for every 10 pupils.
comment:
• In special schools: 1 toilet for every 10 pupils, regardless of age.
--Please select from the options below-https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2018-03/school-toilets-good-practice-g
uidance-for-schools-in-wales.pdf

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 2.2.2: What is the pupil-toilet ratio?

PW

Basis
"The Committee urges States Parties, in line with articles 28 and 29 of the Convention to (b) provide wellfunctioning school and recreational facilities which do not pose health risks to students, including water
and sanitation"
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 4, Para. 17
See also: CESCR General Comment 13.6(a)
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether what the pupil-toilet ratio is in reality.
Necessary Definitions: “Toilets” include flush toilets, squat toilets, pit latrines, and composting toilets.
“Schools” in this question are limited to brick-and-mortar schools.
Examples:

Survey Year

2013
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Pupil
Toilet
SchoolTypeCode

Toilets

Enrolments

Ratio

ECE

701

18690

26.7

PS

1205

71649

59.5

CHS

1180

79443

67.3

PSS

184

6232

33.9

NSS

195

4698

24.1

RTC

16

Grand Total

3481

0
180712

51.9

(Ministry of Education – Solomon Islands, available, here.)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, or data from a reputable
regional or multi-national organization such as the UN or the World Bank.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, national office of statistics, UN Water for Life, Water and
Sanitation Program, WHO – Water, Sanitation, and Health, UNESCO Institute of Statistics, World Bank
DataBank
Calculation: 2.2.2 is calculated by dividing the global benchmark below by the national pupil-classroom
ratio. If the national ratio is lower than the benchmark, the response is coded as 1.
Benchmarks:
Global benchmarks:
• Primary: 25 to 1
• Secondary: 25 to 1

Question 2.2.2

Response

What is the pupil-toilet ratio?
a. In primary schools

a.

No data

b. In secondary schools W

b.

No data

Supporting document/citation:
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https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
ent_data/file/410294/Advice_on_standards_for_school_premises.pdf
https://www.interfixgroup.com/resources/how-many-toilets-should-my-school-premise
s-have/

Year:
Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.

Original response provide student-toilet ratio guidance but not what we see in
practice.
Unable to find what the student-toilet ratio is in practice.
Answers changed from 20:1 to not available for both primary and secondary.
Peer review 2 comment:
Year box changed from 2015.
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
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The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.
Changed from 20:1 to no data.

Question 2.2.3: What is the percentage of schools with potable water?
PW

Basis:
"The Committee urges States Parties, in line with articles 28 and 29 of the Convention to (b) provide wellfunctioning school and recreational facilities which do not pose health risks to students, including water
and sanitation"
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 4, Para. 17
See also: Articles 11, 12 & 13 (2), International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Paras
12 (c) (i) & 16 (b), CESCR General Comment 15; Article 28 (1), Convention on the Rights of the Child;
Articles 11 (3) & 14 (2) (c), African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 17 (2),
European Social Charter (revised); Article 13 (3), Additional Protocol to the American Convention on
Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether water, that does not pose health risks to students, is
readily available by identifying the percentage of schools that had potable water.
Necessary Definitions: “Potable water” is defined as water that is safe for humans to drink.
“Schools” in this question is limited to brick-and-mortar schools.
Examples: 31.3% of primary schools in Cameroon have access to potable water, 2012
27.2% of lower secondary schools in Cameroon have access to potable water, 2011(UNESCO Institute of
Statistics)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, or data from a reputable
regional or multi-national organization such as the UN or the World Bank.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, national office of statistics, UN Water for Life, Water and
Sanitation Program, WHO – Water, Sanitation, and Health, UNESCO Institute of Statistics, World Bank
DataBank
Calculation: 2.2.3 is calculated out of 100%.

Question 2.2.3

Response

What is the percentage of schools with potable water?
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a. For primary schools.

a.

No data

b. For secondary schools. W

b.

No data

Supporting document/citation:
The School Premises (England) Regulations 2012
"9.—(1) Suitable drinking water facilities must be provided.
(2) The facilities provided under paragraph (1) will be suitable only if— (a)they are
readily accessible at all times when the premises are in use; and (b)they are in a
separate area from the toilet facilities."

Year:
Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.
Provided information was for regulations (100%). Does not address this question on
% of schools with potable water in practice.
Unable to find data. 2012 from year box deleted.

Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--
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Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.

Changed from 100% to No data.

Subtheme 2.3: Teachers
Question 2.3.1: What percentage of teachers are qualified? P W
Basis
"Functioning educational institutions and programmes have to be available in sufficient quantity within the
jurisdiction of the State party. What they require to function depends upon numerous factors,
including…trained teachers"
— Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment 16, Para. 6 (a)
See also: Article 13, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Articles 28 & 29,
Convention on the Rights of the Child; Articles 2 (a) & 4, UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in
Education; Paras 4 & 13, ILO/UNESCO Recommendation concerning the Status of Teachers; Article 11,
African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 13, African Youth Charter; Article 41 (2) &
4, Arab Charter on Human Rights; Article 31, ASEAN Human Rights Declaration; Article 17 (2), European
Social Charter (revised); Article 13, Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in
the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'; Article 16, Inter-American
Democratic Charter
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer what percent of the overall teaching population are qualified
according to the standards laid out by the State Party.
The second part of this question seeks to answer what percentage of qualified teachers are female.
Female teachers are important because they serve as role models to girls and help to attract and retain
girls in school. Female headteachers and supervisors are important to ensure that the gender perspective
is incorporated in schools.
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Necessary Definitions: “Qualified teacher” refers to teachers who have received at least the minimum
organized pedagogical teacher training pre-service and in-service required for teaching at the relevant
level in a given country.
“Teachers” is broadly defined and includes instructors and education support staff, as defined by
Education International.
Examples: 84.7% of teachers in primary education are appropriately trained in Ecuador, 2013
77.1% of teachers in lower secondary education are appropriately trained in Ecuador, 2013 (UNESCO
Institute of Statistics)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, or data from a reputable
regional or multi-national organization such as the UN or the World Bank.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, national statistical office, teachers’ union website,
UNESCO Institute of Statistics – Teachers, Global Teacher Status Index, International Surveys of
Teachers – Includes TALIS and TEDS-M, World Bank DataBank, OECD–Teachers
Calculation: 2.3.1 is calculated out of 100%.

Question 2.3.1

Response

What is the percentage of teachers that are qualified?
a. For primary schools

a.

97.8

b. For secondary schools W

b.

96.9

For primary schools

c.

84.7

d. For secondary schools

d.

63.1

What percentage of qualified teachers are female?
c.

Supporting document/citation:
https://www.besa.org.uk/key-uk-education-statistics/
School Workforce in England: November 2017’, Department for Education', p 7 "The
percentage of FTE teachers that do not have QTS varies by school type. 3.4 per cent
of teachers in all nursery/primary schools do not have QTS; compared with 6.2 per
cent in all secondary schools."
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
Year:

2020

Researcher comment:
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Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.
Responses capture data for England only.
Unable to locate percentage of trained teachers in other parts of the UK, including
Scotland summary statistics for schools
(https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/statistics/2020/
12/summary-statistics-schools-scotland-2020/documents/summary-statistics-schoolsPeer review 2 comment:
scotland/summary-statistics-schools-scotland/govscot%
3Adocument/summary-statistics-schools-scotland.pdf) and statistics from Wales 2021
--Please
select from
the options
below-Annual Education
Workforce
Survey
(https://www.ewc.wales/site/index.php/en/documents/research-and-statistics/annual-st
atistics-digest/762-ewc-statistics-digest/file.html)

Government comment:
I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.

Responses need to be updated to latest published figures:
A: 97.8%
B: 96.9%
C. 84.7%
D: 63.1%
As per School Workforce in England 2020, Department for Education (cited source)
RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
https://explore-education-statistics.service.gov.uk/find-statistics/school-workforce-in-e
ngland
The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.
The year
needs tofrom
be amended
to 2020have been changed:
Upon
information
the DfE, scores

a - from 96.6 to 97.8
b - from 93.8 to 96.9
c - from 84.6 to 84.7
d - from 69.5 to 63.1
Year changed to 2020
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Question 2.3.2: Is there a national minimum standard in place setting
the number of pupils per qualified teacher? S W
Basis
"Functioning educational institutions and programmes have to be available in sufficient quantity within the
jurisdiction of the State party. What they require to function depends upon numerous factors,
including…trained teachers"
— Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment 16, Para. 6 (a)
See also: Article 13, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Articles 28 & 29,
Convention on the Rights of the Child; Articles 2 (a) & 4, UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in
Education; Paras 4 & 13, ILO/UNESCO Recommendation concerning the Status of Teachers; Article 11,
African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 13, African Youth Charter; Article 41 (2) &
4, Arab Charter on Human Rights; Article 31, ASEAN Human Rights Declaration; Article 17 (2), European
Social Charter (revised); Article 13, Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in
the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'; Article 16, Inter-American
Democratic Charter
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether the government has established a minimum
standard or national benchmark outlining the allowed number of pupils per qualified teacher in each
school. The second part of the question captures what the minimum standard is.
Necessary Definitions: “Qualified teacher” refers to teachers who have received at least the minimum
organized pedagogical teacher training pre-service and in-service required for teaching at the relevant
level in a given country.
Examples: In addition to the fast-track programme, the following guiding principles are critical for the
envisaged positive change in primary education between 2008 and 2018:
i. Ratio of pupils to teachers progressing to a 1:60 ratio by 2013/14 and below 1:60 ratio by 2017/18
(Malawi ESP 2008-2018, p.12)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include national law such as
the education act or relevant policies.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, national statistical office, teachers’ union website,
UNESCO Institute of Statistics – Teachers, Global Teacher Status Index, International Surveys of
Teachers – Includes TALIS and TEDS-M, World Bank DataBank, OECD–Teachers
Question 2.3.2a and 2.3.2c are calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0
2.3.2b and 2.3.2d are calculated by comparing with the relevant benchmarks below. For countries with a
pupil per classroom national standard that is less than the benchmark, the answer is coded as 1. For
countries where the minimum standard is greater than the benchmark, the below formula is used:
Benchmark / Response
Benchmarks:
Global benchmarks:
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•
•

Primary: 25 to 1
Secondary: 20 to 1

Question 2.3.2

Response

a. Is there a minimum standard in place setting the number of pupils
per trained teacher (primary school)?

a.

YES

b. If yes, what is the minimum standard pupil-trained teacher ratio
(primary school)?

b.

30

c. Is there a minimum standard in place setting the number of pupils
per trained teacher (secondary school)? W

c.

NO

d. If yes, what is the minimum standard pupil-trained teacher ratio
(secondary school)? W

d.

Not
applicable

Supporting document/citation:

England
The School Standards and Framework Act
1998 placed a duty on Local Authorities and schools to limit the size of infant classes
for five-, six-, and seven-year-olds taught by one teacher to 30 or fewer pupils. The
limit became a statutory responsibility on Local Authorities and schools.

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.

While a class size limit for primary as originally reported of 30:1 is present in England
and Wales based on the School Standards and Framework Act 1998 and in Northern
Ireland (https://www.education-ni.gov.uk/articles/pupils-and-classes), the regulation in
Scotland seems to only exist for P1 (25:1) with guidance provided for other years of
primary, going up to 33:1 in P4-7
(https://www.gov.scot/publications/determining-primary-school-capacity-guidance/pag
Peer review 2 comment:
es/2/)
Standards for the secondary level are not present
(https://www.edapt.org.uk/support/knowledge-base/is-there-a-class-size-limit-in-schoo
ls/). Original responses for secondary (yes and 30:1) have been changed to No.
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--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.

Secondary changed from yes and 30:1 to no.

Question 2.3.3: What is the pupil-qualified teacher ratio? P
Basis
"Functioning educational institutions and programmes have to be available in sufficient quantity within the
jurisdiction of the State party. What they require to function depends upon numerous factors,
including…trained teachers"
— Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment 16, Para. 6 (a)
See also: Article 13, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Articles 28 & 29,
Convention on the Rights of the Child; Articles 2 (a) & 4, UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in
Education; Paras 4 & 13, ILO/UNESCO Recommendation concerning the Status of Teachers; Article 11,
African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 13, African Youth Charter; Article 41 (2) &
4, Arab Charter on Human Rights; Article 31, ASEAN Human Rights Declaration; Article 17 (2), European
Social Charter (revised); Article 13, Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in
the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'; Article 16, Inter-American
Democratic Charter
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer how many teachers that have been trained in accordance
with the standards laid out by the State Party were present for each student.
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Necessary Definitions: “Qualified teacher” refers to teachers who have received at least the minimum
organized pedagogical teacher training pre-service and in-service required for teaching at the relevant
level in a given country.
Examples: If pupils per trained teacher is not readily available the ratio can be calculated as follows:
• Overall pupil-teacher ratio in primary education in Ecuador is 18.7, 2013
• 84.7% of primary teachers in Ecuador are appropriately trained, 2013 (UNESCO Institute of
Statistics)
o 18.7/0.847 = 22.08 pupils per trained teacher in primary education in Ecuador, 2013
•
•

Overall pupil-teacher ratio in lower secondary education in Ecuador is 14.7, 2013
77.1% of lower secondary teachers in Ecuador are appropriately trained, 2013 (UNESCO
Institute of Statistics)
o 14.7/0.771 = 19.07 pupils per trained teacher in lower secondary education in
Ecuador, 2013

Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, or data from a reputable
regional or multi-national organization such as the UN or the World Bank.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, national statistical office, teachers’ union website,
UNESCO Institute of Statistics – Teachers, Global Teacher Status Index, International Surveys of
Teachers – Includes TALIS and TEDS-M, World Bank DataBank, OECD–Teachers
Calculations: 2.3.3 is calculated by dividing the global benchmark below by the national pupil-classroom
ratio. If the national ratio is lower than the benchmark, the response is coded as 1.
Benchmarks:
Global benchmarks:
• Primary: 25 to 1
• Secondary: 20 to 1

Question 2.3.3

Response

What is the pupil-trained teacher ratio?
a. For primary schools

a. 19.9

b. For secondary schools W

b.

16.6

Supporting document/citation:
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SE.SEC.ENRL.TC.ZS
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SE.PRM.ENRL.TC.ZS?locations=GB
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Year: 2019
Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.

Original response from WB source for secondary (17:1) was incorrect. Correct
number of pupil:teacher ratio for 2017 in secondary is 16.6.
OECD Education at a Glance has updated numbers for UK from 2019 (figure D2.3,
https://www.compareyourcountry.org/snaps/education-at-a-glance-2021/en/2922/2018
). Original response for primary from the WB in 2017 (15.1:1) has been updated with
Peerrecent
reviewdata
2 comment:
more
from OECD from 2019 (19.9:1). Note that the OECD has data for
lower secondary but as overall information for secondary from 2017 is available from
I agree with additional information.
the WB it is used in the response.
Separate information for Scotland available, here:
Note
that these are pupil-teacher NOT pupil-trained teacher ratios
https://www.gov.scot/publications/summary-statistics-schools-scotland-no-10-2019-ed
ition/pages/4/

Government comment:
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
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The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.

Primary changed from 17 to 16.6.
Secondary changed from 15.1 to 19.9

Question 2.3.4: What is the mean teacher salary relative to the
national mean salary? P
Basis
"Functioning educational institutions and programmes have to be available in sufficient quantity within the
jurisdiction of the State party. What they require to function depends upon numerous factors,
including…trained teachers"
— Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment 16, Para. 6 (a)
See also: Article 13, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Articles 28 & 29,
Convention on the Rights of the Child; Articles 2 (a) & 4, UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in
Education; Paras 4 & 13, ILO/UNESCO Recommendation concerning the Status of Teachers; Article 11,
African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 13, African Youth Charter; Article 41 (2) &
4, Arab Charter on Human Rights; Article 31, ASEAN Human Rights Declaration; Article 17 (2), European
Social Charter (revised); Article 13, Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in
the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'; Article 16, Inter-American
Democratic Charter
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether teachers received a competitive salary for their
country of service by dividing the average annual salary of a teacher by the average annual overall salary
of all workers in a country. A number over 1.0 indicates that teachers, on average, make more than other
workers in the country.
Necessary Definitions: Competitive salaries are defined here as at least matching the average national
income.
Examples: Average Teacher Salary in Switzerland = $68,000 (2011 PPP)
Average Salary in Switzerland = $50,000 (2011 PPP)
$68,000/$50,000 = 1.36 Ratio of Mean Teacher Salary to National Mean Salary for Switzerland.
(The Guardian Online, September 5, 2014 (http://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/teacherblog/2014/sep/05/how-the-job-of-a-teacher-compares-around-the-world)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, ministry/department of
education reports, or data from a reputable regional or multi-national organization such as the UN or the
World Bank.
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Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, national statistical office, teachers’ union website,
UNESCO Institute of Statistics – Teachers, Global Teacher Status Index, International Surveys of
Teachers – Includes TALIS and TEDS-M, World Bank DataBank, OECD–Teachers
Calculation: Question 2.3.4 asks “What is the mean teacher salary relative to the national mean salary?”
To calculate the proportion for the score, RTEI divides the ratio reported by 100. All ratios over 1 are
calculated as 1.

Question 2.3.4:
What is the mean teacher salary relative to the national mean salary?

Response

1.34

Supporting document/citation:

https://getintoteaching.education.gov.uk/salaries-and-benefits.
https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/employmentande
mployeetypes/bulletins/averageweeklyearningsingreatbritain/august2021
Average salary in the UK is £31,461 and average NQ teacher is between £25714 £32157

Year:

2020

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.

The above data for teachers are entry level (not average) salary for England. Full
information for the UK is difficult to find and varies by source. This article
(https://teachertapp.co.uk/truth-about-teachers-salaries-underpaid/) suggests the
average teacher salary in the UK in 2019 for secondary (£28493) was just a little less
than the UK average salary for that year (£28677). The OECD Education at a Glance
Peer review 2 comment:
(https://www.compareyourcountry.org/snaps/education-at-a-glance-2021/en/2916/202
0) provides numbers for just England in 2019 with teacher salary relative to other
--Please select from the options below-careers with a tertiary degree (so not average salary) of 0.9.
The numbers provided above are based on the ONS survey for 2020
(https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/earningsandworki
nghours/bulletins/annualsurveyofhoursandearnings/2020) that reports and average
RTEI
2021 Questionnaire:
Availability
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national
salary of £31461.
The teacher salary for 2020 is based on this website
(https://www.eteach.com/blog/how-much-does-a-teacher-earn-in-the-uk) which
provides more information on salary for each country and an approximate average for

Government comment:
I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.

Response needs amending to 1.34
Supporting document/citation information needs updating to include
Median annual pay for full-time employees was £31,285 for the tax year ending 5 April
2021 and in 2020/21, the average (mean) FTE salary for teachers was £41,799 per
RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
annum
The
original
response
has been
rectified
based on
and/or additional information.
School
Workforce
in England
2020,
Department
forreview
Education
https://explore-education-statistics.service.gov.uk/find-statistics/school-workforce-in-e
0.97
replaced with 1.34
ngland
Employee earnings in the UK: 2021, Office for National Statistics
https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/earningsandworki
nghours/bulletins/annualsurveyofhoursandearnings/2021

Subtheme 2.4: Learning Materials
Question 2.4.1: Is there a minimum standard in place setting the
number of pupils per available textbook? S W
Basis
"Every child has the right to receive an education of good quality which in turn requires a focus on the
quality of the learning environment, of teaching and learning processes and materials, and of learning
outputs."
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 1, Para.22
See also: Article 13, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Articles 28 (1) & 29
(1), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 11 (3) (a), African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of
the Child; Article 13 (1), African Youth Charter; Article 17 (2), European Social Charter (revised); Article
13 (3) (a), Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether the government has established a minimum
standard or national benchmark outlining the allowed number of pupils to share a single textbook. The
second part of the question captures what the minimum standard is.
Necessary Definitions: “Textbooks” include both access to traditional hard copies and electronic copies.
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Examples: In addition to the fast-track programme, the following guiding principles are critical for the
envisaged positive change in primary education between 2008 and 2018:
vi. Giving 3 exercise books per subject per child for all standards (Malawi ESP 2008-2018, p. 12)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include national law such as a
national constitution or education act.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Planipolis, UNESCO International
Bureau on Education
Question 2.4.1a is calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0
2.4.1b is calculated out of 1 to fit international benchmarks
Benchmarks: International benchmarks for the pupil per textbook ratio are 1 to 1 (UNESCO, 2016).

Question 2.4.1

Response

a. Is there a minimum standard in place setting the number of pupils
per available textbook?

a.

No

b. If yes, what is the minimum standard pupil-textbook ratio (primary
school)?

b.

Not
applicable

Supporting document/citation:

Researcher comment:

Could not find any evidence of such a minimum requirement.

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.
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Peer review 2 comment:
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 2.4.2: What is the pupil-textbook ratio?

PW

Basis
"Every child has the right to receive an education of good quality which in turn requires a focus on the
quality of the learning environment, of teaching and learning processes and materials, and of learning
outputs."
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 1, Para.22
See also: Article 13, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Articles 28 (1) & 29
(1), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 11 (3) (a), African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of
the Child; Article 13 (1), African Youth Charter; Article 17 (2), European Social Charter (revised); Article
13 (3) (a), Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether there are adequate textbooks available for students
to use by identifying how many students, on average, shared a textbook.
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Necessary Definitions: “Textbooks” include both access to traditional hard copies and electronic copies.
Examples: 2.6 Pupils per Mathematics Textbook in Primary Schools in Ghana, 2013
2.6 Pupils per Reading Textbook in Primary Schools in Ghana, 2013 (UNESCO Institute of Statistics)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, ministry/department of
education reports, or data from a reputable regional or multi-national organization such as the UN or the
World Bank.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education
Additional Guidance for Responses: Please provide an overall pupil-textbook ratio if available. If only
available for some subjects (as in the example above) record the subject specific information in the
comments box and put the average of subject specific pupil-textbook ratios in the response box.
Calculation: Question 2.4.2 is calculated out of 1 to fit international benchmarks
Benchmarks: International benchmarks for the pupil per textbook ratio are 1 to 1 (UNESCO, 2016).

Question 2.4.2

Response

What is the pupil-textbook ratio?
a. For primary schools

a.

No data

b. For secondary schools W

b.

No data

Supporting document/citation:

Year:
Researcher comment:
Unable to find a figure for this for the UK. The only place that this figure seems to be
used is at UNESCO, where respective figures for the UK are not available.

Peer review 1 comment:
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I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.

Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 2.4.3: What percent of schools have a library, computer
facilities, and information technology? P W
Basis
“Availability. Functioning educational institutions and programmes have to be available in sufficient
quantity within the jurisdiction of the State party. What they require to function depends upon numerous
factors, including the developmental context within which they operate; for example, all institutions and
programmes are likely to require buildings or other protection from the elements, sanitation facilities for
both sexes, safe drinking water, trained teachers receiving domestically competitive salaries, teaching
materials, and so on; while some will also require facilities such as a library, computer facilities and
information technology”.
— Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights General Comment 13: The right to education,
para.6(a)
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See also: Article 13 (2), International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Para. 6(a),
CESCR General Comment 13; Articles 28 (1) & (3), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 4 (b),
UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education; Article 11, African Charter on the Rights and
Welfare of the Child; Article 13 (4) (j), African Youth Charter; Article 41 (2), Arab Charter on Human
Rights; Article 17 (2), European Social Charter (revised); Article 14, Charter of Fundamental Rights of the
European Union; Article 13, Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the
Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether there are adequate educational resources beyond
textbooks available for students to use by identifying the percent of schools with library, computer, or
information technology resources.
Necessary Definitions: “Library” include both access to traditional books and electronic copies, beyond
textbooks. Libraries may be stationary within schools or rotating within districts.
“Computer facilities” includes designated space where computers are stored at the school and accessible
to students and staff.
“Information technology” includes other materials such as tablets, mobile devices, projectors, and other
tools that may supplement stationary computer facilities.
Examples: 100% of public schools have instructional computers with internet access in the U.S. (National
Center of Education Statistics, 2008)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, ministry/department of
education reports, or data from a reputable regional or multi-national organization such as the UN or the
World Bank.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education
Additional Guidance for Responses: Please provide an overall percent if available. If only available for
some grade levels, record the grade level specific information in the comments box and put the average
of grade level specific percent of computers, information technology, or libraries in the response box.
Calculation: 2.4.3 is taken out of 100%. Each response is averaged for one score for 2.4.3.

Question 2.4.3

Response

What percent of schools have a library, computer facilities, and
information technology?
a. Libraries W

a.

87

b. Electricity W

b.

No data

c.

Computer facilities W

d. Information technology W
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Supporting document/citation:

There are no official figures on the number of school libraries in the UK.' national
literary trust research report ‘School libraries: a literature review of current provision
and evidence of impact’ June 2017.
https://literacytrust.org.uk/research-services/research-reports/school-libraries-literature
-review-current-provision-and-evidence-impact-2017/
Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.

While I agree with the comment that there are no official figures on libraries it does not
mean that useful data is unavailable. For libraries unknown has been changed to 87%
based on a survey from 2018 of 1750 schools in England, Wales, and Scotland.
Results of which were covered widely in the media
(https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/50078991;
Peer review 2 comment:
https://www.studyinternational.com/news/school-libraries-extinction/;
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/education/education-news/school-library-reading
--Please select from the options below--poorer-children-books-funding-cuts-austerity-study-a9158601.html).
While 87% is reported here that number is without Scotland. Data from Scotland in
2017, suggesting that only 60% of schools in Scotland have a library
(https://theferret.scot/loss-libraries-schools-scottish-ministers-pressure/), would bring
that number down some.
Government comment:
Computer facilities and ICT are both from the Education Technology
--Please select
from
the options
(EdTech)
Survey
2020-21,
whichbelow-contains only information from England. Table 16
indicates that all schools surveyed had at least 1 computer available for pupil use.
Therefore, computer facilities are reported as 100%. Although this is only for England
this OECD report from 2012 suggests that the availability of computers may be
prevalent throughout the UK, with approximately one school computer available for
every 15 year old student
RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
(https://www.oecd.org/pisa/keyfindings/PISA-2012-students-computers-uk.pdf).
From
page 61 of the : "Primary schools were significantly more likely to have interactive
whiteboards /blackboards (primary 97%, secondary 91%) and tablets for teachers to
use (primary 89%, secondary 64%) compared to secondary schools." The lower
bound number for interactive whiteboards/blackboards is provided for the ICT
number. In reality the number may be close to 100%, but this is difficult to identify as
ICT contains many potential aspects that would need to aggregated.
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The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.

Information provided for libraries (England, Wales, Northern Ireland); computer
facilities (England); and ICT (England). See reviewer 1 comments for details.
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Theme 3: Accessibility
Subtheme 3.1: Free Education
Question 3.1.1: Do national laws provide for free and compulsory
primary education? S
Basis
"Primary education should be compulsory and available free to all"
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 13, Paragraph 2, Section a
See also: Article 13 (2) (a), International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Article 28 (1)
(a) (e), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 24 (2), Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities; Article 4 (a), UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education; Article 7 (2) (c), ILO
Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention; Article 41 (2), Arab Charter on Human Rights; Article 11 (3) (a)
(d), African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child, Article 13 (4) (a) (c), African Youth Charter;
Article 17 (2), European Social Charter (revised); Article 13 (3) (a) (d), Additional Protocol to the American
Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San
Salvador'
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether national law explicitly indicates that primary school is
provided for free and is compulsory for all students to attend.
Necessary Definitions: “Compulsory Education” is the education legally required in a country.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation:
Acceptable supporting documents include national law such as a national constitution or education act.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Constitute Project, Planipolis, UCLA
WORLD Analysis Policy Center
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that the appropriate language is present
in the law. A “yes” response does not suggest the law is comprehensive or effective.
3.1.1 is calculated as:
• 3.1.1a= 1
• 3.1.1b= .5
• 3.1.1c = 0

Question 3.1.1
Do national laws provide for free and compulsory primary education?
a. Yes, national law provides for both free and compulsory primary
education.
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Response

SELECT
a
b
c
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b. No, national law provides for either free or compulsory primary
education but not both.
c.

No, national law does not provide for either free or compulsory
primary education.

Supporting document/citation:
Human Rights Act (1998): Part II
'No person shall be denied the right to education. In the exercise of any functions
which it assumes in relation to education and to teaching, the State shall respect the
right of parents to ensure such education and teaching in conformity with their own
religious and philosophical convictions.'
The Education Act (1996) includes a section on compulsory education at section 8
which
states compulsory
Researcher
comment: education starts at age five and ends at age 18.
The 1891 Elementary Education Act provided for the state payment of school fees up
to ten shillings per head, making primary education effectively free.

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.

Section 450 of the 1996 Education Act prohibits charges for compulsory education
(https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1996/56/part/VI/chapter/III/crossheading/prohibit
ion-of-charges/enacted).
Peer review 2 comment:
I agree with additional information.

Section 3 of the Education (Scotland) Act 1980 prohibits fees but does provide for
exceptions.
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1980/44/part/I/crossheading/school-education-an
d-further-education

Government
comment:
Primary
education
is compulsory in Northern Ireland, see:
https://www.education-ni.gov.uk/articles/compulsory-education
--Please select from the options below-Free and compulosry education in England:
https://www.parliament.uk/about/living-heritage/transformingsociety/livinglearning/scho
ol/overview/1870educationact/
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RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 3.1.2: Do national laws provide for free secondary and
higher education? S W
Basis
"States parties are required to progressively introduce free secondary and higher education"
— CESCR General Comment 13: The right to education, para. 6(b)(iii)
See also: Article 13 (2) (b) (c), International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Article 28
(1) (b) (c), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 24 (2), Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities; Article 4 (a), UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education; Article 11 (3) (b) (c),
African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 13 (4) (b) (f),, African Youth Charter; Article
31 (2), ASEAN Human Rights Declaration; Article 49 (c), Charter of the Organization of American States;
Article 17 (2), European Social Charter (revised); Article 13 (3) (b) (c), Additional Protocol to the American
Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San
Salvador'
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether national law explicitly indicates that secondary and
higher education is provided for free.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include national law such as a
national constitution or education act.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Constitute Project, Planipolis, UCLA
WORLD Analysis Policy Center
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that the appropriate language is present
in the law. A “yes” response does not suggest the law is comprehensive or effective.
3.1.2 is calculated as:
• 3.1.2a= 1
• 3.1.2b= 0
• 3.1.2c= 1
• 3.1.2d= 0
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Question 3.1.2

Response

Do national laws provide for free secondary education?
a. Yes, national law provides for free secondary education.
b. No, national law does not provide for free secondary education.
Do national laws provide for free higher education?
c.

Yes, national law provides for free higher education.

d. No, national law does not provide for free higher education.

SELECT
a
b
SELECT
c
d

Supporting document/citation:

"Local education authorities must find a free school place for all children who are ‘of
compulsory school age.” Education in the UK is free until the age of 18 or compulsory
education, HE/University is not free.
https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/education/school-education/access-to- education/

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.

Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--
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Government comment:
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 3.1.3: Do national laws provide for free pre-primary
education? S W
Basis
“The Convention recognizes the right of the child to education, and primary education should be made
compulsory and available free to all (art. 28). The Committee recognizes with appreciation that some
States parties are planning to make one year of preschool education available and free of cost for all
children. The Committee interprets the right to education during early childhood as beginning at birth and
closely linked to young children’s right to maximum development”.
— Committee on the Rights of the Child: General Comment 7: Implementing child rights in early
education, Para.28
See also: Convention on the Rights of the Child, 1989* (Articles 18 and 31, General Comment
Nos. 7, 8, 10, 14, 17, 23 and 24); Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against
Women, 1979* (Preamble, Articles 5(b), 10 and 11(2)(c) and General Recommendation No. 36);
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, 2006* (General Comment No. 4);
International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their
Families, 1990* (Article 30 and General Comment No. 4); African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of
the Child, 1990* (Articles 12 and 20(2)); European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages, 1992*
(Article 8)
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether national law explicitly indicates that pre-primary
education is provided for free.
Necessary Definitions: “Pre-primary education” is defined as typically designed for children beginning at
ages 3, 4 or 5 and takes place before the start of primary school, and aims to develop some of the skills
needed for academic readiness and prepare children for entry into primary education.
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Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include national law such as a
national constitution or education act.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, UNESCO Global Study on the right to pre-primary
education, UNESCO Database on the Right to Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find
Information, Constitute Project, Planipolis
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that the appropriate language is present
in the law. A “yes” response does not suggest the law is comprehensive or effective.
3.1.3 is calculated as:
• 3.1.3a= 1
• 3.1.3b= 0

Question 3.1.3
Do national laws provide for free pre-primary education?
a. Yes, national law provides for free pre-primary education.
b. No, national law does not provide for free pre-primary education.

Response

SELECT
a
b

Supporting document/citation:
Section 2 of the Childcare Act 2016 and sections 6, 7, 7A, 9A, 12 and 13 of the
Childcare Act 2006.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-education-and-childcare--2
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
ent_data/file/718179/Early_education_and_childcare-statutory_guidance.pdf

Researcher comment:
England - children under 3 can get 15 hours of free childcare, 3-4 years olds up to 30
hours.
https://www.gov.uk/30-hours-free-childcare

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree with additional information.

The amount of pre-primary varies by country. For Scotland see
https://www.mygov.scot/childcare-costs-help/funded-early-learning-and-childcare#:~:
text=Funded%20early%20learning%20and%20childcare%20is%20free%20to%
20parents%2C%20but,3%20or%204%20years%20old.), Wales see
(https://gov.wales/childcare-3-and-4-year-olds), and Northern Ireland see
(https://www.nidirect.gov.uk/articles/pre-school-education-places).
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Peer review 2 comment:
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 3.1.4: Is primary education free in practice?

P

Basis
"Primary education should be compulsory and available free to all"
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 13 (2) (a)
See also: Article 13 (2) (a), International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Article 28 (1)
(a) (e), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 24 (2), Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities; Article 4 (a), UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education; Article 7 (2) (c), ILO
Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention; Article 41 (2), Arab Charter on Human Rights; Article 11 (3) (a)
(d), African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child, Article 13 (4) (a) (c), African Youth Charter;
Article 17 (2), European Social Charter (revised); Article 13 (3) (a) (d), Additional Protocol to the American
Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San
Salvador'
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether in practice primary education is free in the country.
Examples: “Now, more than ten years later, a group of parents is suing a government minister angry that
many schools are still charging fees. As education experts the world over pore of the results
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of UNESCO’s Education for All Global Monitoring Report, it’s clear there is still a long way to go to reach
the goal of global universal primary education by 2015.”
(From Free Education in Kenya is a Failed Promise. Available at http://theconversation.com/freeeducation-in-kenya-is-a-failed-promise-22453)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, the national constitution,
national education acts, or national plan of action.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Planipolis, UNESCO International
Bureau on Education
3.1.4 is calculated as the following:
• 3.1.4a = 1
• 3.1.4b = .75
• 3.1.4c = .5
• 3.1.4d = .25
• 3.1.4e = 0

Question 3.1.4

Response

Is primary education free in practice?
a. Yes, primary education is free for all children.
b. No, but primary education is free for most children.
c.

No, primary education is free for about half of all children.

d. No, primary education is free for the minority of children.

SELECT
a
b
c
d
e

e. No, primary education is not free for anyone.

Supporting document/citation:
"Local education authorities must find a free school place for all children who are of
compulsory school age.”
https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/education/school-education/access-to-education

Researcher comment:
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Peer review 1 comment:
I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.

Change from A to D. The evidence for A as a response is a directive and does not
capture whether schooling is free in practice. While tuition is not charged in
public/state primary schools, other fees exist. To go to school nearly all students must
wear a uniform.

Peer90%
review
2 comment:
Over
of students
in the UK go to a school that requires a uniform, in 2015 in
England that number was 99% with an average costs of £212/child
--Please select from the options below-(https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
ent_data/file/436576/RR474_Cost_of_school_uniform.pdf).

Government comment:
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.

Changed from A to D

Question 3.1.5: What percent of household spending is spent on
primary education? P
Basis
"Primary education should be compulsory and available free to all"
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 13 (2) (a)
See also: Article 13 (2), International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Article 28 (1),
Convention on the Rights of the Child; Articles 23 (3) & 24 (2), Convention on the Rights of Persons with
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Disabilities; Article 4 (a), UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education; Article 11 (3), African
Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 13 (4) (a) (b) (c), African Youth Charter; Article 41
(2), Arab Charter on Human Rights; Article 31 (2), ASEAN Human Rights Declaration; Article 17 (2),
European Social Charter (revised); Article 14 (2), Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union;
Article 13 (3), Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether primary schools in a country provided free access.
To allow for cross-national comparisons this should be reported as the percentage of household spending
spent on education per year.
Necessary Definitions: "Household spending” includes any fees associated with the enrollment of an
individual in a school as well as books, meals, uniforms, and other associated costs.
Examples: In Tanzania in 2007, 7.7% of household spending is spent on education. 31% of this overall
spending on education was spent on primary education (Foko et al., 2012).
(0.077 * 0.31) * 100 = 2.4% of household spending spent on primary education.
Full Citation: Foko, B., Tiyab, B.K. & Husson, G. (2012). Household education spending: An analytical
and comparative perspective for 15 African countries. UNESCO-BREDA Working Paper. Dakar: Senegal.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, data from nationally
representative surveys or questionnaires, or data from a reputable regional or multi-national organization
such as the UN or the World Bank.
Potential Data Sources: Household Budget Surveys, ministry of finance, official public records, national
statistical office, ministry of education, WorldBank EdStats–Education expenditures, Unesco Institute for
Statistics–Education finance
Calculation: 3.1.5 is calculated as a percent subtracted from 1. For instance, if Australia reports 16% of
household spending is spent on primary education than their calculated score is 1-16% = 84%.

Question 3.1.5
What percent of household spending is spent on primary education?

Response

0.20

Supporting document/citation:
The average weekly expenditure in 2019 was £592 and the average weekly
expenditure on primary education was £1.20
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/personalandhouseholdfinanc
es/expenditure/bulletins/familyspendingintheuk/april2018tomarch2019

Year:

2019
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Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.

Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 3.1.6: What percent of household spending is spent on
secondary education? P W
Basis
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"Secondary education in its different forms, including technical and vocational secondary education, shall
be made generally available and accessible to all by every appropriate means, and in particular by the
progressive introduction of free education"
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 13 (2) (b)
See also: Article 28 (1) (b), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 24 (2), Convention on the Rights
of Persons with Disabilities; Article 4 (a), UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education;
Article 11 (3) (b), African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 13 (4) (b), African Youth
Charter; Article 31 (2), ASEAN Human Rights Declaration; Article 17 (2), European Social Charter
(revised); Article 13 (3) (b), Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area
of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether secondary schools in a country provided free
access. To allow for cross-national comparisons this should be reported as the percentage of household
spending spent on education per year.
Necessary Definitions: "Household Spending” includes any fees associated with the enrollment of an
individual in a school as well as books, meals, uniforms, and other associated costs.
Examples: In Tanzania in 2007, 7.7% of household spending is spent on education. 43% of this overall
spending on education was spent on lower secondary education (Foko et al., 2012).
(0.077 * 0.43) * 100 = 3.3% of household spending spent on lower secondary education.
Full Citation: Foko, B., Tiyab, B.K. & Husson, G. (2012). Household education spending: An analytical
and comparative perspective for 15 African countries. UNESCO-BREDA Working Paper. Dakar: Senegal.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, data from nationally
representative surveys or questionnaires, or data from a reputable regional or multi-national organization
such as the UN or the World Bank.
Potential Data Sources: Household Budget Surveys, ministry of finance, official public records, national
statistical office, ministry of education, WorldBank EdStats–Education expenditures, Unesco Institute for
Statistics–Education finance
Calculation: 3.1.6 is calculated as a percent subtracted from 1. For instance, if Chile reports 20% of
household spending is spent on secondary education then their calculated score is 1-20% = 80%.

Question 3.1.6
What percent of household spending is spent on secondary
education?

Response

0.10

Supporting document/citation:
The average weekly expenditure in 2019 was £592 and the average weekly
expenditure on primary education was £0.60
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/
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Year: 2019
Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.

Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.
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Question 3.1.7: Are tuition fees charged for public university/higher
education?P
Basis:
"Higher education shall be made equally accessible to all, on the basis of capacity, by every appropriate
means, and in particular by the progressive introduction of free education"
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 13 (2) (c)
See also: Article 13 (2) (c), International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Article 28 (1)
(c), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 11 (3) (c), African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of
the Child; Article 31 (2), ASEAN Human Rights Declaration; Article 13 (4) (f), African Youth Charter;
Article 49 (c), Charter of the Organization of American States; Article 13 (3) (c), Additional Protocol to the
American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of
San Salvador'
Guidance:
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether, in practice, public higher education institutions in a
country charged a tuition fee for students to attend their school.
Necessary Definitions: "Tuition Fees” include any fees associated with the enrollment of an individual in a
school. This includes mandatory fees and the costs of books.
“Average income” is the country’s national average income level.
Examples: Average higher education tuition in Mexico in 2010 = $5077 (2010 HESA Global Higher
Education Rankings)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, data from nationally
representative surveys or questionnaires, or data from a reputable regional or multi-national organization
such as the UN or the World Bank.
Potential Data Sources: Household Budget Surveys, ministry of education,
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response to “part a” indicates that tuition fees (as defined
above) are charged by at least one public university/higher education institution in the country. A “yes”
response does not suggest that all public universities/higher education institutions charge a tuition fee.
Part b is the average tuition fee of all institutions that charge a tuition fee.
Calculation:
• 3.1.7a is calculated as yes = 0 and no = 1
• 3.1.7b is not calculated in RTEI scores.

Question 3.1.7

Response

a. Are tuition fees charged for public university/higher education?

YES

b. If yes, what is the average tuition fee for public university/higher
education out of the average national income?

27.4
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Supporting document/citation:

https://www.timeshighereducation.com/student/advice/cost-studying-university-uk this report gives a figure of £9,250 as the average spend in England on tuition fees.
The median national income was £31,461.

Year: 2020
Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.
The information in the original response is based on the England tuition rate, which is
the highest in the UK. Wales is close to England, but Northern Ireland is about half,
and Scottish students can attend Scotland universities for free
(https://www.timeshighereducation.com/student/advice/cost-studying-university-uk).

Peer review 2 comment:
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.
Response needs to be amended to 27.4%
Additional Supporting document/citation needs amending to include:
Average tuition fee is calculated from Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA)
data as total fees charged in AY19/20 divided by number of enrolled students in
RESULTS
Educational
comment:
AY19/20.
This
refers to allFund
students
at undergraduate and postgraduate level, and
includes those studying either full-time or part-time.
Total HE course fees: Country of provider: All, Region of HE provider: All, Source of
97
Academic year: 2019/20,
Table 6 - Tuition fees and education contracts analysed by HE provider, domicile,
mode, level, source and academic year 2016/17 to 2020/21 | HESA

RTEI
Questionnaire:
Accessibility
fee:2021
Total,
Financial Year
End: All,

The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.

Response changed from 29.4 to 27.4.

Question 3.1.8: Is free basic education publicly provided for anyone
who has not completed primary education? S W
Basis
“To encourage and intensify by appropriate methods the education of persons who have not received any
primary education or who have not completed the entire primary education course and the continuation of
their education”.
— UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education, Article 4(c)
“Fundamental education shall be encouraged or intensified as far as possible for those persons who
have not received or completed the whole period of their primary education”.
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 13(2)(d)
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether anyone who has not completed primary education
have access to free primary or basic education.
Necessary Definitions: "Basic Education”, also called fundamental education, is education that meets
‘basic learning needs’ which includes: '[...] essential learning tools (such as literacy, oral expression,
numeracy, and problem solving) and the basic learning content (such as knowledge, skills, values, and
attitudes) required by human beings to be able to survive, to develop their full capacities, to live and work
in dignity, to participate fully in development, to improve the quality of their lives, to make informed
decisions, and to continue learning.’
For a comprehensive definition see: Right to Education Initiative – Adult education and learning.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include national law such as a
national constitution or education act.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Planipolis, UNESCO International
Bureau on Education
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that a publicly provided program exists
for those who have not completed primary education to obtain the skills they need to be a literate member
of society. A “yes” response does not suggest that this program can be accessed by all individuals in
need or that the program is comprehensive or effective.
3.1.8 is calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0.
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Question 3.1.8
Is free basic education publicly provided for anyone who has not
completed primary education?
a. Yes
b. No

Response

SELECT
a
b

Supporting document/citation:
England -“If you’re over 16 and you’ve left school, you normally don’t have to pay to
do: English or maths to GCSE level some information and communication technology
(ICT) courses. English for speakers of other languages (ESOL) If there’s a fee, you
may be able to get Discretionary Learner Support.” https://www.gov.uk/improve-english-maths-it-skills

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.
Adult and tertiary ed is also free in Scotland
(https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/national-policies/eurydice/content/adult-education-and-trai
ning-funding-95_en#:~:text=The%20fee%20for%20a%20full,are%20therefore%20in%
20effect%20free.)
Adult education for essential skills is free in Wales
Peer review 2 comment:
(https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2018-02/adult-learning-in-wales.pdf)
Free courses up to the GSCE level are available in Northern Ireland
--Please select from the options below-(https://www.nidirect.gov.uk/articles/learning-free)

Government comment:
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--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Subtheme 3.2: Participation
Question 3.2.1: What is the gross enrollment rate?

P

Basis
"Primary education should be compulsory and available free to all"
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 13,(2) (a)
"Secondary education in its different forms, including technical and vocational secondary education, shall
be made generally available and accessible to all by every appropriate means, and in particular by the
progressive introduction of free education"
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 13 (2) (b)
"Higher education shall be made equally accessible to all, on the basis of capacity, by every appropriate
means, and in particular by the progressive introduction of free education"
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 13 (2) (c)
See also: Article 28 (1), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 24 (2), Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities; Article 4, UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education; Article 7 (2)
(c), ILO Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention; Article 11 (3), African Charter on the Rights and
Welfare of the Child, Article 13 (4), African Youth Charter; Article 41 (2), Arab Charter on Human Rights;
Article 31 (2), ASEAN Human Rights Declaration; Article 17 (2), European Social Charter (revised); Article
49, Charter of the Organization of American States; Article 13 (3), Additional Protocol to the American
Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San
Salvador'
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer how many individuals, regardless of age, were enrolled in
school relative to the total number of school age children. Note that this rate may be above 100 as it
includes all individuals enrolled regardless of age capturing late enrollment, early enrollment, and
repetition. If quintiles are not available but high-, middle-, and low-income categories are, include Q5 as
high, Q3 as middle, and Q1 as low-income categories.
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Necessary Definitions: "Gross Enrollment Rate” is defined as the number of individuals in a given level of
school, regardless of age, relative to the total number of individuals of the appropriate age to attend the
given level of school. This includes students enrolled in either public or private schools.
Examples: The overall gross enrollment ratio for primary schools for Jamaica in 2013 was 92.3. For males
it was 94.9 and for females it was 89.6 (World Bank Databank)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, or data from a reputable
regional or multi-national organization such as the UN or the World Bank.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, national office of statistics, UNESCO Institute of Statistics,
World Bank EdStats, OECD Education at a Glance, UNICEF
Calculation: 3.2.1 is not included in RTEI overall scoring but is used in longitudinal analysis.

Response

Question 3.2.1
A: What is the gross enrollment rate for pre-primary schools?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Overall gross enrollment rate for pre-primary schools
For males
For females
In urban schools
In rural schools
For the lowest income quintile
For the second income quintile
For the middle income quintile
For the fourth income quintile
For the highest income quintile
For students with disabilities

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

105.88
105.91
105.85
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

100.5
100.6
100.4
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data

B: What is the gross enrollment rate for primary schools?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Overall gross enrollment rate for primary schools
For males
For females
In urban schools
In rural schools
For the lowest income quintile
For the second income quintile
For the middle income quintile
For the fourth income quintile
For the highest income quintile
For students with disabilities
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C: What is the gross enrollment rate for secondary schools? W
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Overall gross enrollment rate for secondary schools
For males
For females
In urban schools
In rural schools
For the lowest income quintile
For the second income quintile
For the middle income quintile
For the fourth income quintile
For the highest income quintile
For students with disabilities

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

118.74
117.45
120.08
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

65.77
55.64
76.30
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data

D: What is the gross enrollment rate for technical and vocational
training? W
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Overall gross enrollment rate for technical and vocational training
For males
For females
In urban schools
In rural schools
For the lowest income quintile
For the second income quintile
For the middle income quintile
For the fourth income quintile
For the highest income quintile
For students with disabilities

E: What is the gross enrollment rate for tertiary schools? W
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Overall gross enrollment rate for tertiary schools
For males
For females
In urban schools
In rural schools
For the lowest income quintile
For the second income quintile
For the middle income quintile
For the fourth income quintile
For the highest income quintile
For students with disabilities

Supporting document/citation:
https://data.unicef.org/topic/education/secondary-education/
https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=EAG_ENRL_RATE_AGE
https://markinstyle.co.uk/education-statistics-uk/
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Year: 2019
Researcher comment:

Data for this series of questions does not seem to be publicly available. Especially
regarding the divide between lowest and highest earners.

Peer review 1 comment:

I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.
Appears like much of the original response is looking at enrollment in any education
by age, instead of by level, from the OECD source listed above.
Tertiary GER provided (61.38%, 51.98% Males, 71.14% Females) was from 2018,
updated using 2019 data from UIS (http://data.uis.unesco.org/).
Primary GER provided (100%, 90.53% Males, 82.1% Females) was from unknown
Peerand
review
2 comment:
year
inaccurate.
Replaced w/2019 data from UIS.
Secondary
GER
provided
(100%,below-79% Males, 86% Females) was from unknown year
--Please select from the options
and inaccurate. Replaced w/2019 data from UIS.
Pre-primary GER provided (45%) was from unknown year and inaccurate. Replaced
w/2019 UIS data for overall GER and by sex.
Students with disability data which was included in the original response (3.5%
pre-primary, 12.6% primary, 11.5% secondary, 22.4% tertiary) has been removed.
Government
comment:
Unable
to verify
in any of three references provided, or find information in other
sources.
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.
Changes made in all categories. See reviewer 1 comment for details.
Year box changed from 2017-2020 to 2019.
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Question 3.2.2: What is the net enrollment rate? P
Basis
"Primary education should be compulsory and available free to all"
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 13,(2) (a)
"Secondary education in its different forms, including technical and vocational secondary education, shall
be made generally available and accessible to all by every appropriate means, and in particular by the
progressive introduction of free education"
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 13 (2) (b)
"Higher education shall be made equally accessible to all, on the basis of capacity, by every appropriate
means, and in particular by the progressive introduction of free education"
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 13 (2) (c)
See also: Article 28 (1), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 24 (2), Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities; Article 4, UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education; Article 7 (2)
(c), ILO Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention; Article 11 (3), African Charter on the Rights and
Welfare of the Child, Article 13 (4), African Youth Charter; Article 41 (2), Arab Charter on Human Rights;
Article 31 (2), ASEAN Human Rights Declaration; Article 17 (2), European Social Charter (revised); Article
49, Charter of the Organization of American States; Article 13 (3), Additional Protocol to the American
Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San
Salvador'
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer how many primary school age children are enrolled in school
relative to the total number of primary-school-age children.
Necessary Definitions: "Net enrollment rate” is defined as the number of individuals at the appropriate age
of a given school level actually enrolled at the given level of school. This includes students enrolled in
either public or private schools.
Examples: The overall net enrollment rate for primary schools in Jamaica in 2013 was 85.2%. For males it
was 86.6% and for females it was 83.7% (World Bank Databank).
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, or data from a reputable
regional or multi-national organization such as the UN or the World Bank.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, national office of statistics, UNESCO Institute of Statistics,
World Bank EdStats, OECD Education at a Glance, UNICEF
Calculation: 3.2.2aa and 3.2.2ba are calculated as percentages. No other aspects of 3.2.2 are calculated.

Question 3.2.2
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A: What is the net enrollment rate for pre-primary schools?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Overall net enrollment rate for primary schools
For males
For females
In urban schools
In rural schools
For the lowest income quintile
For the second income quintile
For the middle income quintile
For the fourth income quintile
For the highest income quintile
For students with disabilities

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
3.5

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

98.87
98.99
98.74
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

96.57
96.20
96.95
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data

B: What is the net enrollment rate for primary schools?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Overall net enrollment rate for primary schools
For males
For females
In urban schools
In rural schools
For the lowest income quintile
For the second income quintile
For the middle income quintile
For the fourth income quintile
For the highest income quintile
For students with disabilities

C: What is the net enrollment rate for secondary schools? W
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Overall net enrollment rate for secondary schools
For males
For females
In urban schools
In rural schools
For the lowest income quintile
For the second income quintile
For the middle income quintile
For the fourth income quintile
For the highest income quintile
For students with disabilities

Supporting document/citation:
https://ourworldindata.org/global-education
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
ent_data/file/993344/UKETS_2019_Main_text.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
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Year: 2019
Researcher comment:

Similar to the previous question, most of this information is not available publicly or
expressed in these terms.

Peer review 1 comment:

I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.
NER is either outdated or unavailable in the identified references. Similar to prior
question, uncertain original data has been replaced with available NER from UIS for
2019.
Original responses have been identified here for reference. Data in response table
now represents 2019 UIS data. Upper secondary data from UIS used for secondary.
Original NER pre-primary (45%, w/disability 3.5%), primary (98.62%, 90.53% male,
Peer female,
review 212.6%
comment:
88.21
w/disability), secondary (100%, 79% male, 86% female, 11.5%
w/disability).
--Please select from the options below-Similar to prior question the referenced material does not provide information on
students with disability and I was unable to locate NER for students with disabilities,
therefore these numbers have been removed.
Year box changed from 2017-2020 to 2019.

Government comment:
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
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The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.

Changes to all original responses. See reviewer 1 comments for details.

Question 3.2.3: What is the completion rate?

PW

Basis
"Primary education should be compulsory and available free to all"
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 13,(2) (a)
"Secondary education in its different forms, including technical and vocational secondary education, shall
be made generally available and accessible to all by every appropriate means, and in particular by the
progressive introduction of free education"
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 13 (2) (b)
"Higher education shall be made equally accessible to all, on the basis of capacity, by every appropriate
means, and in particular by the progressive introduction of free education"
— International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 13 (2) (c)
See also: Article 28 (1), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 24 (2), Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities; Article 4, UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education; Article 7 (2)
(c), ILO Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention; Article 11 (3), African Charter on the Rights and
Welfare of the Child, Article 13 (4), African Youth Charter; Article 41 (2), Arab Charter on Human Rights;
Article 31 (2), ASEAN Human Rights Declaration; Article 17 (2), European Social Charter (revised); Article
49, Charter of the Organization of American States; Article 13 (3), Additional Protocol to the American
Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San
Salvador'
Guidance:
Explanation: This question seeks to answer what percentage of students completed the identified level of
education. It is calculated by taking the total number of students in the last grade of the given level, minus
the number of repeaters in that grade, divided by the total number of children of official graduation age.
Necessary Definitions: "Completion rate” is calculated by taking the total number of students in the last
grade of a given education level, minus the number of repeaters in that grade, divided by the total number
of children of official graduation age.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, or data from a reputable
regional or multi-national organization such as the UN or the World Bank.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, national office of statistics, UNESCO Institute of Statistics,
World Bank EdStats, OECD Education at a Glance, UNICEF
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Calculation: 3.2.3aa, 3.2.3ba, 3.2.3ca, and 3.2.3da are calculated as percentages. No other aspects of
3.2.3 are calculated.

Question 3.2.3

Response

A: What is the primary school completion rate?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Overall completion rate for public primary schools
For males
For females
In urban schools
In rural schools
For the lowest income quintile
For the second income quintile
For the middle income quintile
For the fourth income quintile
For the highest income quintile
For students with disabilities

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

101.60
101.69
101.50
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

65.6
60.81
70.66
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data

B: What is the secondary school completion rate? W
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Overall completion rate for public secondary schools
For males
For females
In urban schools
In rural schools
For the lowest income quintile
For the second income quintile
For the middle income quintile
For the fourth income quintile
For the highest income quintile
For students with disabilities

C: What is the completion rate for technical and vocational training
programs? W
a. Overall completion rate for public technical and vocational training
programs
b. For males
c. For females
d. In urban schools
e. In rural schools
f. For the lowest income quintile
g. For the second income quintile
h. For the middle income quintile
i. For the fourth income quintile
j. For the highest income quintile
k. For students with disabilities

a. No data
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data

D: What is the tertiary school completion rate? W
a. Overall completion rate for public tertiary schools
b. For males
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c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

For females
In urban schools
In rural schools
For the lowest income quintile
For the second income quintile
For the middle income quintile
For the fourth income quintile
For the highest income quintile
For students with disabilities

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

83
87
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data

Supporting document/citation:
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SE.PRM.CMPT.ZS
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachme
nt_data/file/985162/Special_educational_needs_Publication_May21_final.pdf

Year:

2017-2019

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.

Updating primary education completion rate (original response 100%, 100% female,
100% male) using the WB reference provided. Data from 2019 and represents
completion % out of relevant age group. Over 100% indicates there were some
completers who were outside the relevant age group.
Peer review 2 comment:
Secondary education not originally included. Updated responses from OECD based
on upperselect
secondary
for those below the age of 25 in 2019
--Please
from graduation
the options rate
below-(https://data.oecd.org/students/secondary-graduation-rate.htm#indicator-chart)
Tertiary education data updated from the OECD's Education at a Glance (Table B5.1,
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/f8d7880d-en/1/2/3/5/index.html?
itemId=/content/publication/f8d7880d-en&_csp_=b2d87f13821f45339443c7ca94aafe4
6&itemIGO=oecd&itemContentType=book) which provides data from 2017. Data
provided is for graduation with a bachelors degree within 3 years of theoretical
duration. This replaces original response of 74% overall, 45% male, 32% female.
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Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.

Changes made to all responses. See reviewer 1 comments for details.
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Theme 4: Acceptability
Subtheme 4.1: Aims of Education
Question 4.1.1: Do national laws or policies direct education towards
the following aims? S
Basis
"States Parties agree that the education of the child shall be directed to: (a) The development of the
child's personality, talents and mental and physical abilities to their fullest potential, (b) The development
of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, and for the principles enshrined in the Charter of
the United Nations, (c) The development of respect for the child's parents, his or her own cultural identity,
language and values, for the national values of the country in which the child is living, the country from
which he or she may originate, and for civilizations different from his or her own, (d) The preparation of
the child for responsible life in a free society, in the spirit of understanding, peace, tolerance, equality of
sexes, and friendship among all peoples, ethnic, national and religious groups and persons of indigenous
origin, and (e) The development of respect for the natural environment"
— Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 29 (1)
See also: Article 13 (1), International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Paras 4-5,
CESCR General Comment 13; CRC General Comment 1; Article 24 (1), Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities; United Nations Declaration on Human Rights Education and Training; Article 5,
UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education; Paras 3-4, 10 (a), & Section V, ILO/UNESCO
Recommendation concerning the Status of Teachers; Article 25, African (Banjul) Charter on Human and
People’s Rights; Article 11 (2), African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 13 (3),
African Youth Charter; Article 41 (4), Arab Charter on Human Rights; Article 31 (3), ASEAN Human
Rights Declaration; Article 13 (2), Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the
Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether specific aims of education are explicitly included in
the national laws of a country.
Necessary Definitions: “Child’s personality, talent, and mental and physical abilities” speaks to the holistic
development of the full potential of the child.
“Respect for the child’s parents…and other civilizations” speaks to a child’s enhanced sense of identity
and affiliation.
“Child’s responsibilities in a free society…and friendship among all persons and groups” speaks to his or
her socialization and interaction with others.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include national law such as a
national constitution or education act.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Planipolis, UNESCO International
Bureau on Education
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Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that the appropriate language is present
in the law. A “yes” response does not suggest the law is comprehensive or effective.
4.1.1 is calculated as:
• Yes =1
• More than half of decentralized laws and policies include these aims = .66
• Less than half of decentralized laws and policies include these aims = .33
• No = 0
For decentralized systems:

Question 4.1.1

Yes

More than half of
decentralized laws
and policies
include these aims

Less than half of
decentralized laws
and policies
include these aims

No

Do national laws or policies direct
education towards the following aims?
a. The full development of the child’s
personality, talents, and mental and
physical abilities?
b. The development of respect for
human rights and fundamental
freedoms?
c.

The development of respect for the
child’s parents, cultural identity,
language, and values, as well as
respect for the values of the child’s
country and other civilizations?

d. The development of the child’s
responsibilities in a free society,
including understanding, peace,
tolerance, equality, and friendship
among all persons and groups?
e. The development of respect for the
natural environment?

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Supporting document/citation:

The Education Reform Act of 1988 - The National Curriculum was introduced, which
made it compulsory for schools to teach certain subjects and syllabuses. Previously the
choice of subjects had been up to the school.
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Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree with additional information.

The 2018 RTEI questionnaire provides support for each of the four countries.
Reference from curricula from each of the four countries in the UK:
England
A = Page 5
review
BPeer
= Page
229 2 comment:
C
= Pageselect
228/9from the options below---Please
D = Page 228/9
E = Page 236/7, 240
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/381344/Ma
ster_final_national_curriculum_28_Nov.pdf
Scotland
comment:
AGovernment
= Page 8
B = Page 213 section "religious and moral education"
I agree
with
additional information.
C
= Page
213
D
= Page
279curriculum
onwards section
'Social
The
national
does not
applyStudies'
to some schools.
E = Page 259 onwards
http://www.educationscotland.gov.uk/Images/all_experiences_outcomes_tcm4-539562.pd
f

Northern Ireland
RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
All on page 4
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.
http://ccea.org.uk/sites/default/files/docs/curriculum/area_of_learning/fs_northern_ireland
_curriculum_primary.pdf
Wales
A = Can be found throughout the Physical Education Curriculum
http://learning.gov.wales/docs/learningwales/publications/130425-physical-education-inth
e-national-curriculum-en.pdf
and
RTEI
2021 Questionnaire: Acceptability
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http://gov.wales/docs/dcells/publications/141001-qualified-for-life-en.pdf
"Learners are at the heart of all we do. We have high aspirations for their achievements

Question 4.1.2: Does the national curriculum direct education towards
the following aims? P
Basis
"The effective promotion of article 29 (1) requires the fundamental reworking of curricula to include the
various aims of education and the systematic revision of textbooks and other teaching materials and
technologies, as well as school policies."
Guidance

— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 1, Paragraph 18

Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether the national curriculum includes language that
addresses specific aims of education.
Necessary Definitions: “National curriculum” outlines the subjects and content used in schools to aid
nationwide uniformity of education quality. It is usually legislated by the national government but may
coordinate with state and regional authorities for administration.
“Child’s personality, talent, and mental and physical abilities” speaks to the holistic development of the full
potential of the child.
“Respect for the child’s parents…and other civilizations” speaks to a child’s enhanced sense of identity
and affiliation.
“Child’s responsibilities in a free society…and friendship among all persons and groups” speaks to his or
her socialization and interaction with others.
Examples: “Malta’s National Curriculum Framework (NCF). The overarching principle upon which this
framework has been constructed is that of giving children and young people an appropriate entitlement of
learning that enables them to accomplish their full potential as individual persons and as citizens of a
small State within the European Union.” (A National Curriculum Framework for All, 2012)
“During the Junior Years cycle, children are introduced to democratic values that are related to respect of
fundamental freedoms, human rights and responsibilities as well as diversity, active participation and
dealing with change.” (A National Curriculum Framework for All [Malta], 2012)
“The learning of History contributes to the development of the students’ sense of identity as Maltese
citizens as well as citizens of Europe and members of a wider global community.” (A National Curriculum
Framework for All [Malta], 2012)
“The National Curriculum Framework aims at: (4) providing quality time for social interaction, non-formal
learning and peer activity” (A National Curriculum Framework for All [Malta], 2012)
“Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) is about learning that:
- re-orients education to address sustainable development.
- respects, values and preserves past achievements.
- values the Earth’s resources and its peoples.
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-

strives towards a world in which all humans have access to sufficient food and water, a
healthy and productive life, basic education, and a safer and just environment.
assesses, cares for and restores the state of our planet.” (A National Curriculum Framework
for All [Malta], 2012)

Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include the official
national curriculum or government policies outlining the national curriculum.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, Web Links to Select National Curriculum, teachers’ union
website, UNESCO International Bureau on Education, UNESCO—Teachers
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that the aims are included in the national
curriculum. A “yes” response does not suggest that the incorporation of the aims into the national
curriculum are comprehensive or that the curriculum is being implemented.
4.1.2 is calculated as:
• Yes =1
• More than half of decentralized laws and policies include these aims = .66
• Less than half of decentralized laws and policies include these aims = .33
• No = 0

Question 4.1.2

Yes

More than half
of decentralized
curricula
include these
aims

Less than half
of decentralized
curricula
include these
aims

No

Does the national curriculum direct
education towards the following aims?
a. The full development of the child’s
personality, talents, and mental and
physical abilities?
b. The development of respect for human
rights and fundamental freedoms?
c.

The development of respect for the
child’s parents, cultural identity,
language, and values, as well as
respect for the values of the child’s
country and other civilizations?

✔

✔

✔

d. The development of the child’s
responsibilities in a free society,
including understanding, peace,
tolerance, equality, and friendship
among all persons and groups?

✔

e. The development of respect for the
natural environment?

✔

Supporting document/citation:
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Article 29 (1) Convention on Right of the Child https://cypcs.org.uk/rights/uncrc/articles/article-29/
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/national-curriculum
Reference from curricula from each of the four countries in the UK:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachme
nt_data/file/425601/PRIMARY_national_curriculum.pdf
England
Researcher comment:
A = Page 5
B = Page 229
C = Page 228/9

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.
For Scotland's Curriculum for Excellence see
https://education.gov.scot/Documents/All-experiencesoutcomes18.pdf. All areas above
are covered in either Religious and Moral Education, Social Studies: Experiences and
Outcomes, Sciences: Principles and Practices, or under the goals of Health and
Wellbeing across Learning.
The Northern Ireland Curriculum for Primary can be found at
Peer review 2 comment:
https://ccea.org.uk/downloads/docs/ccea-asset/Curriculum/The%20Northern%
20Ireland%20Curriculum%20-%20Primary.pdf. All areas are covered in the whole
--Please select from the options below-curriculum aim and objectives
The National Curriculum for key stages 2-4 in Wales can be found at
https://hwb.gov.wales/curriculum-for-wales-2008/key-stages-2-to-4/#curriculum. All
areas are covered in either the curriculum for Science or Education for Sustainable
Development and Global Citizenship.

Government comment:

I agree with additional information.
The national curriculum does not apply to some schools.
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RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 4.1.3: Does the required training for teachers include
improving the skills necessary for teaching towards the full
development of the following aims? P
Basis
"Pre-service and in-service training schemes which promote the principles reflected in Article 29(1) are
thus essential for teachers, educational administrators and others involved in child education"
Guidance

— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 1, Para.18

Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether the standard teacher training in a country is
designed to develop the teacher’s ability to teach to specific aims of education.
Necessary Definitions: "Required training” includes the training that meets the standards laid out by the
government to become a certified teacher.
“Child’s personality, talent, and mental and physical abilities” speaks to the holistic development of the full
potential of the child.
“Respect for the child’s parents…and other civilizations” speaks to a child’s enhanced sense of identity
and affiliation.
“Child’s responsibilities in a free society…and friendship among all persons and groups” speaks to his or
her socialization and interaction with others.
Examples: Teacher education includes compulsory course in Islamic Studies/Ethics and professional
course in Methods of Teaching Islamic Studies which emphasize history and understanding of Islamic
Civilization – Fulfills 4.1.3c (2010 Revised Curriculum of Education, Higher Education CommissionPakistan).
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, national teacher training
standards, or curriculum of teacher training that meets national standards.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, Web Links to Select National Curriculum, teachers’ union
website, UNESCO International Bureau on Education, UNESCO—Teachers
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that the aims are included in the
mandatory training for teachers. A “yes” response should not be given if the aim is only included in a
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voluntary or elective portion of the training. A “yes” response does not suggest that the incorporation of
the aims into teacher training is comprehensive or that the training leads to specific classroom practices.
4.1.3 is calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0

Question 4.1.3
Does the required training for teachers include improving the
skills necessary for teaching towards the full development of the
following aims?
a. The full development of the child’s personality, talents, and
mental and physical abilities?

YES

b. The development of respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms?

YES

c.

The development of respect for the child’s parents, cultural
identity, language, and values, as well as respect for the
values of the child’s country and other civilizations?

YES

d. The development of the child’s responsibilities in a free
society, including understanding, peace, tolerance, equality,
and friendship among all persons and groups?

YES

e. The development of respect for the natural environment?

YES

Supporting document/citation:
Brunel University (England) - PGCE in Primary Education
http://www.brunel.ac.uk/courses/postgraduate/pgcert-primary-education-with-qts
Modules include: "Education Studies I" which includes "Understanding curriculum and
the National Curriculum; Effective planning and teaching to promote pupil progress",
"Education Studies II - This module aims to develop understanding of the learning,
teaching and assessment of the National Curriculum.

Researcher comment:
The above is just one example, all teacher training modules will include training on
The National Curriculum which, aims to direct education to the above aims.

Peer review 1 comment:
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I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.

Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:
I agree with additional information.

The supporting document/citation information should be amended to:
The Teachers’ Standards are standards that all teachers in England must reach
throughout their careers:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/teachers-standards
RESULTS
Educational
Fund
comment:
In
order to achieve
qualified
teacher
status, trainees must demonstrate the teachers
standards.
The
bullets
(a.
to
e.
above)
are all
covered
protected
within the
The original response appears correct and
holds
as theand
final
response.
Teachers’ Standards.
Since September 2020, all courses offered by initial teacher training (ITT) providers
have been aligned to a mandatory core content framework (CCF), which was
published in November 2019
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/initial-teacher-training-itt-core-content-fra
mework. The framework sets out a minimum entitlement for all trainee teachers. ITT
Question
4.1.4: Are there established mechanisms to ensure that
providers must embed the framework into their curricula. The framework is
textbooks
used
both
publicabout
andwhat
private
areThe
aligned
withis
underpinned
by theinbest
evidence
worksschools
in teaching.
framework
the
curriculum
provided
by the ministry of education? S
structured
to alignguidelines
with the Teachers’
Standards.
Basis
"The effective promotion of article 29 (1) requires the fundamental reworking of curricula to include the
various aims of education and the systematic revision of textbooks and other teaching materials and
technologies, as well as school policies." (CRC General Comment 1.18)
Guidance

— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment, Para.18

Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether mechanisms, such as textbook selection, are in
place to ensure that the textbooks used in schools align with a national curriculum based on developing
the child’s personality, talents, and abilities; respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms; respect
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for parents, cultural identity and other cultures and countries; sense of responsibility in a free society; and
respect for the natural environment.
Necessary Definitions: “Textbooks” include both access to traditional hard copies and electronic copies.
Examples: The Ministry of Education in Japan uses a Textbook Examination Procedure which is
“designed to screen textbooks in order to ensure that they conform to the purpose and policy of education
as specified by the Fundamental Law of Education and the purpose of the school and objectives of
education as specified by the School Education Law.” This includes ensuring that information in the
textbook is mapped onto the national Courses of Study.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, or national textbook
adoption procedures and regulations.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, Web Links to Select National Curriculum, teachers’ union
website, UNESCO International Bureau on Education, UNESCO—Teachers
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that a mechanism has been established
to align textbook with the curriculum guidelines. A “yes” response does not suggest that all textbooks in
use are aligned or that the mechanism in use is effective.
4.1.4 is calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0

Question 4.1.4
Are there established mechanisms to ensure that textbooks used in
both public and private schools and aligned with the curriculum
guidelines provided by the Ministry of Education?
a. Yes

Response

SELECT
a
b

b. No

Supporting document/citation:

The 2002 Education Act does not stipulate that textbooks must be aligned to the
national curriculum. There are no other mechanisms that indicate that this is the case.

Researcher comment:
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Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.
I agree, although not being mentioned in an education act does not mean a
mechanism is not in place. This website for England
(https://www.gov.uk/guidance/buying-for-schools/books-and-educational-resources),
however, seems to make it clear that schools can decide on their own textbooks and
suppliers with no suggested or approved list - indicating that their is not a central
Peer review
2 comment:
authority
monitoring
textbooks.
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 4.1.5: Does national curriculum include the following
topics? P
Basis
For Health and Wellbeing:
"The Committee urges States Parties, in line with articles 28 and 29 of the Convention to: (d) initiate and
support measures, attitudes and activities that promote healthy behaviour by including relevant topics in
school curricula"
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— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 4, Para.17
For Human Rights:
"Include in the educational curriculum information on human rights, including women and children's rights,
gender equality and self-awareness and contribute to eliminating gender stereotypes and fostering an
environment of non-discrimination"
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 18, Para. 7, Section 3.2.68(c)
For the Arts:
"Consistent with obligations under article 29 concerning the aims of education, appropriate time and
expertise must be allocated within the school curriculum for children to learn, participate in and generate
cultural and artistic activities, including music, drama, literature, poetry and art, as well as sports and
games."
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 17, Para. 8 (g)
See also: CEDAW 10(f), CRC 24.2(e), CRC General Comment 15.B(e), CRC General Comment 3.16,
CRC General Comment 5.68, CRC 42
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether the national curriculum includes an emphasis on
health and well-being, human rights, and the arts–including music, drama, and literature.
Necessary Definitions: “National curriculum” outlines the subjects and content used in schools to aid
nationwide uniformity of education quality. It is usually legislated by the national government but may
coordinate with state and regional authorities for administration.
Examples: For Health and Well-being: “The learning experiences that take place during health education
activities aim at equipping learners with the necessary knowledge, competencies, skill, attitudes, and
values which they need to maintain, promote and enhance physical, emotional, psychological and social
well-being throughout their school life and as lifelong learners.”
For Human Rights: “During the Junior Years cycle, children are introduced to democratic values that are
related to respect of fundamental freedoms, human rights and responsibilities as well as diversity, active
participation and dealing with change.”
For the Arts: “This learning area which includes Art, Music, Dance and Drama provides opportunities for
learners to be creative and imaginative, to experience enjoyment and inspiration, and to develop skills in
the visual and performing arts.” (A National Curriculum Framework for All [Malta], 2012)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include the official
national curriculum, national laws or policies, government reports, or non-governmental research reports.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, Web Links to Select National Curriculum, teachers’ union
website, UNESCO International Bureau on Education, UNESCO—Teachers
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that the topic is included in the national
curriculum. A “yes” response does not suggest that topic is comprehensively covered or that the
curriculum is being implemented.
4.1.5 is calculated as:
• Yes =1
• More than half of decentralized laws and policies include these aims = .66
• Less than half of decentralized laws and policies include these aims = .33
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•

No = 0

Question 4.1.5

Yes

More than
half of
decentralized
curricula
include these
topics

Less than
half of
decentralized
curricula
include these
topics

No

Does national curriculum include the following
topics?
a. Health and Well-being

✔

b. Human Rights

✔

c.

✔

The Arts

Supporting document/citation:
England - page 8, 3.7 - 3.8 - ‘schools must provide access to a minimum of one
course in each of the four entitlement areas.’
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
ent_data/file/381344/Master_final_national_curriculum_28_Nov.pd

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.
I agree, please see links to all curriculum in peer review 1 comments for question
4.1.2

Peer review 2 comment:
--Please select from the options below--
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Government comment:
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 4.1.6: Do national laws include children in the decisionmaking process of school curricula, school policies, and codes of
behavior? S W
Basis
"Education authorities have to include children's…views in the planning of curricula"
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 12, Para.107
"Steady participation of children in decision-making processes should be achieved…where they freely
express their views on the development and implementation of school policies and codes of behavior.
These rights need to be enshrined in legislation"
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 12, Para.110
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether national law explicitly includes children in the
education decision making process. This should include children having a voice in choosing school
curriculum, deciding on school policies and establishing codes of behavior and is often done through the
inclusion of children on a school leadership or governing board.
Necessary Definitions: “School Curricula” includes the curricula chosen by the school to address the
national curriculum and meet educational standards.
“Codes of Behavior” is defined as the set of rules established by school leaders – including
administration, teachers, and students – that regulate appropriate behavior at school or while conducting
school business.
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Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include national laws and
regulations.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Planipolis, UNESCO International
Bureau on Education
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that the appropriate language is present
in the law. A “yes” response does not suggest the law is comprehensive or effective.
4.1.6 is calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0

Question 4.1.6
Do national laws include children in the decision-making process of
school curricula, school policies, and codes of behavior?
a. Yes

Response

SELECT
a
b

b. No

Supporting document/citation:
Many schools engage children in ‘school councils’ and elected representatives which
influence the schools decisions and codes of behaviour and policies. But, this is not
enacted as law, as such I have been unable to find any source of evidence to justify
answering 'a' for this question. - https://www.nfer.ac.uk/publications/91151/91151.pdf

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.
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Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Subtheme 4.2: Learning Environment
Question 4.2.1: Has the national government adopted specific
measures to protect children from violence and abuse in school?

S

Basis
"States Parties shall take all appropriate legislative, administrative, social and educational measures to
protect the child from all forms of physical or mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect or negligent
treatment, maltreatment or exploitation, including sexual abuse, while in the care of parent(s), legal
guardian(s) or any other person who has the care of the child"
— Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 19 (1)
See also: Articles 7, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; Article 19, Convention on the
Rights of the Child; CRC General Comment 8; Article 12 (1) (c) & (d), Protocol to the African Charter on
Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa; Article 17 (1) (b) & 7 (10), European Social
Charter (revised); Article 3, European Convention on Human Rights; Article 6, Inter-American Convention
on the Prevention, Punishment, and Eradication of Violence Against Women; Article 5, American
Convention on Human Rights 'Pact of San José, Costa Rica'
Guidance
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Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether a country has adopted clear measures through the
establishment of laws, trainings, and social and educational supports to protect the child from all types of
violence and abuse.
Necessary Definitions: “Violence” includes all forms of violence: emotional, verbal, physical, sexual,
mental or psychological, and bullying.
School violence can be perpetrated by students, teachers, and other school staff, and sometimes by
members of the community. It occurs not only in the physical infrastructure of schools, but also on the
journey to and from school, during extracurricular activities, at home, and through the use of technology
(cyberbullying, for example).
Examples: “In the case of Kenya, Article 29 of the new constitution, which came into force in August
2010, prohibits all forms of violence from either public or private sources, a ban that is binding for all State
organs and all persons. Article 53 provides that every child has the right to be protected from abuse,
neglect, harmful cultural practices, all forms of violence, inhuman treatment and punishment, and
hazardous or exploitative labour.” (Tackling Violence in Schools: A Global Perspective, by SRSG on
Violence Against Children, 2011, p. 7)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, the national constitution,
national education acts, or national plan of action.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Planipolis, UNESCO International
Bureau on Education
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that a measure has been established to
protect children from violence and abuse in school. A “yes” response does not suggest that the measure
is universally applied or effective.
4.2.1 is calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0

Question 4.2.1
Has the national government adopted specific measures to protect
children from violence and abuse in school?
a. Yes

Response

SELECT
a
b

b. No

Supporting document/citation:

The below legislation applies to all four nations.
"Safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children is defined for the purposes of this
guidance as: protecting children from maltreatment; preventing impairment of
children’s health or development; ensuring that children grow up in circumstances.”
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
ent_data/file/942454/
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Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.
The DfE has issued regulations on safeguarding, see for example, 'Keeping children
safe in education 2021: Statutory guidance for schools and colleges'
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/keeping-children-safe-in-education--2
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
Peer review 2 comment:
ent_data/file/1014224/Sexual_violence_and_sexual_harassment_between_children_i
n_schools_and_colleges.pdf
I agree with additional information.

The Children
Act 1989
and Childrenlist
and
Work Act 2017
NSPCC
provides
a comprehensive
of Social
all safeguarding
laws provides the legislative
framework for child protection in England. Similalry,The Department for Education
https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/safeguarding-child-protection-schools/roles-responsibiliti
(DfE) is responsible for child protection in England. It sets out policy, legislation and
es
statutory guidance on how the child protection system should work.The local
safeguarding arrangements are led by three statutory safeguarding partners:
Government
comment:
the
local authority(https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/child-protection-system/england)
the clinical commissioning group the police.
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 4.2.2: In practice, are children in schools free from violence
and abuse? P
Basis
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"States Parties shall take all appropriate legislative, administrative, social and educational measures to
protect the child from all forms of physical or mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect or negligent
treatment, maltreatment or exploitation, including sexual abuse, while in the care of parent(s), legal
guardian(s) or any other person who has the care of the child"
— Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 19 (1)
See also: Articles 7, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; Article 19, Convention on the
Rights of the Child; CRC General Comment 8; Article 12 (1) (c) & (d), Protocol to the African Charter on
Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa; Article 17 (1) (b) & 7 (10), European Social
Charter (revised); Article 3, European Convention on Human Rights; Article 6, Inter-American Convention
on the Prevention, Punishment, and Eradication of Violence Against Women; Article 5, American
Convention on Human Rights 'Pact of San José, Costa Rica'
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether in practice children are protected from all types of
violence and abuse.
Necessary Definitions: “Violence” includes all forms of violence: emotional, verbal, physical, sexual,
mental or psychological, and bullying.
School violence can be perpetrated by students, teachers, and other school staff, and sometimes by
members of the community. It occurs not only in the physical infrastructure of schools, but also on the
journey to and from school, during extracurricular activities, at home, and through the use of technology
(cyberbullying, for example).
Examples: “School violence in the U.S. reached a peak in 1993, according to the National Center for
Education Statistics. That year, there were 42 homicides by students in total, as well as 13 "serious
violent crimes" — rape, sexual assault, robbery and aggravated assault — per 1,000 students at primary
and secondary schools. By 2010, the latest figures available, those numbers had decreased to two
homicides and four violent crimes per 1,000 students. (Violence in Schools: How big a problem is it?)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, the national constitution,
national education acts, or national plan of action.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, UNESCO—School violence and bullying
Additional Guidance for Responses: “Very common in practice” suggests that greater than 1 in 3 students
are subject to violence or abuse in school; “regularly practiced” suggests that approximately 1 in 10 to 1 in
3 are subject to violence or abuse in school; and “rarely practiced” suggests that less than 1 in 10 are
subject to violence or abuse in school.
4.2.2 is calculated as:
• Yes, violence and abuse are very common in practice = 0
• Yes, violence and abuse are regularly practiced = .33
• Yes, violence and abuse are rarely practiced = .66
• No = 1

Question 4.2.2
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In practice, do children encounter violence and abuse in schools?
a. Yes, violence and abuse are very common in practice.
b. Yes, violence and abuse are regularly practiced.
c.

Yes, violence and abuse are rarely practiced.

d. No.

SELECT
a
b
c
d

Supporting document/citation:

The UK Government collects data on permanent exclusions and disaggregates this
data between reasons for the exclusion. While the rate per 100,000 students is low,
the most recent data available, shows that there were 120 incidents of physical
assault against a pupil and 40 cases of verbal abuse / threatening behavior at the
primary level. At the secondary level the figures were 730 and 210 respectively.
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
ent_data/file/1014224/
Researcher comment:
Bullying can be a subcategory of violence and OCED publishes data on bullying.
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/cd52fb72-en/index.html?
itemId=/content/component/cd52fb72-en
Gang violence and attacks on students because of gang affiliations is certainly
crippling some children's ability to study. The Government has published guidelines to
schools
in order
to tackle the causes of gang violence but most of this has been
Peer review
1 comment:
ineffective. The most recent figures examining children regarded as being in need,
who
were
already
being
monitored by social services, found a 34% year-on-year
I agree
with
additional
information.
increase in incidents in which gangs were identified as a factor. There were also large
Despite
theinpresence
guidance
on by
school
related
violence,
violence
against
increases
episodes of
in strong
which drug
misuse
a child
(23%)
and trafficking
(21%)
children
seems
to
be
endemic
in
the
UK.
were identified.

See,
for example, this article detailing acts of abuse in private schools in the UK
https://www.theguardian.com/education/2021/aug/08/thousands-of-pupils-easy-prey-f
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2021/mar/27/moment-of-reckoning-for-uk-scho
or-gangs-when-schools-reopen
ols-as-5800-accounts-of-abuse-published
Peer review 2 comment:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-46027265
At the university level, violence against women is 'prevalent' and is the subject of the
--Please select
the of
options
below-- UK Taskforce examining violence against
following
report:from
Report
the Universities
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/gangs-in-class-pupils-in-the-grip-of-knife-and-drug-g
women,
harassment and hate crime affecting university students, which quotes a
angs-at-a-third-of-schools-3gx7kwd6p
2010 NUS survey which found that: '68% of respondents had been
subject to verbal or physical sexual harassment on campus and 14% had
experienced a serious physical or sexual assault (based on an online survey of
2,058 women students across the UK).'
https://www.universitiesuk.ac.uk/sites/default/files/field/downloads/2021-07/changing-t
he-culture.pdf
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There also seems to be evidence of increasing violence towards educational staff, see
for example, https://schoolsweek.co.uk/assaults-in-schools-soar-by-72-in-four-years/

Government comment:
I agree with additional information.

The UK Government collects data from all state-funded schools in England on the
reasons they report for permanently excluding and suspending pupils. Exclusion rates
in 2019/20 were lower than in previous years due to the substantial impact of school
closures during the first national lockdown. In 2019/20, schools reported 5,057
permanent exclusions and 310,733 suspensions, which corresponds to 6 in every
RESULTS
Educational
10,000
pupils
and 376 in Fund
every comment:
10,000 pupils respectively. For comparison, in
2018/19,
there
were
7,894
permanent
(10the
in final
everyresponse.
10,000 pupils) and
The original response appears correct exclusions
and holds as
438,265 suspensions (536 in every 10,000 pupils).
The proportion of permanent exclusions due to each reason have remained broadly
similar despite decreasing numbers. In 2019/20, schools recorded the reason for a
permanent exclusion as bullying in 18 cases (0.36%); physical assault against a pupil
in 639 cases (12.64%); physical assault against an adult in 632 cases (12.50%); racist
abuse in 13 cases (0.26%); sexual misconduct in 39 cases (0.77%); verbal abuse or
Question
Do national
lawsinprohibit
punishment
threatening4.2.3:
behaviour
against a pupil
195 casescorporal
(3.86%); and
verbal abusein
or
S
threatening behaviour against an adult in 386 cases (7.63%). These reasons for
schools?
exclusion may all be seen as a form of violence or abuse pupils encounter in schools
Basis
and account for 38% of all permanent exclusions in the 2019/20 academic year, 1,922
exclusions in total.
"States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to ensure that school discipline is administered in a
manner consistent with the child’s human dignity and in conformity with the present Convention"

In the same year, schools recorded the reason for a suspension as bullying in 2,438
Convention
on the
Rights(15.73%);
of the Child,physical
Article 28 (4)
cases (0.78%); physical assault against a—pupil
in 48,890
cases
assault against an adult in 22,012 cases (7.08%); racist abuse in 3,176 cases
See also: Articles 4, 19 & 28 (2), Convention on the Rights of the Child; CRC General Comment 8;
(1.02%); sexual misconduct in 1,283 cases (0.41%); verbal abuse or threatening
Articles 2 (2) & 7, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; Rule 67, United Nations Rules for
against
a pupil
in 11,419
cases Article
(3.67%);
and verbalagainst
abuse
or threatening
thebehaviour
Protection of
Juveniles
Deprived
of their Liberty;
16, Convention
Torture
and Other
behaviour
an adult
in 49,186
cases (15.83%).
These
reasons
for 46%
Cruel,
Inhumanagainst
or Degrading
Treatment
or Punishment;
Article 11 (5),
African
Charteraccount
on the Rights
and
Welfare
the Child; Article
3, European
Human
Rights; Article
17 (1) (b),inEuropean
of all of
suspensions
in the
2019/20Convention
academiconyear,
142,252
suspensions
total.
Social
Charter
(revised); Article
5, American
Convention
on Human
Rights 'Pact
San José, Costa
Further
information
can be
found here:
Permanent
exclusions
andofsuspensions
in Rica'
England: 2019 to 2020 - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether national law explicitly prohibits the use of corporal
punishment in schools.
Necessary Definitions: "Corporal Punishment” includes physical punishment that is intended to cause
some degree of pain or discomfort, however light, and non-physical punishment that is cruel or degrading
in nature.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include national law such as a
national constitution or education act.
Potential Data Sources: Global Initiative to End All Corporal Punishment of Children, ministry of
education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to Education, Right to Education
Initiative – Where to Find Information, Constitute Project, Planipolis, UNESCO International Bureau on
Education
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Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that the appropriate language is present
in the law. A “yes” response does not suggest the law is comprehensive or effective.
4.2.3 is calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0

Question 4.2.3
Do national laws prohibit corporal punishment in schools?
a. Yes
b. No

Response

SELECT
a
b

Supporting document/citation:
England and Wales
"The Education and Skills Act 2008 amended the Education Act 1996 so that the ban
on corporal punishment is extended to certain part-time independent educational
institutions"

Researcher comment:

Corporal punishment was prohibited in all state-supported education in 1986. The
prohibition was extended to cover private schools in England and Wales in 1998, in
Scotland in 2000, and in Northern Ireland in 2003. But in 2014 the Government
confirmed that legislation does not prohibit corporal punishment in “unregistered
independent settings providing part-time education”.The Government reported in 2017
that, with regard to “settings where children receive some form of education/training,
but
which
are 1not
‘schools’”, a call for evidence on “a range of issues relating to such
Peer
review
comment:
settings” had been conducted in 2015-2016.It is prohibited in all educational settings
Scotland
andany
Wales.
Iinagree
without
comment or additional supporting documents.
https://endcorporalpunishment.org/reports-on-every-state-and-territory/uk/

Peer review 2 comment:
--Please select from the options below--
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Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 4.2.4: Does corporal punishment occur in practice in
schools? P
Basis
"States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to ensure that school discipline is administered in a
manner consistent with the child’s human dignity and in conformity with the present Convention"
— Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 28 (4)
See also: Articles 4, 19 & 28 (2), Convention on the Rights of the Child; CRC General Comment 8;
Articles 2 (2) & 7, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; Rule 67, United Nations Rules for
the Protection of Juveniles Deprived of their Liberty; Article 16, Convention against Torture and Other
Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment; Article 11 (5), African Charter on the Rights and
Welfare of the Child; Article 3, European Convention on Human Rights; Article 17 (1) (b), European
Social Charter (revised); Article 5, American Convention on Human Rights 'Pact of San José, Costa Rica'
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether corporal punishment actually occurs in schools as a
form of discipline.
Necessary Definitions: "Corporal Punishment” includes physical punishment that is intended to cause
some degree of pain or discomfort, however light, and non-physical punishment that is cruel or degrading
in nature.
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Examples: In Bangladesh “Most recently, UNICEF research covering nearly 4,000 households involved
interviews with children aged 9-18 and the heads of their households, focus group discussions, case
studies and a survey of children living on the street. It found that 91% of children experienced physical
punishment in school, including hitting the palm with a ruler or stick (experienced by 76%), standing in
class, hitting other body parts with a ruler or stick, and slapping; 23% said they faced corporal punishment
every day and 7% reported injuries and bleeding as a result.” (Prohibition of Corporal Punishment of
Children in South Asia: A Progress Review, 2011, p. 15)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, data from a reputable
regional or multi-national organization such as the UN or the World Bank, or in the absence of all else,
expert testimony.
Potential Data Sources: Global Initiative to End All Corporal Punishment of Children
Additional Guidance for Responses: “Very common in practice” suggests that greater than 1 in 3 students
are subject to corporal punishment; “regularly practiced” suggests that approximately 1 in 10 to 1 in 3 are
subject to corporal punishment; and “rarely practiced” suggests that less than 1 in 10 are subject to
corporal punishment.
4.2.4 is calculated as:
• Yes, corporal punishment is very common in practice. = 0
• Yes, corporal punishment is regularly practiced. = .33
• Yes, corporal punishment is rarely practiced. = .66
• No. = 1

Question 4.2.4

Response

Does corporal punishment occur in practice in schools?
a. Yes, corporal punishment is very common in practice.
b. Yes, corporal punishment is regularly practiced.
c.

Yes, corporal punishment is rarely practiced.

SELECT
a
b
c
d

d. No.

Supporting document/citation:

Researcher comment:
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There is no information or data to indicate that corporal punishments takes place in
practice.

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.

Peer review 2 comment:
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Subtheme 4.3: Learning Outcomes
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Question 4.3.1: Do national assessments or exams evaluate pupil’s
understanding of the following topics? P
Basis
For Health and Wellbeing:
"The Committee urges States Parties, in line with articles 28 and 29 of the Convention to: (d) initiate and
support measures, attitudes and activities that promote healthy behaviour by including relevant topics in
school curricula"
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 4, Para.17
For Human Rights:
"Include in the educational curriculum information on human rights, including women and children's rights,
gender equality and self-awareness and contribute to eliminating gender stereotypes and fostering an
environment of non-discrimination"
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 18, Para. 7, Section 3.2.68(c)
For the Arts:
"Consistent with obligations under article 29 concerning the aims of education, appropriate time and
expertise must be allocated within the school curriculum for children to learn, participate in and generate
cultural and artistic activities, including music, drama, literature, poetry and art, as well as sports and
games."
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 17, Para. 8 (g)
See also: CEDAW 10(f), CRC 24.2(e), CRC General Comment 15.B(e), CRC General Comment 3.16,
CRC General Comment 5.68, CRC 42
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether sections or questions included in the national
assessment/exam attempt to evaluate student’s understanding of health and well-being, human rights,
and the arts – including music, drama, and literature.
Necessary Definitions: “National assessment/exam” in this question is identified as the assessment or
exam administered closest to the end of an education level. Either census-based assessments/exams or
nationally representative sample-based assessments/exams may be used.
Examples:

(EFA GMR 2015, Annex 1)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include national
assessment/exam framework or results.
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Potential Data Sources: National Testing Authority, Ministry of education, UNESCO Database on the
Right to Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Constitute
Project, Planipolis, UNESCO International Bureau on Education
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that the topic is included in the
assessment framework.
4.3.1 is calculated as:
• Yes =1
• More than half of decentralized laws and policies include these aims = .66
• Less than half of decentralized laws and policies include these aims = .33
• No = 0

Question 4.3.1

Yes

More than half
of decentralized
assessments
include these
aims

Less than half of
decentralized
assessments
include these
aims

No

Do national assessments or exams
evaluate pupil’s understanding of the
following topics?
a. Health and Well-being

✔

b. Human Rights

✔

c.

✔

The Arts

Supporting document/citation:
Students learn the full range of the above in middle school and then choose which
GCSE/Alevels they will take. Hence, national assessments at 16+ evaluate a range of
topics and understanding on all the topics mentioned above.
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/gcse-subject-content

Researcher comment:
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Peer review 1 comment:
I agree with additional information.

National assessments/exams in Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland are based on
the national curriculum which covers this information.

Peer review 2 comment:
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 4.3.2: What percent of students received a passing score on
the national assessment/exam? O W
Basis
"Every child has the right to receive an education of good quality which in turn requires a focus
on…learning outputs"
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— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 1 (22)
See also: Article 13 (1), International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Paras 4-5,
CESCR General Comment 13; Article 29 (1), Convention on the Rights of the Child; CRC General
Comment 1; Article 24 (1), Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities; United Nations
Declaration on Human Rights Education and Training; Article 5, UNESCO Convention against
Discrimination in Education; Paras 3-4, 10 (a), & Section V, ILO/UNESCO Recommendation concerning
the Status of Teachers; Article 25, African (Banjul) Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights; Article 11 (2),
African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 13 (3), African Youth Charter; Article 41 (4),
Arab Charter on Human Rights; Article 31 (3), ASEAN Human Rights Declaration; Article 17, European
Social Charter (Revised); Article 13 (2), Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights
in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'; Article 49 (b), Charter of
the Organization of American States; Article 16, Inter-American Democratic Charter.
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether the children have basic literacy and numeracy skills
by reporting the percentage of students that passed the national assessment/exam. A low percentage
may be indicative of an inadequate quality of education.
Necessary Definitions: “Passing score” is a nationally defined score that is sometimes called a proficient
score or minimum competent score. When both a combination of “passing”, “proficient” and “minimum
competency” scores are used the one that includes the greatest portion of students will be chosen.
“National assessment/exam” in this question is identified as the assessment or exam administered closest
to the end of an education level. Either census-based assessments/exams or nationally representative
sample-based assessments/exams may be used.
Examples: In the 2013 National Education Assessment (NEA) in Ghana 50.0% of primary grade P6
students reached the minimum competency score for mathematics and another 10.9% reached the
proficient score. Therefore, the total percent of primary students that received a passing score on the
national mathematics for 2013 was 60.9%. (Ghana MOE 2014, p. 26)
Full Citation: Ghana MOE (2014). Ghana 2013 National Education Assessment Technical Report.
Ministry of Education, Ghana Education Service: National Education Assessment Unit.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, data from a nationally
representative survey or questionnaire, or data from a reputable regional or multi-national organization
such as the UN or the World Bank.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of Education, national assessments, national office of statistics,
UNESCO Institute of Statistics, World Bank EdStats, OECD Education at a Glance, UNICEF
Additional Guidance for Responses: If multiple assessments/exams are administered during a given
education level please choose the one that occurs at the end of the level (i.e. the leaving exam). Census
based exams or nationally representative sample-based assessments can be used.
Calculation: 4.3.2aa, 4.3.2ba, 4.3.2ca, 4.3.2da, 4.3.2ea, and 4.3.2fa are calculated as percentages. No
other aspects of 4.3.2 are calculated.

Question 4.3.2
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A: What percent of students received an overall passing score on the
national assessment/exam (primary school)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Overall
For males
For females
In urban schools
In rural schools
For the lowest income quintile
For the second income quintile
For the middle income quintile
For the fourth income quintile
For the highest income quintile
For students with disabilities

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

65
60
70
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
22

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

73
69
78
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

79
78
79
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data

B: What percent of students received a passing score on the national
reading assessment/exam (primary school)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Overall
For males
For females
In urban schools
In rural schools
For the lowest income quintile
For the second income quintile
For the middle income quintile
For the fourth income quintile
For the highest income quintile
For students with disabilities

C: What percent of students received a passing score on the national
mathematics assessment/exam (primary school)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Overall
For males
For females
In urban schools
In rural schools
For the lowest income quintile
For the second income quintile
For the middle income quintile
For the fourth income quintile
For the highest income quintile
For students with disabilities

D: What percent of students received an overall passing score on the
national assessment/exam (secondary school)? W
a. Overall
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b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

For males
For females
In urban schools
In rural schools
For the lowest income quintile
For the second income quintile
For the middle income quintile
For the fourth income quintile
For the highest income quintile
For students with disabilities

c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

54.1
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
16.8

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

49.9
45.9
54.1
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
16.8

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

38.6
47.4
38.6
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
9

E: What percent of students received a passing score on the national
reading assessment/exam (secondary school)? W
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Overall
For males
For females
In urban schools
In rural schools
For the lowest income quintile
For the second income quintile
For the middle income quintile
For the fourth income quintile
For the highest income quintile
For students with disabilities

F: What percent of students received a passing score on the national
mathematics assessment/exam (secondary school)? W
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Overall
For males
For females
In urban schools
In rural schools
For the lowest income quintile
For the second income quintile
For the middle income quintile
For the fourth income quintile
For the highest income quintile
For students with disabilities

Supporting document/citation:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
ent_data/file/830285/KS2_Provisional_publication_text_2019.pdf
https://www.ethnicity-facts-figures.service.gov.uk/education-skills-and-training/11-to-1
6-years-old/a-to-c-in-english-and-maths-gcse-attainment-for-children-aged-14-to-16-k
ey-stage-4/latest#download-the-data
https://feweek.co.uk/gcse-results-2021-pass-rate-increases-for-maths-and-english-
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Year: 2018-20
Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.

Note that information above is only for England. Aggregate information across all four
countries are unavailable.
Primary reading assessment by sex for 2019 is incorrect. The original response (60%
for males and 70% for females) have been replaced by 69% for males and 78% for
females (Table 5,
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
Peer review 2 comment:
ent_data/file/830285/KS2_Provisional_publication_text_2019.pdf)
Overall primary information is the percentage that passed reading, writing, and math.
--Please select from the options below-As this composite measure was the only measure available for students with
disabilities (SEN) the 22% in the original response for students w/disabilities in primary
math and reading has been removed.
Full GSCE data for 2019-2020 is available at the national (England) level at
https://www.ethnicity-facts-figures.service.gov.uk/education-skills-and-training/11-to-1
6-years-old/a-to-c-in-english-and-maths-gcse-attainment-for-children-aged-14-to-16-k
ey-stage-4/latest#download-the-data. Note that passing is considered achieving 9-5
Government
comment:
or
above. Overall
passing include those that have passed both mathematics and
reading. Data is from all state-funded schools.
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.
Changes to primary reading assessment percentages by sex. See peer reviewer 1
comment.
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Question 4.3.3: What is the literacy rate?

O

Basis
“States Parties shall promote and encourage international cooperation in matters relating to education, in
particular with a view to contributing to the elimination of ignorance and illiteracy throughout the world”.
— Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 28 (3)
See also: Article 10 (e), Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women;
Article 13 (2) (d), International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Article 24 (5),
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities; Article 41 (1) (6), Arab Charter on Human Rights;
Article 12 (2) (a), Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women
in Africa; Article 13 (4) (g), African Youth Charter; Articles 34 (h) & 50, Charter of the Organization of
American States; Article 13(3)(d), Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the
Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether a country is working towards the eradication of
illiteracy by identifying what percentage of individuals are literate.
Necessary Definitions: "Youth Literacy Rate” is defined as the percentage of individuals ages 15 to 24
that are able to functionally read and write.
"Adult Literacy Rate” is defined as the percentage of individuals aged 15 and over that are able to
functionally read and write.
Examples: Youth literacy rate in Egypt in 2012 was 89.3% (World Bank DataBank)
Adult literacy rate in Egypt in 2012 was 73.9% (World Bank DataBank).
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, data from a nationally
representative survey or questionnaire, or data from a reputable regional or multi-national organization
such as the UN or the World Bank.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, national office of statistics, UNESCO Institute of
Statistics, World Bank EdStats, OECD Education at a Glance, UNICEF
Calculation: 4.3.3aa and 4.3.3ba are calculated as percentages. No other aspects of 4.3.3 are calculated.

Question 4.3.3

Response

a. What is the youth literacy rate (ages 15-24)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Overall
For males
For females
Residents in urban areas
Residents in rural areas
For the lowest income quintile
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

99
99
99
No data
No data
No data
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g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

For the second income quintile
For the middle income quintile
For the fourth income quintile
For the highest income quintile
For individuals with disabilities

g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

No data
No data
No data
No data
No data

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

99
99
99
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data
No data

b. What is the adult literacy rate (ages 24 +)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Overall
For males
For females
Residents in urban schools
Residents in rural schools
For the lowest income quintile
For the second income quintile
For the middle income quintile
For the fourth income quintile
For the highest income quintile
For individuals with disabilities

Supporting document/citation:

UNESCO produces the vast amount of research on adult literacy but provides no data
for the UK. Some of the information above has been found on the document linked
below.
https://una.org.uk/international-literacy-day-factsheethttps://countrymeters.info/en/Unit
ed_Kingdom_(UK)#literacy
https://www.oecd.org/education/skills-beyond-school/building-skills-for-all-review-of-en
gland.pdf
Year: 2020
Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.
Information from the countrymeters factsheet (referenced above) provides adult and
youth literacy rates overall and by sex from 2016, which are correctly reported above.
Information for indivdiuals w/disabilities appears to be taken from OECD source which
is reporting on results from their PIAAC (for England only) which is an adult
assessment that is measured differently than youth and adult literacy in general (for
instance, using PIAAC basic literacy skills as a barometer would put adult literacy
rates in the UK around 70%). Therefore, information on individuals with disabilities
RTEI
Questionnaire:
Acceptability
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(7%2021
for youth,
13% for
adult) have been removed.

Peer review 2 comment:
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.

Changed literacy rates for individuals with disabilities to unknown
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Theme 5: Adaptability
Subtheme 5.1: Children with Disabilities
Question 5.1.1: Do national laws recognize the right to education for
children with disabilities? S
Basis
“States Parties recognize the right of persons with disabilities to education."
— Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, Article 24 (1)
See also: Article 13, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Paras 13, 16, & 35,
CESCR General Comment 5; Para. 59, CESCR General Comment 13; Article 2 (1) & 28, Convention on
the Rights of the Child; Paras 62-69, CRC General Comment 9; Articles 4 (1) (a) (b) (d) (e), 2, 3, 4, 5 &
24, Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities; Paras 19 & 62-63, CRPD General Comment 4;
Article 13, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Paras 13, 16, & 35, CESCR
General Comment 5; Para. 59, CESCR General Comment 13; Article 40, Arab Charter on Human Rights;
Article 15 (1), European Social Charter (revised); Article 3 (1) (a), Inter-American Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Persons with Disabilities
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether national law (the constitution or legislation) explicitly
includes the right to education for children with disabilities.
Necessary Definitions: “Persons with disabilities” include those who have long-term physical, mental,
intellectual or sensory impairments which in interaction with various barriers may hinder their full and
effective participation in society on an equal basis with others.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include national law such as a
national constitution or education act.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, UCLA WORLD Policy Analysis Center
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that the appropriate language is present
in the law. A “yes” response does not suggest the law is comprehensive or effective.
5.1.1 is calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0

Question 5.1.1
Do national laws recognize the right to education for children with
disabilities?
a. Yes
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SELECT
a
b
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b. No

Supporting document/citation:
England, Scotland and Wales - Equality Act 2010
It’s against the law for a school or other education provider to treat disabled students
unfavourably. This includes: ‘direct discrimination’, eg refusing admission to a student
because of disability

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.

Peer review 2 comment:
I agree with additional information.

The Equality Act 2010 is the primary piece of legislation governing disabled
peoples rights in the UK.It’s against the law for a school or other education provider to
practice (a) direct discrimination (b) indirect discrimination (c) harassment and (d)
victimisation (https://www.gov.uk/rights-disabled-person/education-rights)

Government comment:
I agree with additional information.

Additional information needs to be added to supporting document/citation section to
include ‘indirect discrimination.
England, Scotland and Wales - Equality Act 2010
It’s against the law for a school or other education provider to treat disabled students
unfavourably. This includes: ‘indirect discrimination’ and ‘direct discrimination’, eg
refusing admission to a student arising from disability or because of disability.
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RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 5.1.2: Are reasonable accommodation measures available
for children with disabilities in schools? P
Basis
“In realizing this right, States Parties shall ensure that: (c) Reasonable accommodation of the individual's
requirements is provided"
— Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, Article 24, Paragraph 2, Section c
See also: Articles 24 (2) (c) & (5), Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities; CRPD General
Comment 4; Article 23 (a), Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of
Women in Africa; Article 40, Arab Charter on Human Rights; Article 3 (1), Inter-American Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Persons with Disabilities
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether a country has taken measures to ensure that
children with disabilities have reasonable accommodations available for them to fully participate in
mainstream education when appropriate.
Necessary Definitions: “Persons with disabilities” include those who have long-term physical, mental,
intellectual or sensory impairments which in interaction with various barriers may hinder their full and
effective participation in society on an equal basis with others.
“Mainstream” is the standard educational track that is expected of students in a given grade.
“Reasonable accommodation” means necessary and appropriate modification and adjustments not
imposing a disproportionate or undue burden, where needed in a particular case, to ensure to persons
with disabilities the enjoyment or exercise on an equal basis with others of all human rights and
fundamental freedoms. Accommodations may be material, for example, providing handouts in alternative
formats or use of assistive technology, or non-material, for example, allowing a student more time.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, the national constitution,
national education acts, or national plan of action.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Constitute Project, Planipolis,
UNESCO International Bureau on Education
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Additional Guidance for Responses: “Nearly universal” suggests that accommodations are present in
greater than 7 in 10 schools; “generally available” suggests that they are present in 3 in 10 to 7 in 10
schools; and “rare or uncommon” suggests that they are available in less than 3 in 10 schools.
5.1.2 is calculated as:
• Yes, nearly universally in schools = 1
• Yes, generally available in schools = .66
• Yes, but availability is rare or uncommon = .33
• No = 0

Question 5.1.2

Response

Are reasonable accommodation measures available for children with
disabilities in schools?
a. Yes, nearly universally in schools.
b. Yes, generally available in schools.
c.

Yes, but availability is rare or uncommon.

d. No.

SELECT
a
b
c
d

Supporting document/citation:

England & Wales
The Education Act 1993 (section 160) which was subsequently consolidated into the
Education Act 1996 (section 316) enshrined into law the general principle that children
with special educational needs should - where this is what parents wanted - be
educated in mainstream schools.
The
Equality Act
2005 has a whole section on reasonable adjustments that applies to
Researcher
comment:
education.
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/part/2/chapter/2/crossheading/adjustme
nts-for-disabled-persons

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.

The Equality and Human Rights Commission has issued technical guidance for
schools on the provision of reasonable adjustments:
https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/sites/default/files/reasonable_adjustments_for_d
isabled_pupils_1.pdf
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Peer review 2 comment:
I agree with additional information.

The law requires education providers to have a duty to make ‘reasonable adjustments’
to make sure disabled students are not discriminated against. These changes could
include providing extra support and aids (like specialist teachers or equipment).They
must make the buildings accessible for their disabled pupils as part of their overall
planning duties(https://www.gov.uk/rights-disabled-person/education-rights)
Government comment:
I agree with additional information.

Additional information and comments added to supporting documents/citation section
to include details on disability in addition to SEN. Also updated with the Children and
Families Act 2014, this introduced a new SEND regime replacing the one in the 1996
Act
The answer to this question would relate to what schools do in discharge of their
RESULTS
comment:
duties
underEducational
the Equality Fund
Act 2010
(in relation to disability) and the Children and
Families Act 2014 (in relation to the making of special educational provision).
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.
The text below relates only to whether a child with SEN should be educated in a
mainstream school if parents preferred this, which feels like a related but different
issue
The Education Act 1993 (section 160) which was subsequently consolidated into the
Education Act 1996 (section 316) enshrined into law the general principle that children
with special educational needs should - where this is what parents wanted - be
educated
mainstream
Questionin5.1.3:
What schools.
is the percentage of teachers trained to teach
PW
children
with
disabilities?
In England
the Children
and Families Act 2014 introduced a new SEND regime

replacing the one in the 1996 Act.

Basis

"States Parties shall take appropriate measures to employ teachers, including teachers with disabilities,
who are qualified in sign language and/or Braille, and to train professionals and staff who work at all
levels of education."
— Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, Article 24 (4)
See also: Article 13, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Article 29,
Convention on the Rights of the Child; Paras 62 & 67, CRC General Comment 9; Article 13, International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Para. 35, CESCR General Comment; Article 24 (4),
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities; Paras 12 & 71, CRPD General Comment 4
Guidance
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Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether a country has an adequate stock of teachers trained
to meet the needs of children with disabilities by indicating what percentage of teachers are specifically
trained to teach children with disabilities.
Necessary Definitions: “Persons with disabilities” include those who have long-term physical, mental,
intellectual or sensory impairments which in interaction with various barriers may hinder their full and
effective participation in society on an equal basis with others.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, data from a nationally
representative survey or questionnaire, or data from a reputable regional or multi-national organization
such as the UN or the World Bank.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education
Calculation: 5.1.3 is calculated out of 100%.

Question 5.1.3

Response

What is the percentage of teachers trained to teach children with
disabilities?
a. Overall

a.

No data

b. In Primary Schools

b.

No data

c.

c.

No data

In Secondary Schools

Supporting document/citation:

On average, per school, 52% of teachers had any qualification in SEN and just 30%
had a qualification which was relevant to the particular needs of the children they were
teaching.’ - page 2,
https://www.policyexchange.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/teacher-expertise-forsen-jul-10.pdf

Year: 2020
Researcher comment:
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Peer review 1 comment:

I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.
The above study used to answer this question is based on a survey of 43 special
schools rather than all schools, so it is likely that the rate is inflated given the
sampling. Suggest replacing with 'no data' unless higher quality and more
representative data can be found.
Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.

Question 5.1.4: What is the percentage of children with disabilities
enrolled in ‘special schools’? P
Basis
"Inclusive education is to be understood as…the result of a process of continuing and pro-active
commitment to eliminate barriers impeding the right to education, together with changes to culture, policy
and practice of regular schools to accommodate and effectively include all students.”
— Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, General Comment 4: The right to inclusive
education, para.10(d)
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See also: Article 13, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Article 29,
Convention on the Rights of the Child; Paras 62 & 67, CRC General Comment 9; Article 13, International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Para. 35, CESCR General Comment; Article 24 (4),
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities; Paras 12 & 71, CRPD General Comment 4
Guidance
Explanation: This indicator measures the rate of children with disabilities enrolled in special schools at a
given level of education as a percentage of the total number of children with disabilities at that level of
education.
Necessary Definitions: “Persons with disabilities” include those who have long-term physical, mental,
intellectual or sensory impairments which in interaction with various barriers may hinder their full and
effective participation in society on an equal basis with others.
“Special schools” are separate schools for children with disabilities designed or used to respond to a
particular or various impairments, in isolation from students without disabilities.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, data from a nationally
representative survey or questionnaire, or data from a reputable regional or multi-national organization
such as the UN or the World Bank.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education
Calculation: 5.1.4 is calculated as a percent and subtracted from 100. For example, if 84% of children
with disabilities are enrolled in special schools, then the score will be 26.

Question 5.1.4
What is the percentage of children with disabilities enrolled in
‘special schools’?

Response

9.3

Supporting document/citation:

The following percentage of children with disabilities enrolled in SEN schools
England - 9.3%
Northern Ireland - 7.8%
Scotland - 3.5%
Wales - 4.6%
https://www.mencap.org.uk/learning-disability-explained/research-and-statistics/childr
en-research-and-statistics
Year: 2018-19
Researcher comment:
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Peer review 1 comment:

I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.

Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:
I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.

Supporting document/citation needs to be amended as we have no national statistics
on the numerator or the denominator – so what is the source of the information
recorded?

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Subtheme 5.2: Minorities and Indigenous Peoples
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Question 5.2.1: Are there schools for nomadic or hard-to-reach
children? P
Basis
"States parties should ensure that school facilities are easily accessible where indigenous children live. If
required, States parties should … establish mobile schools for indigenous peoples who practice nomadic
traditions."
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 11, Para.61
See also: Article 14 (2), Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities; Article 14 (3),
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples; Para. 61, CRC General Comment 11;
Articles 22 (2) (3), 26, 27 (1) & 28 (1) (2), ILO Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether a country has established mobile schools to meet
the demands of their population which are more traditionally nomadic.
Necessary Definitions: “Mobile Schools” include schools that do not have a permanent structure, making
it easier to travel with the population they are serving. These have also been called “tent schools” or “field
schools”.
“Nomadic” refers to a group of people that do not have a fixed place of residence. They travel place to
place – often seasonally – for fresh water, food, and pasture for livestock.
“Hard-to-reach” includes populations who are not nomadic but have limited mobility or must travel great
distances to access education. This can include homeless children or children living in remote and
isolated areas.
Examples: Kenya has adopted a mobile school program to target nomadic populations in the north and
east. Presently they have over 91 mobile schools and schools have had success in enrollment and
transition rates (Shamsa, 2010). Full Citation: Shamsa, M.A. (2010). An evaluation study of the
effectiveness of mobile pre-school education in Wajir District, Kenya. University of Nairobi. Available at
http://erepository.uonbi.ac.ke:8080/xmlui/handle/11295/4761
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, the national constitution,
national education acts, or national plan of action.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Constitute Project, Planipolis,
UNESCO International Bureau on Education
Additional Guidance for Responses: “Generally present” suggests that between 4 in 10 and 9 in 10
nomads have access to a mobile school; and “rare or uncommon” suggests that between 1 in 10 and 4 in
10 have access.
5.2.1 is calculated as:
• Yes, schools are available universally for nomadic or hard-to-reach children. = 1
• Yes, schools are generally present for nomadic or hard-to-reach children. = .66
• Yes, but schools are rare or uncommon for nomadic or hard-to-reach children. = .33
• No, schools are not available for nomadic or hard-to-reach children. = 0
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Question 5.2.1

Response

Are there schools for nomadic or hard-to-reach children?
a. Yes, schools are available universally for nomadic or hard-toreach children.
b. Yes, schools are generally present for nomadic or hard-to-reach
children.
c.

Yes, but schools are rare or uncommon for nomadic or hard-toreach children.

SELECT
a
b
c
d

d. No, schools are not available for nomadic or hard-to-reach
children.

Supporting document/citation:

Gypsy, Roma and Traveller communities (as they are defined in the UK depending on
each specific group) have the right to education and LEAs (Local education
authorities) tend to have special guidance in place to deal with the challenges posed.
More info on this can be found at: http://www.abouthumanrights.co.uk/yourrights-traveller.html
Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.

Guaranteeing the right to education providing education through LEAs do not respond
to the question on whether mobile schools are available for nomadic populations.
I can find no evidence that such provision exists and therefore the response has be
changed from A to D
Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--
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Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.
Response changed from A to D

Question 5.2.2: Do national laws provide for language of instruction to
be in the child's mother tongue? S
Basis
"In areas inhabited by persons belonging to national minorities traditionally or in substantial numbers, if
there is substantial demand, the Parties shall endeavour to ensure…that persons belonging to those
minorities have adequate opportunities for being taught the minority language or for receiving instruction
in this language."
— Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities, Article 14, Paragraph 2
See also: Article 30, Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 27, International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights; Article 5 (1) (c) (i), UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education; Article 28,
ILO Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention; Article 8 (1) (a) (i) (b) (i) (c) (i) (d) (i) (e) (i) (f) (i),
European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages; Article 14, Framework Convention for the
Protection of National Minorities; Article 13 & -14, United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether national law explicitly indicates that students have
the opportunity to be taught in their first language or mother tongue. This could occur through bilingual or
multilingual offerings within a school or the creation of schools that offer language of instruction in the
student’s first language or mother tongue.
Necessary Definitions: "Mother Tongue” is the primary language a person grew up speaking in childhood.
“Minorities” refers to a group numerically inferior to the rest of the population of a State or in a nondominant position, whose members - being nationals of the State - possess ethnic, religious or linguistic
characteristics differing from those of the rest of the majority population or the dominant group.
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Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include national law such as a
national constitution or education act.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UCLA WORLD Policy Analysis
Center, UNESCO Database on the Right to Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find
Information, Constitute Project, Planipolis, UNESCO International Bureau on Education
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that the appropriate language is present
in the law. A “yes” response does not suggest the law is comprehensive or effective.
5.2.2 is calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0

Question 5.2.2
Do national laws provide from language of instruction to be in the
child's mother tongue?
a. Yes
b. No

Response

SELECT
a
b

Supporting document/citation:

Researcher comment:
Unable to find any legislation that defends the right of pupils to be taught in their first
language. However, there appears to be a large amount of schools across the UK that
do in fact employ translators for migrant / refugee pupils that are new to the UK and do
not possess sufficient language skills.
https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/652391/Schools-interpreters-immigrant
Peer review 1 comment:

I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.
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Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 5.2.3: What percentage of students are not taught in their
mother tongue? P W
Basis:
"In areas inhabited by persons belonging to national minorities traditionally or in substantial numbers, if
there is substantial demand, the Parties shall endeavour to ensure…that persons belonging to those
minorities have adequate opportunities for being taught the minority language or for receiving instruction
in this language."
— Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities, Article 14, Paragraph 2
See also: Article 30, Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 27, International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights; Article 5 (1) (c) (i), UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education; Article 28,
ILO Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention; Article 8 (1) (a) (i) (b) (i) (c) (i) (d) (i) (e) (i) (f) (i),
European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages; Article 14, Framework Convention for the
Protection of National Minorities; Article 13 & -14, United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples
Guidance:
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether students’ language needs are being met by
indicating what percentage of students are not taught in their first language or mother tongue.
Necessary Definitions: "Mother Tongue” is the primary language a person grew up speaking in childhood.
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“Minorities” refers to a group numerically inferior to the rest of the population of a State or in a nondominant position, whose members - being nationals of the State - possess ethnic, religious or linguistic
characteristics differing from those of the rest of the majority population or the dominant group.
Examples: 4% of non-immigrant students in Panama speak a home language other than the testing
language for the 2012 PISA (Spanish)
42.8% of immigrant students in Panama speak a home language other than the testing language for the
2012 PISA (Spanish)
3.7% of 2012 PISA respondents in Panama identified as immigrant (96.3% non-immigrant) (2012 OECD
Report “Untapped Skills: Realizing the Potential of Immigrant Students”) (42.8 * 0.037) + (4.0 * 0.963) =
5.44% of 15 year old students in Panama speak a language other than the testing language at home.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, data from a reputable
regional or multi-national organization such as the UN or the World Bank, or data from nationally
representative surveys or questionnaires.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, national office of statistics
Calculations: 5.2.3 is calculated as a percentage.

Question 5.2.3

Response

What percentage of students are not taught in their mother tongue?
a. For Primary Schools

No data

b. For Secondary Schools w

12

Supporting document/citation:

Year: 2018
Researcher comment:
These figures are not recorded for the UK. What is recorded, is the number of
students who are deemed to have English as an Additional Language (EAL). EAL
though does not mean one's mother tongue is not English but rather they have been
exposed to a different language in the home. It was felt that this figure though would
include students who could be defined as having English as their mother tongue and
so it was not suitable to answer the question.
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Peer review 1 comment:
I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.

Following the guidance, results from the 2018 PISA are used to replace the original
response for secondary (unknown) with 12% of those whose home language is not
the test language (Table 3.3,
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
ent_data/file/904420/PISA_2018_England_national_report_accessible.pdf)

Peer review 2 comment:
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.

Secondary has been changed from unknown to 12%. year added.

Question 5.2.4: Do Indigenous peoples have the right to educational
autonomy? P
Basis
"Indigenous peoples have the right to establish and control their educational systems and institutions
providing education in their own languages, in a manner appropriate to their cultural methods of teaching
and learning."
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— United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Article 14 (1)
See also: Article 30, Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 27, International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether Indigenous peoples have a right under national law
to establish and control their own education systems.
Necessary Definitions: "Indigenous peoples” refers to peoples in independent countries who are regarded
as indigenous on account of their descent from the populations which inhabited the country, or a
geographical region to which the country belongs, at the time of conquest or colonisation or the
establishment of present state boundaries and who, irrespective of their legal status, retain some or all of
their own social, economic, cultural and political institutions.
Examples:
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include the constitution or
legislation.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, UNESCO—Indigenous peoples’ right to education:
Overview of measures reported by Member States
5.2.4 is calculated as:
• Yes=1
• No=0

Question 5.2.4
Do Indigenous peoples have the right to educational autonomy?
a. Yes
b. No

Response

SELECT
a
b

Supporting document/citation:
https://en.unesco.org/news/indigenous-peoples-right-education-overview-measures-re
ported-member-states
UNESCO records data for indigenous peoples right to educational autonomy but holds
no data for the UK.

Year: 2019
Researcher comment:
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https://en.unesco.org/news/indigenous-peoples-right-education-overview-measures-re
ported-member-states
UNESCO records data for indigenous peoples right to educational autonomy but holds
no data for the UK.

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.

Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Subtheme 5.3: Girls
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Question 5.3.1: Is the expulsion of girls from school because of
pregnancy or for having a baby explicitly forbidden in national
legislation? S
Basis
"Discrimination based on adolescent pregnancy, such as expulsion from schools, should be prohibited,
and opportunities for continuous education should be ensured."
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 15, Para. B, Section d
See also: Article 11 (6), African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 13 (4) (h), African
Youth Charter; Articles 12 (1) (a) (c), Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on
the Rights of Women in Africa; Article 24, Convention on the Rights of the Child
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether national law explicitly prohibits schools from
discriminating against girls that are pregnant. This includes protection of girls who become pregnant from
expulsion.
Necessary Definitions: "Expulsion” is the removal or exclusion of an individual from school. This can be
specific to an individual school or encompass a larger set of schools.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acce ptable supporting documents include national law such as a
national constitution, education act or child’s rights act.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Constitute Project, Planipolis,
UNESCO International Bureau on Education
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that the appropriate language is present
in the law. A “yes” response does not suggest the law is comprehensive or effective.
5.3.1 is calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0

Question 5.3.1
Is the expulsion of girls from school because of pregnancy or for
having a baby explicitly forbidden in national legislation?
a. Yes
b. No

Response

SELECT
a
b

Supporting document/citation:
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3.21 Protection for pupils from discrimination because of pregnancy and maternity in
schools is covered in the Equality Act. This means it is unlawful for schools to treat a
pupil less favourably because she becomes pregnant or has recently had a baby, or
because she is breastfeeding. Schools will also have to factor in pregnancy and
maternity when considering their obligations under the Equality Duty.
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachme
nt_data/file/315587/Equality_Act_Advice_Final.pdf
Researcher comment:
Although the above does not seem explicit, it certainly implies that girls should not be
expelled on the above grounds.

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.
Pregnancy is a protected characteristic under the Equality Act (2010) and section 17
(1) (c) prohibits discrimination in education on the basis of pregnancy. Although not
explicitly stated, it is clear that schools cannot discriminate against pregnant learners
by expelling them (section 85(2)(e)).
Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.
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Question 5.3.2: In practice, are girls expelled from school because of
pregnancy or for having a baby? P
Basis
"Discrimination based on adolescent pregnancy, such as expulsion from schools, should be prohibited,
and opportunities for continuous education should be ensured."
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 15, Para. B, Section d
See also: Article 11 (6), African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 13 (4) (h), African
Youth Charter; Articles 12 (1) (a) (c), Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on
the Rights of Women in Africa; Article 24, Convention on the Rights of the Child
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether girls who are pregnant are expelled in practice.
Necessary Definitions: "Expelled” denotes someone that has been removed or excluded from school.
This can be specific to an individual school or encompass a larger set of schools.
Examples: Girls are subject to mandatory pregnancy testing and if pregnant are expelled from schools in
Tanzania (Forced Out, 2012)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include government and nongovernmental reports, local or international news articles, data from reputable regional or multi-national
organizations such as the UN or World Bank, data from a nationally representative survey, or expert
testimony.
Potential Data Sources: Human Rights Watch
Additional Guidance for Responses: “Nearly universally practiced” suggests that greater than 7 in 10
pregnant girls are expelled; “regularly practiced” suggests that approximately 3 in 10 to 7 in 10 are
expelled; and “rarely practiced” suggests that less than 3 in 10 are expelled. If you have a source that
details an exact percentage, please also write that percentage for response ‘e’.
Calculation
3,1,0 is calculated as:
• 3,1,0a = 0
• 3,1,0b = .33
• 3,1,0c = .66
• 3,1,0d = 1
• 3,1,0e = 0-1

Question 5.3.2

Response

In practice, are girls expelled from school because of pregnancy or for
having a baby?
a. Yes, it is nearly universally practiced.
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b. Yes, it is regularly practiced.
c.

Yes, but it is rarely practiced.

d. No.

SELECT
a
b
c
d

e. Value.

Supporting document/citation:
The Equality’s Act 2010 Chapter 5

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.
I cannot find any evidence that expulsion of pregnant learners is practiced in England.
However, there is evidence that pregnant learners are effectively forced to drop out.
See Freedman (2020):
Despite the existing legal and policy framework which calls for the continuing
Peer review
2 comment:
education
of pregnant
teenagers, research has found that many young women who
become pregnant are excluded from school or exclude themselves and do not wish to
--Please
select2014).
from the
options
return
(Rudie,
A report
forbelow-Barnardo’s noted for example that “teenage girls
who become pregnant and leave school early form a group of hidden or unofficial
exclusions...there is evidence that some are encouraged, implicitly or explicitly, to
make this choice” (Evans and Slowley, 2010). Research pointed to the fact that it
seemed that since under the Equality Act schools could no longer formally exclude
pupils who became pregnant, they increasingly ignored and/or refused to make any
Governmenttocomment:
concessions
pregnancy, and that this apparent inaction and intransigence had the
effect of leaving many girls little choice other than to remove themselves from school
--Please
select
from
options2010).
below-(Lall, 2004:
Evans
adthe
Slowley,
The problem was generally assumed to lie with
the girl when she became pregnant which frequently resulted in the girls leaving, for
example, because they were being bullied, because they were not given extra support
or because they missed too much school due to morning sickness or at the time of
giving birth (Lall, 2004). And another study found that: “The problem with pregnant
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girls is not formal exclusion but informal exclusion like sporadic attendance, school
moves and home tuition; pregnant girls are excluded by the back door” (Osler et al.,
2002)

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 5.3.3: Is there a law or policy enabling pregnant girls to
remain in school and return without restrictions? S
Basis
"Discrimination based on adolescent pregnancy, such as expulsion from schools, should be prohibited,
and opportunities for continuous education should be ensured."
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 15, Para. B, Section d
See also: Article 11 (6), African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 13 (4) (h), African
Youth Charter; Articles 12 (1) (a) (c), Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on
the Rights of Women in Africa; Article 24, Convention on the Rights of the Child
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether there is a law or policy that enables pregnant girls to
remain in school for as long as she can / wants to before giving birth and return as soon as she wants to /
is able to after giving birth. This is known as a ‘continuation policy’.
Necessary Definitions: "Continuation policies” allow the pregnant girl to remain in school, and do not
prescribe a mandatory absence after giving birth.
“Re-entry policies” require pregnant girls and young mothers to drop out of school but provide avenues to
return, provided girls fulfill certain conditions.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents includes legislation or national
policy.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, official public records, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Constitute Project, Planipolis,
UNESCO International Bureau on Education
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that there is a relevant policy in place. A
“yes” response does not suggest the law is comprehensive or effective.
In the researcher comment section please detail whether the policy address the specific barriers pregnant
girls and young mothers may face in returning to school after giving birth, for example, childcare costs
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and stigmatisation. If you know whether the law or policy is implemented at the local level, please also
indicate on the researcher comment box.
5.3.3 is calculated as:
• Yes, there is a continuation policy = 1
• Yes., there is a re-entry policy = .5
• No = 0.

Question 5.3.3

Response

Is there a policy enabling pregnant girls and adolescent mothers to
remain in school and return without restrictions?
a. Yes, there is a continuation law or policy.
b. Yes, there is a re-entry policy.
c.

No.

SELECT
a
b
c

Supporting document/citation:

Local authorities have a duty under Section 19 of the Education Act 1996 to arrange
suitable full-time education for any pupils of compulsory school age who would not
otherwise receive such an education. This could include pupils of compulsory school
age who become pregnant or who are parents.

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.
According to Freedman (2020): Legally, all children/young people must be in full-time
education in the UK until the age of sixteen. Under section 7 of the Education Act 1996,
parents of young women who becomepregnant whilst in school are responsible for
making sure their daughter receives a full-time education until she reaches the age of
sixteen. This education should be suitable to the girl’s age, ability and aptitude and to
Peer
review
2 comment:
any
special
educational
needs she may have. This can be by regular attendance at
school, or by alternative provisions such as distance learning or home education.
Section 436A of the Education Act 1996 requires all local authorities to make
arrangements
to enable
them to establish (so far as it is possible to do so) the identities
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of children residing in their area who are not receiving a suitable education. Monitoring
and maintaining the attendance of individual pregnant pupils and school age parents

I agree with additional information.
School age mothers are expected to return to full time education once their period of
maternity leave ends. Evidence suggests that reintegration into education is more
successful if the return is phased.
Moreover, Young parents under the age of 20 are entitled to funding to pay for
childcare places and associated travel through‘Care to Learn’. Where a young parent is
Governmentdifficulties
comment:
experiencing
in accessing childcare, the Family Information Service (FIS)
can offer support and assist in finding a suitable childcare provider.
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 5.3.4: Is there mandatory pregnancy testing of girls in
schools? S
Basis
"Discrimination based on adolescent pregnancy, such as expulsion from schools, should be prohibited,
and opportunities for continuous education should be ensured."
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 15, Para. B, Section d
See also: Article 11 (6), African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child; Article 13 (4) (h), African
Youth Charter; Articles 12 (1) (a) (c), Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on
the Rights of Women in Africa; Article 24, Convention on the Rights of the Child
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether girls are subjected to mandatory pregnancy testing
either as official government policy or individual school practice.
Necessary Definitions: “Mandatory pregnancy testing’ is the practice of making girls undergo a pregnancy
test with or without consent in order to identify pregnant girls.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include government and nongovernmental reports, local or international news articles, data from reputable regional or multi-national
organizations such as the UN or World Bank, data from a nationally representative survey, or expert
testimony.
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Potential Data Sources: Human Rights Watch
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that mandatory pregnancy testing is
practiced.
5.3.4 is calculated as:
• Yes = 0
• No = 1

Question 5.3.4

Response

Is there mandatory pregnancy testing of girls in schools?
a. Yes
b. No

SELECT
a
b

Supporting document/citation:

Researcher comment:

There is no data to suggest that mandatory pregnancy testing of girls takes place in
schools.

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.

Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--
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Government comment:
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 5.3.5: Does national law prohibit child marriage (below the
age of 18)? S W
Basis
“Child marriage, also referred to as early marriage, is any marriage where at least one of the parties is
under 18 years of age… As a matter of respecting the child’s evolving capacities and autonomy in making
decisions that affect her or his life, in exceptional circumstances a marriage of a mature, capable child
below the age of 18 may be allowed provided that the child is at least 16 years old and that such
decisions are made by a judge based on legitimate exceptional grounds defined by law and on the
evidence of maturity without deference to cultures and traditions… In cases of child and/or forced
marriages, particularly where the husband is significantly older than the bride, and where girls have
limited education, the girls generally have limited decision-making power in relation to their own lives.
Child marriages also contribute to higher rates of school dropout, particularly among girls, forced
exclusion from school, increased risk of domestic violence and to limiting the enjoyment of the right to
freedom of movement.”
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 18, Paragraph 6, Section 2.19
See also: Article 16 (2), 24 (3), and 28 (1) (e), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 10 (f) & 16
(2), Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women; Article 24 (3) & 16 (2)
Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 12 (2) (c), Protocol to the African Charter on Human and
Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa; Article 2, Convention on Consent to Marriage,
Minimum Age for Marriage and Registration of Marriages; Joint general recommendation/general
comment No. 31 of the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women and No. 18 of the
Committee on the Rights of the Child on harmful practices; Para 16, Committee on the Rights of the Child
General Comment 4.
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Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether national law explicitly prohibits marriage before the
age of 18.
Necessary Definitions: "Child Marriage” is any marriage in which one of the participants is under the age
of 18.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include national law such as a
national constitution, education act, or children’s rights act.
Potential Data Sources: Official public records, Girls Not Brides, UCLA WORLD Policy Analysis Center,
UNICEF Data on Child Marriage
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that the appropriate language is present
in the law. If the law allows for exceptions, for instance, if the girl is pregnant, if a judge or parent
approves it, if it’s permitted under customary law, then please put ‘no’. A “yes” response does not suggest
the law is effective.
5.3.5 is calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0

Question 5.3.5

Response

Does national law prohibit child marriage (below the age of 18)?
a. Yes
b. No

SELECT
a
b

Supporting document/citation:
Child marriage is not a criminal offence in England and Wales. Children can marry
between the ages of 16-17 with parental consent in accordance with s 3 of the
Marriage Act 1949.
https://www.childrenscommissioner.gov.uk/2021/06/16/changing-the-law-to-put-an-en
d-to-child-marriage/

Researcher comment:
Several civil society organisations across the globe (including the UK) are actively
campaigning for a change in the law to ensure the age of legality is raised to 18 under
the banner of 'girls not brides.'
https://www.girlsnotbrides.org/our-partnership/national-partnerships-coalitions/united-k
ingdom/
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Peer review 1 comment:
I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.

Peer review 2 comment:

I agree with additional information.
In England, Wales, and Northern Ireland, children aged 16 and 17 can marry with their
parents’ permission. In Scotland, the minimum age of marriage is 16, with no parental
permission required
(https://www.hrw.org/news/2018/09/06/ending-child-marriage-united-kingdom).
Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 5.3.6: What percent of women are married by the age of 18?
P

Basis
“Child marriage, also referred to as early marriage, is any marriage where at least one of the parties is
under 18 years of age… As a matter of respecting the child’s evolving capacities and autonomy in making
decisions that affect her or his life, in exceptional circumstances a marriage of a mature, capable child
below the age of 18 may be allowed provided that the child is at least 16 years old and that such
decisions are made by a judge based on legitimate exceptional grounds defined by law and on the
evidence of maturity without deference to cultures and traditions… In cases of child and/or forced
marriages, particularly where the husband is significantly older than the bride, and where girls have
limited education, the girls generally have limited decision-making power in relation to their own lives.
Child marriages also contribute to higher rates of school dropout, particularly among girls, forced
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exclusion from school, increased risk of domestic violence and to limiting the enjoyment of the right to
freedom of movement.”
— Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment 18, Paragraph 6, Section 2.19
See also: Article 16 (2), 24 (3), and 28 (1) (e), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 10 (f) & 16
(2), Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women; Article 24 (3) & 16 (2)
Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 12 (2) (c), Protocol to the African Charter on Human and
Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa; Article 2, Convention on Consent to Marriage,
Minimum Age for Marriage and Registration of Marriages; Joint general recommendation/general
comment No. 31 of the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women and No. 18 of the
Committee on the Rights of the Child on harmful practices; Para 16, Committee on the Rights of the Child
General Comment 4.
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether marriage before the age of 18 occurs in practice and
if so, to what extent.
Necessary Definitions: "Child Marriage”, also known as child marriage, is any marriage in which one of
the participants is under the age of 18.
Examples: In Bangladesh in 2011 65% of girls were married by age 18 (UNICEF Data on Child Marriage).
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, data from a nationally
representative survey or questionnaire, data from a reputable regional or multi-national organization such
as the UN or the World Bank, or in the absence of all else, expert testimony.
Potential Data Sources: Official public records, Girls Not Brides, UCLA WORLD Policy Analysis Center,
UNICEF Data on Child Marriage
Calculation: 5.3.6 is calculated as a percentage subtracted from 100%.

Question 5.3.6
What percent of women are married by the age of 18?

Response

0.06

Supporting document/citation:

https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/CDP-2019-0119/CDP-2019-01
19.pdf

Year:

2019
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Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree with additional information.

https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2021/may/04/child-marriage-thriving
-in-uk-due-to-legal-loophole-warn-rights-groups

Peer review 2 comment:
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.
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Question 5.3.7: Is age-appropriate comprehensive sexuality education
part of the national curriculum? P
Basis
“States Parties shall take all appropriate measures with a view to achieving full realisation of this right and
shall, in particular… Promote culturally appropriate, age specific sexuality and responsible parenthood
education
— African Youth Charter, Article 13 (4) (n)
See also: Article 10 (h), Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether age-appropriate comprehensive sexuality education
is part of the national curriculum.
Necessary Definitions: "Comprehensive sexuality education” is a curriculum-based process of teaching
and learning about the cognitive, emotional, physical and social aspects of sexuality. It aims to equip
children and young people with knowledge, skills, attitudes and values that will empower them to realize
their health, well-being and dignity; develop respectful social and sexual relationships; consider how their
choices affect their own well-being and that of others; and understand and ensure the protection of their
rights throughout their lives.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: National curricula
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, UNESCO Database on the Right to Education,
UNESCO International Bureau on Education, UNFPA, UNESCO,
5.3.7 is calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0

Question 5.3.7
Is age-appropriate comprehensive sexuality education part of the
national curriculum?
a. Yes
b. No

Response

SELECT
a
b

Supporting document/citation:

Sex and relationship education (SRE) is compulsory from age 11 onwards. It involves
teaching children about reproduction, sexuality and sexual health.
https://www.gov.uk/national-curriculum/other-compulsory-subjects
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Year:

2019

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree with additional information.

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
ent_data/file/1019542/Relationships_Education__Relationships_and_Sex_Education_
_RSE__and_Health_Education.pdf

Peer review 2 comment:
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:
I agree with additional information.

For this question: The subject of Sex Education (also referred to as Sex and
Relationship Education was statutory in maintained secondary schools in England
from 1993 to 2020. It was replaced in September 2020 with statutory subjects of
Relationships Education (for all primary pupils), Relationships and sex Education (for
all secondary pupils, and Health Education (for pupils in all state-funded schools). Like
the old subject of Sex Education (SRE), the new subjects are not part of the national
RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
curriculum but they are part of the statutory school curriculum.
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The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 5.3.8: Are teachers trained to deliver age-appropriate
comprehensive sexuality education? P
Basis
“States Parties shall take all appropriate measures with a view to achieving full realisation of this right and
shall, in particular… Promote culturally appropriate, age specific sexuality and responsible parenthood
education
— African Youth Charter, Article 13 (4) (n)
See also: Article 10 (h), Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether teachers are trained to deliver age-appropriate
comprehensive sexuality education as stipulated in the national curriculum.
Necessary Definitions: "Comprehensive sexuality education” is a curriculum-based process of teaching
and learning about the cognitive, emotional, physical and social aspects of sexuality. It aims to equip
children and young people with knowledge, skills, attitudes and values that will empower them to realize
their health, well-being and dignity; develop respectful social and sexual relationships; consider how their
choices affect their own well-being and that of others; and understand and ensure the protection of their
rights throughout their lives.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: National curricula
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, UNESCO Database on the Right to Education,
UNESCO International Bureau on Education, UNFPA, UNESCO,
5.3.8 is calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0

Question 5.3.8
Are teachers trained to deliver age-appropriate comprehensive sexuality
education?
a. Yes
b. No

Response

SELECT
a
b

Supporting document/citation:
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The DfE has produced guidance to support implementation of the RSHE/RHE
curriculum. This includes guidance on planning the curriculum and can be found on
the DfE web page Plan your relationships, sex and health curriculum.
It also includes guidance and resources to support the teaching of RSHE in secondary
schools and RHE in primary schools. These include training modules for teachers that
cover each of the topics set out in the RSHE/RHE curriculum.
Year: 2020
Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.

Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--
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RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Subtheme 5.4: Child Labor
Question 5.4.1: Is the legal minimum age of employment 15 or above?
SW

Basis
"The minimum age specified in pursuance of paragraph 1 of this Article shall not be less than the age of
completion of compulsory schooling and, in any case, shall not be less than 15 years."
— ILO Minimum Age Convention, Article 2, Paragraph 3
See also: Article 32 (2) (a), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Article 10 (3), International Covenant
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Article 2, ILO Minimum Age Convention; Article 7, European
Social Charter (revised); Article 32, Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union; Article 7 (f),
Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights 'Protocol of San Salvador'; Article 32, Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European
Union; Article 27 (3), ASEAN Human Rights Declaration
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether national law explicitly establishes a minimum age of
employment of at least 15 years old.
Necessary Definitions: “Employment” includes work in the formal sector in which work is exchanged for a
salary or wage.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include national law such as a
national constitution, education act, or labor act.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of work, ministry of education, official public records, UCLA WORLD
Policy Analysis Center, UNICEF, ILO, Child Labor Coalition
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that the appropriate language is present
in the law. A “yes” response does not suggest the law is comprehensive or effective.
5.4.1 is calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0
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Question 5.4.1

Response

Is the legal minimum age of employment 15 or above?
a. Yes
b. No

SELECT
a
b

Supporting document/citation:
In England, a young person must be in part-time education or training until the age of
18.
https://www.gov.uk/child-employment/minimum-ages-children-can-work
In Wales you can obtain a full-time job from the age of 16.

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.
The legal minimum age for employment is below 15 in the UK, as made clear in Part
II, Section 18.1.a in the Children and Young Persons Act 1933
(https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/Geo5/23-24/12/data.pdf). While there are
restrictions to limit employment to part time (up to 20 hours a week) in restricted hours
and occupations, given that this question explicitly asks if the law sets the legal age of
employment at age 15 or above. The answer to this question is no. Therefore, the
Peer review
2 comment:
original
response
of yes has been changed.

--Please select from the options below-World Vision may want to consider revising this question, as the ILO's Minimum Age
Convention 1973 sets the minimum age of employment at 15 years but permits light
work for ages 13 and 14 year olds
(https://www.ilo.org/global/standards/subjects-covered-by-international-labour-standar
ds/child-labour/lang--en/index.htm). The UK does seem to follow this approach
supported by the ILO.
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Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.
Response changed from yes to no.

Question 5.4.2: Has the government adopted specific measures to
combat child labor? S W
Basis
“States Parties shall take legislative, administrative, social and educational measures to ensure the
implementation of the present article. To this end, and having regard to the relevant provisions of other
international instruments, States Parties shall in particular:
(a) Provide for a minimum age or minimum ages for admission to employment; (b) Provide for appropriate
regulation of the hours and conditions of employment; (c) Provide for appropriate penalties or other
sanctions to ensure the effective enforcement of the present article."
— Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 32, Paragraph 2
See also: Revised European Social Charter 7.3, Protocol of San Salvador 7(f), ILO Convention 138
Minimum Age Convention 2.1, ILO Convention 182 on the Worst Forms of Child Labour 7.2
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether a country has established specific measures to
combat child labor – such as minimum age and providing penalties for business and individuals that
participate in child labor.
Necessary Definitions: "Child Labor” is defined as work that deprives children of their childhood, their
potential and their dignity, and that is harmful to physical and mental development. This includes work
that interferes with the child’s opportunity for attending school.
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Examples: In Nepal the Child Labor Act of 1999, prohibits children under the age of 16 from working in
hazardous jobs and limits the hours worked of children age 14 to 16. The Kamaiya Labour Protection Act
of 2001 prohibited bonded labor. (ILO, accessed at
http://www.ilo.org/legacy/english/regions/asro/newdelhi/ipec/responses/nepal/national.htm)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, the national constitution,
national education acts, national labor acts, or national plan of action.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of work, ministry of education, official public records, UCLA WORLD
Policy Analysis Center, UNICEF, ILO, Child Labor Coalition
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that a measure has been established to
keep children from participating in the labor force. A “yes” response does not suggest that the measure is
effective in reducing child labor.
5.4.2 is calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0

Question 5.4.2

Response

Has the government adopted specific measures to combat child labor?
a. Yes
b. No

SELECT
a
b

Supporting document/citation:
Yes - the four governments have legislated for the protection of minors in the labor
force. In England, a young person must be in part-time education or training until the
age of 18.
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
ent_data/file/183078/DFE-RR124.pdf

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
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I agree with additional information.
The Child and Young Persons Act 1933
(https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/Geo5/23-24/12/data.pdf) lays out a series of
regulations to protect children for employment exploitation.

Peer review 2 comment:
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 5.4.3: What percent of children under the age of 15 work in
the labor force? P
Basis
"States Parties recognize the right of the child to be protected from economic exploitation and from
performing any work that is likely to be hazardous or to interfere with the child's education, or to be
harmful to the child's health or physical, mental, spiritual, moral or social development (32.1)...States
Parties shall in particular: (c) Provide for appropriate penalties or other sanctions to ensure the effective
enforcement of the present article"
— Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 32, Paragraph 2, Section c
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See also: Protocol of San Salvador 7(f), Revised European Social Charter 7.3, CRC 32.2(a), ILO
Minimum Age Convention 2.3
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether children under the age of 15 work in practice.
Necessary Definitions: "Child Labor” is defined as work that deprives children of their childhood, their
potential and their dignity, and that is harmful to physical and mental development. This includes work
that interferes with the child’s opportunity for attending school.
Examples: In 2010 in Yemen approximately 16.4% of children age 5 to 14 were employed (Working
children in the Republic of Yemen: The results of the 2010 National Child Labour Survey, 2012)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, data from a reputable
regional or multi-national organization such as the UN or the World Bank, data from a nationally
representative survey or questionnaire, or in the absence of all else, expert testimony.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of work, ministry of education, official public records, UCLA WORLD
Policy Analysis Center, UNICEF, ILO, Child Labor Coalition
Calculation: 5.4.3 is calculated as a percentage subtracted from 100%.

Question 5.4.3
What percent of children under the age of 15 work in the labor force?

Response

No data

Supporting document/citation:

Young people under the age of 16 are not included in labor force statistics, which are
published annually by the Office for National Statistics. Please see section 16 titled '
Young People in the Labor Market' at:
http://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/
employmentandemployeetypes/bulletins/uklabourmarket/february2016#young-

Year:

2021

Researcher comment:

Such statistics exclude young adults under 16 which may work in family owned
businesses and those earning casual money from babysitting, newspaper rounds etc.
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Peer review 1 comment:

I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.

While I agree that data do not exist on child labor for official sources in the UK (and I am unable to find

Peer review 2 comment:
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.

Changed from 0% to unknown.

Subtheme 5.5: Migrants, Refugees, Internally Displaced
Children, and Children Deprived of Liberty
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Question 5.5.1: Do migrant, refugee, or internally displaced children
have to present documents stating their legal status to enroll in
school? P
Basis
“Access…shall not be refused or limited by reason of the irregular situation with respect to stay or
employment…or…irregularity of the child’s stay in the State of employment”
— International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of all Migrant Workers and Members of their
Family, Article 30
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether children are denied access to school due to a lack of
documented legal status. This may include exclusion of those that do not have a birth certificate,
paperwork documenting their families legal work status, or proof of residency.
Necessary Definitions: "Migrant” refers to an individual that has moved to another country or region to
better their material or social conditions and improve the prospect for themselves or their family.
“Refugee” refers to an individual that has moved outside of their country of nationality to avoid
persecution and is unable to return.
“Internally displaced person” refers to an individual that has been displaced from their home due to
coercion or force and remain within their country of nationality.
Examples: In their 2015 Joint Education Needs Assessment Report, UNICEF identified lack of
documentation as one of the main barriers that prevented Syrian refugees from attending school in
Jordan: “Reasons why children had never attended formal education in Jordan were largely similar across
the two age groups. Lack of documentation or financial resources featured highest amongst the younger
children (15 mentions respectively), with lack of financial resources also being the most commonly
mentioned reason amongst children aged 12-17 (16 mentions) and lack of documentation the third most
commonly mentioned reason (11 mentions).” (UNICEF, 2015, p. 47).
Full Citation: UNICEF (2015). Access to education for Syrian refugee children and youth in Jordan host
communities. Joint Education Needs Assessment Report: Education Sector Working Group.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, national constitutions, or
education acts.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, Humanitarian Practice Network, Global Education
Monitoring Report, INEE
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that in any part of the country, migrant,
refugee, or internally displaced children have to present documents stating their legal status to enroll in
school. A “yes” response does not indicate the practice is universally applied across all regions or to all
migrant, refugee, or internally displaced children.
5.5.1 is calculated as:
• Yes = 0
• No = 1
• NA = Not scored
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Question 5.5.1

Response

Do migrant, refugee, or internally displaced children have to present
documents stating their legal status to enroll in school?
a. Yes
b. No
c.

Not applicable/other (please comment)

SELECT
a
b
c

Supporting document/citation:

From the ages of 5 to 18 you can go to school in the UK wherever you are from and
whatever your immigration status. However, accessing HE and funding is far more
difficult. If you have no immigration status or are an asylum seeker you may also have
‘bail 201 paper’ which may have ‘no study condition’ to prevent you from studying.
https://lawstuff.org.uk/not-from-the-uk/not-from-uk-education/
Researcher comment:

Refugee/migrant children are also required to present S.95 Grant Award Letter which
states that they/their families have been asylum case is ongoing.
https://www.asaproject.org/uploads/Factsheet-1-section-95.pdf

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.
Additionally, see Coram Children’s Legal Centre (2017) Migrant Children’s Project
Fact Sheet: Access to compulsory education for migrant children
(https://www.childrenslegalcentre.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/School-EducationJuly.2017.final_.pdf): "The school does not need to know what the immigration status
or nationality of a child is, but sight of a child’s passport or other ID document (such as
Peer review 2 comment:
an European Union or asylum registration ID card) may be requested in order to
ascertain
the child’s
namebelow-and date of birth, where there is no UK-issued birth
--Please select
from correct
the options
certificate."
See also UNICEF UK, 2020, EDUCATION TRANSITIONS FOR REFUGEE AND
ASYLUM-SEEKING YOUNG PEOPLE IN THE UK: EXPLORING THE JOURNEY TO
FURTHER AND HIGHER EDUCATION, pps. 5-6, including:
"Under UK law, refugee and asylum-seeking pupils of compulsory school age have
Government
comment:
the
same entitlement
to full-time education as other UK pupils, and schools should not
ask directly about a child’s immigration status.7 From age 16, though, complex criteria
and rules affect their continued access to education."
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--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 5.5.2: Is primary education available in retention
centers/camps for refugee children? P
Basis
"The Contracting States shall accord to refugees the same treatment as is accorded to national with
respect to elementary education"
— Convention on the Status of Refugees, Article 22 (1)
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether primary education is available to children in retention
centers and refugee camps.
Necessary Definitions: “Refugee” refers to an individual that has moved outside of their country of
nationality to avoid persecution and is unable to return.
“Retention Camp/Center” is defined as a place that provides temporary housing for groups in need.
Examples: In Turkey, children in refugee camps have limited access to education. Schools and teachers
vary by camp and resources are restricted to volunteer teachers and stretched by the increasing number
of refugees from Syria (New York Times, 2014, available at
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/29/world/europe/for-children-in-turkish-refugee-camps-schoolsout.html?_r=0)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, education acts, or, in the
absence of all else, expert testimony.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, Humanitarian Practice Network, Global Education
Monitoring Report, INEE
Additional Guidance for Responses: “Generally available” suggests that between 4 in 10 and 9 in 10 have
access; and “rare or uncommon” suggests that between 1 in 10 and 4 in 10 have access.
5.5.2 is calculated as:
• Yes, it is universally available = 1
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•
•
•
•

Yes, it is generally available = .66
Yes, but availability is rare or uncommon = .33
No = 0
Not applicable/other (please comment) = Not scored

Question 5.5.2

Response

Is primary education available in retention centers/camps for refugee
children?
a. Yes, it is universally available.
b. Yes, it is generally available.
c.

Yes, but availability is rare or uncommon.

d. No.

SELECT
a
b
c
d
e

e. Not applicable/other (please comment).

Supporting document/citation:
In R (KS) v LB of Croydon, it was held that the failure to facilitate access to education
for three unaccompanied asylum-seeking minors for almost a year was unlawful.
Local Authorities in England, Wales and Scotland have a duty to provide a school
place for all school aged children resident in their area, whether or not they have legal
status in the UK (Coram, 2017; Welsh Government 2016; Scottish Government 2000)

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree with additional information.

See also Coram Children’s Legal Centre (2017) Migrant Children’s Project Fact Sheet:
Access to compulsory education for migrant children
(https://www.childrenslegalcentre.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/School-EducationJuly.2017.final_.pdf)

Peer review 2 comment:
UNICEF UK, 2020, EDUCATION TRANSITIONS FOR REFUGEE AND
ASYLUM-SEEKING YOUNG PEOPLE IN THE UK
(https://downloads.unicef.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Education-Transitions-U
K-Refugee-Report.pdf)
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--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 5.5.3: Can refugee children access public schools? P
Basis
"The Contracting States shall accord to refugees the same treatment as is accorded to national with
respect to elementary education"
“Contracting States shall accord to refugees treatment as favourable as possible, and, in any event, not
less favourable than that accorded to aliens generally in the same circumstances, with respect to
education other than elementary education”.
— Convention on the Status of Refugees, Article 22
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether refugees can access pre-primary, primary,
secondary, and tertiary education within the national education system of the host country. Participation in
host country education systems facilitates transition through education levels.
Necessary Definitions: “Refugee” refers to an individual that has moved outside of their country of
nationality to avoid persecution and is unable to return.
“Public schools” refers to schools that are part of the national education system and run by the state or
public bodies.
Examples: “Turkey (with an affected population of 3.8 million – the largest in the world – mainly from the
Syrian Arab Republic) decided to include all Syrian refugee children in the national education system over
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the next three years and phase out separate provision”. (Global Education Monitoring Report: Migration,
p.61)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include laws, policies,
government reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, education
acts, or, in the absence of all else, expert testimony.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, Humanitarian Practice Network, Global Education
Monitoring Report, INEE
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that refugee children can access the
relevant level of education. A “yes” response does not suggest that the education provided is of high
quality or effective.
5.5.3 is calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0
• Not applicable/other (please comment) = Not scored

Question 5.5.3

Response

Can refugee children access public schools?
a. At the pre-primary level?

a.

YES

b. At the primary level?

b.

YES

c.

c.

YES

d.

YES

At the secondary level?

d. At the tertiary level?

Supporting document/citation:
see 5.5.2

Researcher comment:
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Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.
See also Coram Children’s Legal Centre (2017) Migrant Children’s Project Fact Sheet:
Access to compulsory education for migrant children
(https://www.childrenslegalcentre.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/School-EducationJuly.2017.final_.pdf)
For a discussion of challenges and good practices, see also UNICEF UK, 2018.
EDUCATION FOR REFUGEE AND ASYLUM SEEKING CHILDREN:
Peer review 2 comment:
ACCESS AND EQUALITY IN ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES,
https://downloads.unicef.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Access-to-Education-rep
--Please select from the options below-ort-PDF.pdf
With regard to further education and higher education and related challenges in terms
of access, see particularly UNICEF UK, 2020, EDUCATION TRANSITIONS FOR
REFUGEE AND ASYLUM-SEEKING YOUNG PEOPLE IN THE UK
(https://downloads.unicef.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Education-Transitions-U
K-Refugee-Report.pdf)

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below-Additionally, for challenges faced in England by UASC in particular and refugees and
asylum-seekers to a lesser but significant extent in terms of educational outcomes and
other indicators, see Education Policy Institute, 2021, The Educational Outcomes of
Refugee and Asylum-seeking Children in England:
https://epi.org.uk/publications-and-research/the-educational-outcomes-of-refugee-andasylum-seeking-children-in-england/
RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 5.5.4: What percent of refugee children are enrolled in
schools? P
Basis
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"The Contracting States shall accord to refugees the same treatment as is accorded to national with
respect to elementary education"
“Contracting States shall accord to refugees treatment as favourable as possible, and, in any event, not
less favourable than that accorded to aliens generally in the same circumstances, with respect to
education other than elementary education”.
— Convention on the Status of Refugees, Article 22
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer what percentage of refugee children are enrolled in public
schools at the pre-primary, primary, secondary, and tertiary education within the national education
system.
Necessary Definitions:
“Refugee” refers to an individual that has moved outside of their country of nationality to avoid
persecution and is unable to return.
“Public schools” refers to schools that are part of the national education systems and run by the state or
public bodies.
Examples: “Behind the global average number of refugee children out of school, there are significant
differences among countries. Primary enrolment rates average 80% in selected refugee sites in Egypt,
the Islamic Republic of Iran and Yemen, but only 40% in Pakistan and 50% in Ethiopia.
“Access to secondary education is even more limited for refugees in many countries. In Kenya, Pakistan
and Bangladesh, less than 5% of adolescents aged 12 to 17 were enrolled in secondary education.
Enrolment in early childhood education also remains very limited in some countries, reaching only 7% in
Turkey in 2015.” (UNESCO, Refugee children are five times more likely to be out of school than others.)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, education acts, or, in the
absence of all else, expert testimony.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, UNHCR UK—Refugee education, Humanitarian Practice
Network, Global Education Monitoring Report, INEE
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that education provided to refugee
children is aligned with the education available in the general education system. A “yes” response does
not suggest that the education provided is of high quality or effective.
5.5.4 is calculated as the value specified.

Question 5.5.4

Response

What percentage of refugee children are enrolled in public schools?
a. At the pre-primary level?

a.

No data

b. At the primary level?

b.

No data

c.

c.

No data

At the secondary level?

d. At the tertiary level?
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Supporting document/citation:

UNHCR collects data on refugee children enrollment at school. However, there is no
data for the UK. The article from the Guardian in 2018 suggests that the process is
very difficult and almost all local authorities miss their 20 day guideline.
https://www.unhcr.org/612f85d64/unhcr-education-report-2021-staying-course-challen
ges-facing-refugee-education
https://www.theguardian.com/education/2018/sep/20/refugee-children-face-longResearcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.
See also p.18 of UNICEF UK, 2018. EDUCATION FOR REFUGEE AND ASYLUM
SEEKING CHILDREN: ACCESS AND EQUALITY IN ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND
WALES,
https://downloads.unicef.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Access-to-Education-rep
ort-PDF.pdf:
"Robust data on the numbers of children in refugee or asylum-seeking families in
Peer review 2 comment:
different levels of education across the UK is not available. Parliamentary Questions
were
submitted
as part
this research
--Please
select from
theofoptions
below--process in an attempt to obtain numbers of
resettled children in education, but the relevant data was not able to be provided - the
response to the submitted written question stated that “the Home Office does not hold
data in relation to the number of children resettled through this scheme who are
currently accessing education, or the average waiting time for children to start
full-time education” (Parliament, 2017)."

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--
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RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 5.5.5: Is education available in prison?

P

Basis
"Provision shall be made for the further education of all prisoners capable of profiting thereby…The
education of illiterates and young prisoners shall be compulsory"
— Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, Article 77
See also: Article 77 (2), Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners; Rule 38, Rules for the
Protection of Juveniles Deprived of their Liberty; Article 10 (3), International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether education is made available to all children and
illiterate adults in prison.
Necessary Definitions: "Prison” is defined as a building in which individuals are held as punishment for
their crime or while awaiting trial.
Examples: In the United Kingdom, “Courses are normally available to help prisoners get new skills, e.g.
learning to read and write, use computers and do basic maths. Most prisoners get an Individual Learning
Plan listing courses and training.” (https://www.gov.uk/life-in-prison/education-and-work-in-prison)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, data from a reputable
regional or multi-national organization such as the UN or the World Bank, data from a nationally
representative survey or questionnaire, or in the absence of all else, expert testimony.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, ministry of justice, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Planipolis, UNESCO International
Bureau on Education
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Additional Guidance for Responses: “Generally available” suggests that education is available in between
4 in 10 and 9 in 10 prisons; and “rare or uncommon” suggests it is available in between 1 in 10 and 4 in
10 prisons.
5.5.5 is calculated as:
• Yes, it is universally available. = 1
• Yes, it is generally available. = .66
• Yes, but availability is rare or uncommon. = .33
• No = 0

Question 5.5.5

Response

Is education available in prison?
a. Yes, it is universally available.
b. Yes, it is generally available.
c.

Yes, but availability is rare or uncommon.

d. No.

SELECT
a
b
c
d

Supporting document/citation:
The Education Act 1996 Section 8 (1), arrangements shall be made for his
participation in education or training courses for at least 15 hours a week within the
normal working week.
The Prison Rules 1999 Article 32 (2) 'Educational classes shall be arranged at every
prison and, subject to any directions of the Secretary of State, reasonable facilities
shall be afforded to prisoners who wish to do so to improve their education by training
by distance learning, private study and recreational classes, in their spare time.'
Researcher comment:
Article 32 (3) 'Special attention shall be paid to the education and training of prisoners
with special
educational
needs, and
necessary
taught
within
the hours
There
is an education
department
in ifevery
prison.they
Youshall
can be
take
part in
educational
normallyand
allotted
to work.'
courses
training
to gain skills and qualifications.

http://www.prisonreformtrust.org.uk/Portals/0/Documents/Prisoner%20Information%
20Pages/21%20Education%20and%20Work%20in%20prison.pdf

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree with additional information.

For a discussion of challenges/quality and an upcoming review process, see
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/launching-our-prison-education-review
See also https://www.gov.uk/life-in-prison/education-and-work-in-prison
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Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 5.5.6: Do imprisoned children receive education integrated
with the general education system (i.e., same curricula)? P
Basis
"Every juvenile of compulsory school age has the right to education suited to his or her needs and abilities
and designed to prepare him or her for return to society. Such education should be provided outside the
detention facility in community schools wherever possible and, in any case, by qualified teachers through
programmes integrated with the education system of the country so that, after release, juveniles may
continue their education without difficulty"
— Rules for the Protection of Juveniles Deprived of their Liberty, Article 38
See also: Article 77 (2), Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners; Rule 38, Rules for the
Protection of Juveniles Deprived of their Liberty; Article 10 (3), International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether children in prison receive education integrated with
the national education system. This includes curriculum that is aligned with national education standards.
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Necessary Definitions: "Imprisoned” an individual held within a prison as punishment for their crime.
Examples: In Argentina although education is available for non-reprimanded prisoners the “educational
curricula is not homogeneous across states” (Alzua, Rodriguez, & Villa, 2010)
Complete citation: Alzua, M.L., Rodriguez, C. & Villa, E. (2010). The Quality of Life in Prisons: Do
Educational Programs Reduce In-Prison Conflicts? Available at: http://www.nber.org/chapters/c11843
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, the national constitution,
national education acts, or national plan of action.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, ministry of justice, UNESCO Database on the Right to
Education, Right to Education Initiative – Where to Find Information, Planipolis, UNESCO International
Bureau on Education
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that education provided to imprisoned
children is integrated within the national education system. A “yes” response does not suggest that the
education provided is of high quality or effective.
5.5.6 is calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0
• Not applicable/other (please comment) = Not scored

Question 5.5.6
Do imprisoned children receive education integrated with the general
education system (i.e., same curricula)?
a. Yes
b. No
c.

Response

SELECT
a
b
N/A

Not applicable/other (please comment)

Supporting document/citation:
Most courses lead to qualifications that are recognised by employers outside prison,
for example GCSEs or NVQs. Prisoners may be able to do a distance learning
course, for example Open University.
https://www.gov.uk/life-in-prison/education-and-work-in-prison

Researcher comment:
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Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.
See Ofsted, Handbook for the inspection of education, skills and work activities in
prisons and young offender institutions - For use from February 2020,
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
ent_data/file/1020552/Handbook_inspection_of_education_skills_work_activities_in_p
risons_and_YOIs.pdf. In addition to references throughout the document indicating
Peer review 2 comment:
that curriculum should be suited to needs and abilities and designed to support their
return in select
England,
see
specifically, including:
--Please
from
thepps.49-51
options below-"The requirements of the national curriculum are adapted appropriately when
planning provision for children under school leaving age. Children under
school-leaving age receive their statutory entitlement of education, skills and
work and learning and related skills activities."
Government
comment:
The
UK is piloting
a new approach to youth custody - see
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/police-crime-sentencing-and-courts-bill-2
--Please select from the options below-021-factsheets/police-crime-sentencing-and-courts-bill-2021-secure-schools-factsheet
#:~:text=Secure%20schools%20will%20be%20dually,the%20heart%20of%20youth%
20custody.

In 2018, this new Ministry of Justice approach, 'Secure schools', leaves decisions
about curriculum to the discretion of the schools - see pps.14-15 and p.44 of HM
RESULTS Educational
Fund
comment:
Government,
2018. Secure
Schools:
How to Apply Guide
(https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachm
The
original response appears correct and holds as the final response.
ent_data/file/752372/secure-schools-how-to-apply-guide.pdf):
"As secure academies, secure schools do not have to follow the national curriculum.
They should provide a broad and balanced curriculum, including English,
mathematics, computing, physical education, sport and vocational options. The
curriculum should be tailored to students’ needs and help them to develop the skills
they need to live productive and fulfilling lives."

Subtheme
5.6: isArmed
Conflict
While youth justice
not a devolved
matter, and the UK government has

responsibility for youth justice in Wales, the above-cited reference recognizes (though
does not require)
access
to education
that
meets
the Welshrecruitment
curriculum in the
Question
5.6.1: that
Is the
legal
minimum
age
of military
15best
or
interest of
Welsh
children
placed
in
English
secure
settings
(see
p.14-15
of
the
SW
above?
above-cited guidance)
Basis

See pps.21, 23, 28 of Learning for children and young people in a youth custody
setting
in Wales:
Statutory
guidance
Wales,
2011
"States
Parties
shall take
all feasible
measuresfor
to local
ensureauthorities
that personsinwho
have not
attained the age of
(https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2018-03/learning-for-children-and-you
fifteen years do not take a direct part in hostilities."
ng-people-in-a-youth-custody-setting-in-wales-statutory-guidance.pdf), which
— Convention
on the should
Rights ofdovetail
the Child,with
Article
Paragraph 2
indicates that in Welsh secure settings,
curriculum
the38,national
curriculum.
In Scotland, see:
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Secure Care Pathway and Standards Scotland
https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/advice-and-gui

See also: Article 38 (2) (3), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Articles 1 & 2 Optional Protocol to the
Convention on the Rights of the Child on the involvement of children in armed conflict; Article 3, ILO
Minimum Age Convention; Article 3 (a), ILO Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention; Article 77 (2),
Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of
Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol I); Article 4 (3) (c), Protocol Additional to the Geneva
Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed
Conflicts (Protocol II); Articles 8 (2) (b) (xxvi) & 8 (2) (e) (vii), Rome Statute; Article 22 (2), African Charter
on the Rights and Welfare of the Child
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether national law explicitly establishes the age of military
recruitment at 15 or above.
Necessary Definitions: "Military Recruitment” includes the act of requesting individuals to join the military.
This may include voluntary requests, in addition to, coercion, or forced recruitment.
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents include national law such as a
national constitution, education act or child’s rights act.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, ministry of defence, Child Soldiers World Index, Human
Rights Watch – Child Soldiers, UNICEF–Children recruited by armed forces
Additional Guidance for Responses: A “yes” response indicates that the appropriate language is present
in the law. A “yes” response does not suggest the law is comprehensive or effective.
5.6.1 is calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0
• Not Applicable = Not scored

Question 5.6.1
Is the legal minimum age of military recruitment 15 or above?
a. Yes
b. No
c.

Response

SELECT
a
b
N/A

Not Applicable (please comment)

Supporting document/citation:

https://www.parliament.uk/globalassets/documents/joint-committees/human-rights/Brie
fing_from_Forces_Watch_age_of_recruitment.pdf
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Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree with additional information.

See also
https://ihl-databases.icrc.org/customary-ihl/eng/docindex/v2_cou_gb_rule136

Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.
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Question 5.6.2: Are children under the age of 15 recruited by the
military in practice? P W
Basis
"States Parties shall take all feasible measures to ensure that persons who have not attained the age of
fifteen years do not take a direct part in hostilities."
— Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 38, Paragraph 2
See also: Article 38 (2) (3), Convention on the Rights of the Child; Articles 1 & 2 Optional Protocol to the
Convention on the Rights of the Child on the involvement of children in armed conflict; Article 3, ILO
Minimum Age Convention; Article 3 (a), ILO Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention; Article 77 (2),
Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of
Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol I); Article 4 (3) (c), Protocol Additional to the Geneva
Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed
Conflicts (Protocol II); Articles 8 (2) (b) (xxvi) & 8 (2) (e) (vii), Rome Statute; Article 22 (2), African Charter
on the Rights and Welfare of the Child
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether children under the age of 15 are recruited to or
participate in military activities in practice.
Necessary Definitions: "Military Recruitment” includes the act of requesting individuals to join the military.
This may include voluntary requests, in addition to, coercion, or forced recruitment.
Examples: “Thousands of boys serve in Burma’s national army, with children as young as 11 forcibly
recruited off the streets and sent into combat operations. Children also serve with some of the armed
ethnic opposition groups.” (Human Rights Watch, Child Soldiers Worldwide, available at
http://www.hrw.org/news/2012/03/12/child-soldiers-worldwide)
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Acceptable supporting documents may include government
reports, non-governmental research reports, local or international news articles, data from a reputable
regional or multi-national organization such as the UN or the World Bank, data from a nationally
representative survey or questionnaire, or in the absence of all else, expert testimony.
Potential Data Sources: Ministry of education, ministry of defence, Child Soldiers World Index, Human
Rights Watch – Child Soldiers, UNICEF–Children recruited by armed forces
Additional Guidance for Responses: “Very common practice” suggests that more than 1 in 3 children
under the age of 15 serve in the military; “regularly practiced” suggests between 1 in 10 and 1 in 3 serve;
and “rarely practiced” suggests that less than 1 in 10 serve.
5.6.2 is calculated as:
• Yes, it is very common practice. = 0
• Yes, it is regularly practiced. = .33
• Yes, but it is rarely practiced. = .66
• No. = 1

Question 5.6.2
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Are children under the age of 15 recruited by the military in practice?
a. Yes, it is very common practice.
b. Yes, it is regularly practiced.
c.

Yes, but it is rarely practiced.

SELECT
a
b
c
d

d. No.

Supporting document/citation:

Researcher comment:
Could not find any evidence persons under the age of 16 being recruited to UK armed
forces.

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree with additional information.

Additionally of note, children from 12 to 17 years old are able to join the Army Cadets,
which while sponsored by the Army, does not include any requirement to join the
military subsequently and cadets are not subject to military call-up. However, the
website does recognize the cadets as a 'valuable recruiting source for the Regular
Army.' See: https://armycadets.com/who-we-are/our-history/ and
https://armycadets.com/cadets/parents-and-carers/
Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--
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Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 5.6.3: Have there been attacks on education?

PW

Basis
“State Parties to the present Charter shall, in accordance with their obligations under international
humanitarian law, protect the civilian population in armed conflicts and shall take all feasible measures to
ensure the protection and care of children who are affected by armed conflicts. Such rules shall also
apply to children in situations of internal armed conflicts, tension and strife.”
—African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child, Article 22 (3)
See also: Articles 6 (1) & 9 (1), International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; Articles 6, 19 & 38,
Convention on the Rights of the Child; Articles 48, 51 & 52, Protocol Additional to the Geneva
Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts
(Protocol I); Article 8 (2) (b) (ix), Rome Statute
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether there have been any incidents of attacks on
education.
Necessary Definitions: "Attacks on education” include:
•
•

Attacks directed at students and educators at education institutions, including abduction,
recruitment into armed groups, forced labor, sexual violence, targeted killings, threats and
harassment, and other violations.
Attacks while going to or coming from an education institution or elsewhere because of their
status as students or educators.
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•
•

Attacks on pro-education activists, including teacher unions or any teaching group, because of
their activism.
Attacks on education personnel, such as administrators and maintenance workers, and education
aid workers.

Examples: Between 2017 and 2019, GCPEA identified around 15 reported attacks targeting or directly
harming students, teachers, and education personnel. The FARDC and non-state armed groups were
responsible for committing such attacks, primarily in eastern DRC and in the Greater Kasai region.
Source: GCPEA Annual Report 2020: Country Profile - DRC
Potential Data Sources: Global Coalition to Protect Education Under Attack
Additional Guidance for Responses: “Yes” indicates that there has been at least one attack on education.
5.6.3 is calculated as:
• Yes=0
• No = 1

Question 5.6.3
Have there been attacks on education?
a. Yes
b. No

Response

SELECT
a
b

Supporting document/citation:

There is nothing to suggest that there has been attacks on education.

Researcher comment:

Gang violence and attacks on students because of gang affiliations is certainly
crippling some children's ability to study. The Government has published guidelines to
schools in order to tackle the causes of gang violence but most of this has been
ineffective. The most recent figures examining children regarded as being in need,
who were already being monitored by social services, found a 34% year-on-year
increase in incidents in which gangs were identified as a factor. There were also large
increases in episodes in which drug misuse by a child (23%) and trafficking (21%)
were
Peeridentified.
review 1 comment:
Ihttps://www.theguardian.com/education/2021/aug/08/thousands-of-pupils-easy-prey-f
disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.
or-gangs-when-schools-reopen

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-46027265
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https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/gangs-in-class-pupils-in-the-grip-of-knife-and-drug-g
angs-at-a-third-of-schools-3gx7kwd6p

See p.35 of GCPEA, 2020, Education under Attack 2020. The UK is included among
the 56 countries with isolated attacks on education over the period from 2015 to 2019,
and appears with an asterisk, which signals that more than 5 incidents were reported.
The gang violence and attacks on students because of gang affiliation cited by the
researcher above fall under the ambit of 4.2.2 and have been added there
accordingly.
Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.
Changed answer from b. N to a. Y per GCPEA, 2020 findings. Also added discussion
of gang violence and schools to 4.2.2.

Question 5.6.4: Is children’s education ensured by the occupying
power? P W
Basis
“The Parties to the conflict shall take the necessary measures to ensure that children under fifteen, who
are orphaned or are separated from their families as a result of the war, are not left to their own
resources, and that their maintenance, the exercise of their religion and their education are facilitated in
all circumstances. Their education shall, as far as possible, be entrusted to persons of a similar cultural
tradition.”
—Geneva Convention (IV) relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, Article 24
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See also: Articles 24, 50 & 94, Geneva Convention (IV) relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in
Time of War.
Guidance
Explanation: This question seeks to answer whether children are able to continue their education during
an armed conflict between two states or if their country is occupied by another country.
Necessary Definitions: A country is “occupied” when it is actually placed under the authority of the hostile
army. The occupation extends only to the territory where such authority has been established and can be
exercised."
5.6.4 is calculated as:
• Yes = 1
• No = 0

Question 5.6.4

Response

Is children’s education ensured by the occupying power?
a. Yes
b. No.
c.

Not Applicable (please comment)

SELECT
a
b
N/A

Supporting document/citation:

Researcher comment:
The country is not occupied.

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree without any comment or additional supporting documents.
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Peer review 2 comment:
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Subtheme 5.7: COVID-19
This subtheme aims to help users identify which areas of the right to education have been affected by
COVID-19. Given that official data is usually lagged by a year or more, the RTEI 2021 Questionnaire may
not capture data from 2020 (when school closures were at their peak) and therefore tell the full story of
what happened in these years. This subsection, therefore, tries to fill that gap by supporting the collection
of contextual information that can shed light on right to education impacts as evidence emerges. The
scores from this subtheme do not contribute to RTEI final scoring.
Sources of data
You may answer these questions using official data, if available. The best sources of which will be the
national statistical office and the ministries of education and health. International sources, such as
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UNESCO, UNICEF, World Bank, and OECD, may also have relevant data. If timely official data is not
available, you may use high quality non-official sources of data, such as data collected by NGOs,
academics, and the media.

Question 5.7.1: What was the scope and length of school closures
due to COVID-19? P
Guidance
Explanation: This section seeks to understand the nature of school closures due to COVID-19,
specifically:
a.
b.
c.
d.

What percentage of students were affected by school closures in your country?
How long did school closures last in weeks?
What proportion of the academic year did school closures represent on average?
Did school closures affect the entire country, ie, all regions?

Necessary Definitions: “School closures” are government-mandated closures of educational institutions
affecting most or all of the student population enrolled from pre-primary through to upper secondary levels
Potential Data Sources: UNESCO

Question 5.7.1

Response

a. What percentage of students were affected by school closures
in your country?

a.

96

b. How long did school closures last in weeks?

b.

16

c. What proportion of the academic year did school closures
represent on average?

c.

1/3

d. Did school closures affect the entire country, i.e., all regions?

d. YES the whole country was affected

Supporting document/citation:
https://www.childrenscommissioner.gov.uk/2020/06/11/the-numbers-behind-homesch
ooling-during-lockdown/

Researcher comment:
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Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.
16 weeks of closure supported at
https://covid19.uis.unesco.org/global-monitoring-school-closures-covid19/country-dash
board/

Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:
I agree with additional information.

For d: suggested source: The numbers behind homeschooling during lockdown |
Children's Commissioner for England (childrenscommissioner.gov.uk)

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 5.7.2: Was education provided during school closures due
to COVID-19? P
Guidance
Explanation: This section seeks to examine issues related to remote learning and lost learning.
Necessary Definitions: "Remote learning modalities” are educational applications, platforms and
resources that aim to help parents, teachers, schools and school administrators facilitate student learning
and provide social care and interaction during periods of school closure.
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“Data and privacy regulations” refers to the legal protection of children’s rights to privacy and data
protection, particularly personal and sensitive information that could render them identifiable.
Potential Data Sources: UNICEF report on digital connectivity, UNESCO page on national learning
platforms and tools, World Bank page on EdTech,

Question 5.7.2

Response

What remote learning modalities were in place during school closures?
a. No tech

a.

YES

b. Low-tech

b.

YES

c.

c.

YES

a. Children living in rural areas

a.

YES

b. Children without access to the internet and technology

b.

YES

c.

c.

YES

d. Minorities and Indigenous peoples

d.

YES

e. Refugees

e.

YES

High-tech

Were remote learning modalities available and appropriate for all
students during school closures?

Children with disabilities

Do regulations protect the data and privacy of children?

YES

a. Yes
b. No
What strategies has the government employed to make up for lost
learning?

YES

a. Catch-up or remedial classes

a.

b. Double shifts

b.

NO

c.

c.

YES

Private tutoring

d. Other (please specify)

d.

If national assessments or exams were missed due to school closures,
were students provided the opportunity to take them?
a. Yes
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b. No

Supporting document/citation:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/learning-during-the-pandemic/learning-d
uring-the-pandemic-review-of-research-from-england

Researcher comment:
GCSE & Alevel results were decide by an algorithm which considered the school,
area and previous results at that particular institution and entirely negated the
students ability and performance on exam day. This was subsequently u-verted and
then decided by teachers grading.
https://www.theguardian.com/education/2021/feb/18/the-student-and-the-algorithm-ho
w-the-exam-results-fiasco-threatened-one-pupils-future
Peer review 1 comment:

Ihttps://www.bbc.co.uk/news/explainers-53807730
disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.
Support
for remedial and funding to support additional tutoring for disadvantaged
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2020/08/26/fk-the-algorithm-what-the-w
students
is documented in the data from https://covid19.uis.unesco.org/joint-covid-r2/.
orld-can-learn-from-the-uks-a-level-grading-fiasco/
Tutoring has been changed from no to yes.
Same data also supports response to high (online), mid (television), and low-tech
(take home) modalities, with various levels of effectiveness, and that schools
Peer review
comment:
remained
open2 for
vulnerable children, which included the groups listed above.
Data protection for children is provided under the UK General Data Protection
--Please select from the options below-Regulation (GDPR), more details can be found at
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/child-online-safety-data-protection-and-privacy

Government comment:
--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
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The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.

Tutoring changed from no to yes

Question 5.7.3: Has school drop-out and its associated risks been
mitigated during school closures? P
Guidance
Explanation: This section seeks to answer understand who is at risk of not returning to school and
whether the state has taken appropriate steps to identify and provide solutions for those most at risk.

Question 5.7.3

Response

Have states taken steps to identify those most at-risk of dropping out
of school?

NO

a. Yes
b. No
Have there been increases in the incidences of the following during
school closures:
a. Child marriage?

a.

Unknown

b. Teenage pregnancy?

b.

Unknown

c.

c.

Unknown

d.

Unknown

Child military recruitment?

d. Child labour?
Have states taken steps to identify who has not returned to school and
set-up a reporting system?
a. Yes

NO

b. No
Have states implemented measures to ensure that those most at-risk of
dropping-out are supported to go back to school?
a. Yes
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b. No

Supporting document/citation:

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I disagree with comment and/or additional supporting documents.
Child labour changed from no to unknown as there is no data available for child labour
and no evidence provided for the response.
Child military recruitment changed from no to unknown as no evidence has been
found or provided.
Not evidence was found or provided to support the claim that states have taken steps
Peer review 2 comment:
to identify those most at risk of dropping out. Response changed from yes to no.

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
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The original response has been rectified based on review and/or additional information.

Lack of available evidence led to changes in initial responses, including for child
labour and child military recruitment from no to unkown, and states having taken steps
to identify drop outs from yes to no.

Question 5.7.4: Have public health measures been taken in schools? P
Guidance
Explanation: This section seeks to answer whether school environments are safe for students and
educational staff as they return to school.
Potential data sources: UNESCO data on teacher prioritisation for the COVID-19 vaccine

Question 5.7.4

Response

Do children and educational staff have access to soap and clean
water?
a. Yes

YES

b. No
Are educational staff provided information and guidance on public
health protection measures such as social distancing?
a. Yes

YES

b. No
Have teachers been prioritised to receive COVID-19 vaccines?
a. Yes

NO

b. No

Supporting document/citation:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/actions-for-schools-during-the-coronaviru
s-outbreak/schools-covid-19-operational-guidance

Researcher comment:
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Teachers were not priortised in getting the vaccine but several campaigns like the
below were running to get the Governments attention - this did not change the
situation.
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/554316

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.
Publishing of specific health guidelines for schools including social distancing and
hand washing confirmed from data from https://covid19.uis.unesco.org/joint-covid-r2/

Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:

The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 5.7.5: Are teachers paid during unplanned school closures?
P

Guidance
Explanation: This section seeks to answer whether teachers are paid during unplanned school closures
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Potential Data Sources: Teachers’ union website

Question 5.7.5

Response

Are teachers paid during unplanned school closures?
a. Yes

YES

b. No

Supporting document/citation:

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-financial-support-fo
r-schools/school-funding-exceptional-costs-associated-with-coronavirus-covid-19-for-t
he-period-march-to-july-2020

Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:

I agree with additional information.
There have been no changes to teacher pay or benefits during lockdowns (data from
https://covid19.uis.unesco.org/joint-covid-r2/)

Peer review 2 comment:

--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--
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RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.

Question 5.7.6: Is an education emergency response plan in place?
Guidance
Explanation: This section seeks to answer whether there is an emergency response plan in order to m
a. Is there an education emergency response plan to help mitigate the impact of emergencies,
natural disasters, and crises?
b. What percentage of the recovery budget is allocated to education?
Necessary Definitions: "Emergency response plan” refers to any national plan that sets out how the
ministry of education will respond to the COVID-19 pandemic. The plan should deal with critical issues
such as: plans for re-opening schools, school calendar, remote learning modalities, online distance
learning strategies, teachers, students, parents/caregivers, learning, assessment and examinations.
Examples: Malawi—National COVID-19 preparedness and response strategy and plan July 2021-June
2022
Appropriate Supporting Documentation: Emergency response plan
Potential Data Sources: Planipolis, UNICEF Global Tracker on national education responses to COVID19, Survey on National Education Responses to COVID-19 School Closures

Question 5.7.6

Response

Is there an education emergency response plan to help mitigate the
impact of emergencies, natural disasters, and crises?
a. Yes

YES

b. No
What percentage of the recovery budget is allocated to education?
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Supporting document/citation:

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/emergencies-and-severe-weather-schools-and-early-ye
ars-settings
https://ifs.org.uk/uploads/BN329-COVID-related-spending-on-education-in-England.p
df - page 2
Researcher comment:

Peer review 1 comment:
I agree with additional information.

Evidence of an emergency plan provided above is actually guidance to schools on
how to develop an emergency plan. Although I agree with the response I am unable to
locate plans for each of the four countries - here is one example from Wales
(https://planipolis.iiep.unesco.org/sites/default/files/ressources/uk_wales_renew-and-r
eform-supporting-learners-wellbeing-and-progression.pdf)
Peer review 2 comment:
Note that the 2% figure is only for England.
--Please select from the options below--

Government comment:

--Please select from the options below--

RESULTS Educational Fund comment:
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The original response appears correct and holds as the final response.
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